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FOREWORD

This document is the Final Report describing feasibility and design considerations for passive seismic
monitoring at the SouthWest Hub CO2 Geosequestration site near Perth, Australia.
It has been submitted as the final milestone for ANLEC Project 7‐0212‐0203: “Feasibility and design
of robust passive seismic monitoring arrays for CO2 geosequestration”.
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DETAILED EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Passive seismic monitoring is the science of recording and analysing natural or induced seismicity
with surface or borehole sensor arrays, without the need for active (man‐made) seismic energy
sources.
Passive seismic monitoring can be useful in CO2 geosequestration projects to:
a. Image/monitor the injected CO2 plume, the injection pressure front, and any
potential rock (micro)fracturing, CO2 migration, or fault stress‐strain activity;
b. Estimate the in‐situ stress conditions in the subsurface to help constrain
geomechanical model‐based predictions of fault and caprock seal, induced
seismicity, and potential CO2 migration pathways;
c. Serve as an early‐warning system to detect weak (non‐felt) seismicity before, during
and after CO2 injection, in order to mitigate against any possibility of larger seismic
energy releases;
d. Determine whether any measured/felt seismicity in the project area is natural, or
may be related to CO2 injection project activity.

The following is a detailed Executive Summary of our research project results, in report order.
1. Accuracy of estimating passive seismic source event locations:
a. Passive seismic source events are traditionally located by picking arrival times of
different seismic phases on a seismogram, comparing them to computed travel
times, and finding a source location that minimizes the difference.
b. There are two sources of error: incorrect arrival‐time picks, and erroneous travel‐
time computations, which are mostly due to the computational velocity model being
incorrect. Uncertainties in arrival‐time picks or in velocities result in uncertainties in
the source location, with the mapping from input uncertainties to output
uncertainties being determined by the geometry of the seismic array relative to the
source location and any structure in the velocity model. The uncertainty can be
estimated using the posterior covariance matrix, which yields confidence ellipsoids
for the source location.
c. The effect of the array geometry on source‐location accuracy is examined for the SW
Hub velocity model. In general, a surface‐only array of seismic sensors will yield
source locations with large uncertainty in vertical position; this is shown to be
especially the case with the complex seismic velocity structure of the SW Hub.
Seismic arrays installed in boreholes are shown to yield far more accurate locations.
d. The largest source of error in source location is due to lack of knowledge of the
velocity model, which is typically obtained from sparse measurements in boreholes,
complemented by VSP and reflection seismic information. Incorrect location of faults
or layer interfaces can have large effects on computed travel times. In order to
understand the effect of structural uncertainty at SW Hub, a large number of
geological models were simulated, drawn from a statistical distribution of plausible
models. Velocity models were then generated from these geological models, with
additional velocity uncertainty for each layer. Seismic travel times were then
computed from a synthetic seismic source location to an array of seismic sensors.
The variation in the computed travel times then gives a good idea of the uncertainty
associated with the SW Hub velocity model.
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2. Optimization of passive seismic network sensor arrays:
a. Microseismic activity occurring during CO2 geosequestration and over the lifetime of
a reservoir contains valuable information about the reservoir conditions such as the
in‐situ stress or plume migration paths. How well the microseismic activity can be
detected and located depends on the seismic network, in particular on its spatial
configuration. The more completely the microseismicity can be recorded the more
can potentially be inferred about the reservoir conditions. It is therefore desirable to
optimise a seismic network so that it is most sensitive to the most probable
earthquake locations.
b. Given the assumption that microseismic sources will be located using first arrival
travel times and a set of likely event locations, a seismic network can be optimised
by positioning the stations such that the first arrival travel times exhibit a maximum
of information about the hypocenter. Employing a grid search a set of optimal
seismic networks can be found, even for a complex velocity model, such as the SW
Hub velocity model.
c. For the most probable event location in the SW Hub a general recommendation for
an optimal three‐station network is characterised by two of the three stations in an
L‐shaped structure within less than 6km of the probable epicentre and a station
immediately above the hypocentre. How well defined an optimum seismic network
is, also depends on the uncertainties in the underlying velocity model.
d. Optimising a seismic network purely on arrival times is only a first step. The main
limitation of a network optimised using the aforementioned approach is that it does
not account for the amplitudes of the individual arrivals. It is well known that in a
complex velocity model most of the wavefield energy can be contained in later
arrivals and first arrivals might be difficult to detect due to their low amplitude. If
first arrival travel times are to be used to locate earthquakes in the SW hub it is
important to account for the energy that is expected to be associated with the first
arrivals, and which is likely to exhibit a complex spatial variation.
3. Kinematics of induced seismicity:
a. Injection‐induced microseismicity is a phenomenon known from various CO2 geo‐
sequestration projects around the world. Assessing and understanding the cause of
microseismicity is important for two main reasons. Firstly, microseismicity can be
perceived as a geo‐hazard and thus needs to be addressed by any Measuring,
Monitoring and Verification (MMV) programme. Secondly, microseismicity can be
used as tool to infer certain characteristics of the underground rock formation such
as the permeability or preferential fluid pathways, as is often done in the oil and gas
industry.
b. In the context of the SW Hub, this feasibility study aims at developing an
understanding of how a passive seismic recording system should be designed in
order to monitor injection‐induced microseismic events. We address this question by
studying the kinematics of microseismicity. Based on available rock and fluid
property laboratory measurements as well as wireline log data from the Harvey‐1
site we provide an estimate for the pressure diffusivity of the Wonnerup sandstone
formation, i.e. the envisaged target formation for CO2 injection. Under several
simplifying assumptions and for an available simple geological model of the SW Hub,
we model the spatial‐temporal evolution of fluid pressure perturbation and
microseismic event generation. The simulation results show that most microseismic
events occur in the vicinity of the injection point and are confined within the
Wonnerup formation.
c. We discuss complicating factors including the anisotropy of the pressure diffusivity,
coupling to in‐situ stresses and structural uncertainties such as sub‐seismic
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resolution fracture networks. The significant permeability anisotropy measured in
the laboratory is expected to translate into an anisotropy of the microseismic event
cloud. Then, the time until a pressure perturbation reaches a 1km distant fault and
potentially triggers microseismicity is on the order of days after injection begins. We
emphasize that the amount of microseismic events will strongly depend on the
distribution and abundance of mechanical weaknesses in larger rock volumes (for
example in form of fractures) which are not known at present.
4. Locating hypothetical microseismic source events at the SW Hub site:
a. Microseismic data is typically processed using traditional earthquake seismological
methods. Seismic source locations are determined using the arrival times of seismic
phases such as direct P and S body waves. In addition, the direction of polarization of
P‐wave arrivals is aligned with the seismic ray, and so provides additional
information.
b. For the processing of SW Hub synthetic finite‐difference seismic data, different
quantized or down‐sampled versions of the finite‐difference velocity model were
tested, and a fast‐marching method was used to compute travel times. The synthetic
data was extracted from an example array containing seismic sensors installed into
four deep boreholes, and for events with different source locations.
c. Standard processing methods are difficult to use with the SW Hub data. The main
reason is that the first arrivals often have very low energy compared to later arrivals.
This means that they can be difficult to identify and to pick. This is the case even on
the synthetic seismic traces; in the real world, the presence of background noise
would mean that the first arrivals would often be missed altogether. There are many
complicated arrivals evident on the traces, from reflected and converted waves,
from trapped modes reverberating within layers, and from head waves travelling
along layer boundaries or faults.
d. Naïve application of standard processing methods resulted in large source location
errors, sometimes larger than a 1km, even with zero‐noise synthetic data and
accurate velocity models. This was mostly due to the mis‐identification of arrival
phases. However, careful examination of seismograms, and comparison with
predicted arrival times of computed phases allowed the identification of problematic
picks. Simply omitting, or down‐weighting, these picks allowed the location error to
be reduced substantially. This implies that processing of this data, if it is to be done
by standard techniques, will have to be done manually, at least until sufficient
experience has been obtained that automatic algorithms can be developed.
5. Passive seismic field tests at the SW Hub site:
a. The ability to successfully use passive seismic monitoring depends on local signal and
noise conditions and is thus highly site‐dependent. Furthermore, the selection and
placement (location and depth) of sensors can provide orders of magnitude
improvement in signal‐to‐noise. To demonstrate the likelihood of success of passive
seismic monitoring for a particular CO2 geosequestration project and also optimise
performance at a given cost, we require careful measurement and quantification of
such potential improvements with one or more small‐scale test arrays.
b. In this report we present a new field test method and procedure to measure and
characterise the natural seismicity and ambient noise at a site. It involves the
deployment of a shallow borehole monitoring array, carefully designed to test: (1)
ambient seismic noise properties, including spectral characteristics and occurrence
likelihood; (2) noise reduction with sensor depth; (3) the influence of local near
surface lithology on performance, and (4) the suitability of sensors at the site given
their sensitivity and depth of deployment.
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c. We have applied this method at the SW Hub site and successfully deployed a
permanent shallow borehole array to 50m depth near the Harvey‐4 well. The
equipment was selected for its very high sensitivity, suitable for passive seismic
applications such as microseismic monitoring. Sensors are cemented within the
borehole and topside housing was deployed to continuously record passive data with
solar power and remote control of the station via broadband mobile data networks.
d. Test shots validate that the array is fully functioning as expected and that sensor
responsivity is uniform at all depths. We also estimate near surface seismic velocity
profiles from the test shots. Quantitative analysis of the calibration test shot data
indicates that our shallow borehole array should be sensitive enough to detect
microseismic events of Magnitude M‐1 or stronger at a distance of ~2km (potential
CO2 injection depths). Following comprehensive tests, we analyse 75 days of passive
recordings to characterise both natural and cultural (largely diurnal or distinct in
frequency) ambient noise sources.
e. We find an abrupt change in seismic noise character between the unconsolidated
sandy overburden and the hard sandstone of the Leederville formation
approximately 30m below the surface. We measure a large reduction (20dB ‐ 30dB)
in cultural noise amplitude and smaller reduction in natural seismic noise amplitude
(5dB ‐ 10dB) as we cross this lithological unconformity. At depths between 32m and
44m, we find that low frequency (<15Hz) ambient seismic noise is similar to very low
noise sites around the world. However, at these depths we find that system self‐
noise is largely dominant at higher frequencies and prevents us from measuring the
very weak ambient seismic noise at these frequencies. This finding also suggests that
even high sensitivity geophone sensors in deeper boreholes (below the
unconsolidated overburden) at the SW Hub would only achieve a substantial noise
reduction benefit if there were a commensurate reduction in system self‐noise. In
general however, measured signal strength from microseismicity is expected to
improve be locating sensors at depths closer to the reservoir interval.
f. Our shallow borehole monitoring array remains operational and will be incorporated
into an ongoing study of local background seismicity for the SW Hub (ANLEC project
7‐0215‐0244, “Passive seismic investigations at the SW Hub”).
6. HPC modelling of 3D passive seismic data:
a. Developing and validating a rigorous feasibility and design analysis for passive
seismic monitoring requires simulating high‐quality passive seismic data using a 3D
geological model of the CO2 sequestration site. A comprehensive seismic modelling
study requires: (1) realistic 3D velocity and density models; (2) accurate and highly
optimized elastic wave‐equation modelling algorithms and access to HPC resources;
(3) realistic scenarios of the hypothetical microseismic source events; (4) testing for a
wide variety of passive seismic array designs; and (5) performing a detailed wavefield
analysis to validate data quality.
b. We perform large‐scale 3D elastic passive seismic modelling using a time‐domain
finite‐difference method (FDTD) using the SW Hub 3D geological model. The 3D
model structural complexity includes a number of key faults and geological
heterogeneities. To stabilize FD simulation and obtain the desired frequency
content, the 3D model is discretised at a 10‐metre interval leading to a total of 5.2
billion grid points. By using a highly optimised parallel FDTD algorithm and running
on the world‐class Magnus cluster at the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre in Perth,
Australia (rated at #41 in the Top 500 list in November, 2014), we successfully
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simulated 3D passive seismic data sets for microseismic source event scenarios in the
SW Hub model within a reasonable computation time concurrently using 1,536 CPU
cores.
c. We design 21 hypothetical microseismic source events located along faults either in
the Wonnerup or Yalgorup member (i.e., the potential CO2 storage reservoir
formation), and nine active‐source surface shots, with two types of source
mechanisms (explosive and double‐couple shear). Four‐component (4C) wavefields
are simulated for both dense, surface‐based passive seismic arrays, as well as for
shallow borehole and deep VSP arrays. The simulated passive seismic data show
realistic and complex wave phenomena, comparable to that commonly observed in
field data; these include reflected waves and P‐to‐S (or S‐to‐P) converted waves at
the faults and lithological boundaries. The modelled passive seismic data sets are
useful for optimizing the design of the passive seismic receiver arrays to be
deployed, for investigating modern 3D/4D imaging/inversion methods, and for
developing and testing a ‘real‐time’ imaging methodology for an early‐warning
system.
d. The 3D passive seismic data sets (total 80TB+) are stored in the shared library at the
Pawsey Supercomputing Centre Data Store for future research purposes.
7. Wave‐equation imaging of passive seismic data:
a. Passive‐source microseismic monitoring typically involves seismic data recorded
from a few sparse sensor locations, picked event arrival times, and triangulation to
determine the seismic event source locations; a technique used over 100 years for
the estimation of earthquake locations.
b. Instead, we have developed a new method that performs wave‐equation imaging of
microseismic source events by back‐propagating the passive seismic wavefield in a
subsurface model, and applying an imaging condition to extract an image of the
microseismic source function.
c. The main advantages of the wave‐equation based method are (1) data can be
recorded continuously, event‐triggered recording is not required; (2) microseismic
events do not have to be interpreted and picked manually from the data, (3) the
imaging algorithms can be extremely robust in the presence of weak signals or strong
noise.
d. We first test our method in 2D by imaging a hypothetical microseismic event along a
fault from a synthetic passive seismic dataset generated for a realistic model of a gas
reservoir offshore Australia.
i. We demonstrate that the method provides a high‐quality image of the
microseismic source by using a sufficiently dense geophone array and a
reasonably accurate velocity model even in the presence of noise. The
microseismic source location can be well imaged from a noisy data set of a
signal‐to‐noise (S/N) ratio as low as 0.1 where first arrivals cannot be
identified, and thus the traditional location methods would not be able to
detect the event.
ii. The density of the geophone array affects the quality of the source image;
the largest geophone interval for the microseismic source imaging is
approximately 312.5 metre for the model.
iii. The velocity model for the imaging does not need to contain detailed
information, but is required to represent an overall velocity trend accurately.
We have shown that 5 percent error in the velocity model leads to
approximately 2.5 percent error in the source depth estimation.
iv. Passive seismic arrays should be optimally designed with these results in
mind to take advantage of powerful new wave‐equation imaging techniques
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to better detect, image and locate microseismic source events and their
source characteristics.
e. Next we test a new and innovative 3D wavefield adjoint technique to image
microseismic source event locations from passive seismic array data, and show test
examples for a 3D geologic model of the SouthWest Hub CO2 sequestration project.
i. We developed an innovative GPU‐accelerated 3D scalar acoustic wave
equation solver to image the location of microseismic events within the 3D
geologic model of the South West Hub. The method works by running the
seismic wave propagation in reverse – i.e. it back‐propagates received
seismic energy into the earth at the near‐surface receiver locations in a
computational model of the SouthWest Hub. If the velocity model is correct,
the seismic energy should converge on the source location at the time the
microseismic event occurred. This convergence is also potentially affected by
the presence of faults and the receiver geometry.
ii. Using simulated passive seismic data sets from the SW Hub 3D geological
model, we imaged microseismic sources located at depths of 1‐3km along
the F10 fault and within the proposed CO2 storage reservoir. Given a
reasonably accurate velocity model, we were able to accurately image
microseismic event locations.
iii. Using the deepest microseismic source located along the F10 fault we tried
imaging the source using a variety of receiver spacings ranging from 20m to
1km. Good source recovery was obtained in all instances, however we saw
little benefit from having receiver spacings smaller than 240m.
iv. The final test we conducted was to use a combination of outer (5‐9km
distance) and inner (around 3km distance) receiver stations to image the
microseismic source location. We found that the far field receivers provided
good aperture and a well resolved microseismic source with the cost of
poorer sensitivity to wavefield energy. The near field receivers had much
greater sensitivity to wavefield energy at the cost of poor resolution for the
source location. Our recommendation is to deploy passive seismic receivers
in a combined geometry of near and far offsets to maximize resolution and
sensitivity.
8. Diffraction imaging of passive seismic Surface and VSP data:
a. In this section we develop and apply new VSP imaging techniques on simulated
borehole array data to image microseismic events in the SW Hub reservoir model
and along faults.
b. In particular, we present a method that is based on the difference between the
shapes of the traveltime curves corresponding to different diffractor locations. To
establish whether there is a diffractor at a certain location, we look for seismic
energy distributed along corresponding traveltime curves. To this end, we measure
the coherency of the seismic wavefield along these curves. To compute the
coherency we have modified the standard semblance measure to work better on
noisy data and proposed a new coherency measure based on the frequency spectra
of the traces.
c. The examples presented show good potential for the method to be used for passive
imaging of diffractors, such as terminations of layers at faults or edges of the altered
areas in the subsurface on time‐lapse seismic data, however more research is
needed to refine the techniques.
d. We also caution about the possibility that the diffracted waves caused by ambient
noise energy sources may sometimes be incorrectly interpreted as active seismic
sources that could lead to wrong conclusions about induced seismicity of processes
generating the ambient noise, such as injection of fluids in the subsurface.
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9. Passive seismic geomechanical core experiments:
a. A total of four (4) rock core plugs have been tested in CSIRO laboratory facilities from
two depths (1924 and 2508 m) of the Harvey‐1 well at the SW Hub site. For each
depth, two (2) orthogonal plugs (horizontal and vertical) were tested. Before
geomechanical testing, the porosity and permeability of the rocks to nitrogen gas has
been assessed as a function of effective pressure.
b. The geomechanical testing consisted in four main steps: (i) subject the plugs to the in
situ confining/pore pressure and temperature; (ii) fail the rock mechanically in the
drained regime by applying an increasing axial stress until past the peak axial stress;
(iii) stabilise the shear‐failed rock by reducing the axial stress to 50% of the peak
value; (iv) increase the pore pressure by injecting brine in the rock porosity and
raising the pore pressure until the reactivation of the shear fracture. During the
experiment, the following parameters were monitored: (i) axial and radial strain; (ii)
evolution with stress of the P‐wave velocity along numerous propagation paths; (iii)
micro‐seismic activity (spatio‐temporal location); (iv) brine permeability at the in situ
stress state, right after shear failure (after the peak stress), and after re‐stabilisation
of the shear fracture.
c. The main results of geomechanical experiments can be summarised as follows:
i. The gas porosity and permeability measured on our plugs is consistent with
measurements on other plugs from the same rock facies reported in
previous ANLEC projects (Delle Piane et al., 2013), i.e., at 1924 m, the
porosity is around 10‐12% and the permeability ranges between 17 and 30
mD; at 2508 m depth, the porosity is around 9‐10% and the permeability
ranges between 1 and 5 mD.
ii. The stress‐dependency of the gas porosity and permeability is significant.
iii. The anisotropy of the gas permeability is also significant, i.e., khoriz / kvert ~ 1.7
at a depth of 1924 m and ~ 4.5 at a depth of 2508 m.
iv. The effective brine permeability of the shear‐failed rock is similar to that of
the intact rock, i.e., ~ 0.8 mD.
v. The brine permeability appears to be much lower than the gas permeability,
i.e., kbrine ~ 0.8 mD for kgas ~ 23 mD in average.
vi. The shear failure stage (Phase 2) resulted in the generation of a single
fracture at a differential stress of ~136 MPa.
vii. The injection‐induced reactivation stage resulted, with increasing
displacement, first in a slip of the initial shear fracture at a pore pressure of
~34 MPa, then in the generation of a second, conjugate fracture.
viii. At a depth of 1924 m, shear fracturing/failure and injection‐induced
reactivation generated: similar amounts of micro‐seismic activity, i.e.,
20,000 events for each phase; qualitatively similar frequency content of the
recorded micro‐seismic activity; the first significant microseismic activity is
recorded at a differential stress of ~80 MPa during the shear fracturing of
the intact rock (Phase 2); during the shear fracturing stage, the maximum
microseismic activity is recorded near the dilatancy point, at a differential
stress of ~ 127 MPa;
ix. In the deeper section (2500 m), if the injection pressure reaches a value of
~21 MPa above the in situ pore pressure, the fault might reactivate; in the
shallower section (1925 m) the over pressure required to reactivate the fault
is ~15 MPa.
x. During the injection‐induced reactivation stage, two peaks of microseismic
activity have been recorded: the first is associated with the time of
reactivation of the initial shear fracture, and the second during the later
activation of the second, conjugate shear fracture.
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xi. The micro‐seismic activity induced by the reactivation of the fault was
essentially concomitant with the onset of fault slip (no precursory activity).
d. A result of the microseismic monitoring data from these geomechanical lab
experiments is that, despite the presence of a pre‐existing fault in the injected
reservoir volume, the combination of an injection‐induced pore pressure increase
and a pre‐existing deviatoric (tectonic) stress state, new shear fracturing along
conjugate planes can be created (e.g., at an injection pressure of 15 MPa above the
in situ pore pressure). An important question is: would realistic CO2 injection
pressures create newly generated conjugate fractures in the storage reservoir, and if
so, would they be likely to behave as flow barriers or preferential flow paths
(enhanced permeability) for the injected CO2? A related question may be: would
newly generated conjugate fractures be likely to propagate into the overburden and
compromise the seal integrity, or remain confined to the reservoir section? Based
on the limited amount of brine permeability data acquired in this study, the effect of
the shear fracture on the effective permeability of the reservoir rock seems to be
negligible.
Further studies of this type would be required to answer these and other important
geomechanical questions.
10. This document is the Final Report describing feasibility and design considerations for passive
seismic monitoring at the SouthWest Hub CO2 Geosequestration site near Perth, Australia. It
has been submitted as the final milestone for ANLEC Project 7‐0212‐0203: “Feasibility and
design of robust passive seismic monitoring arrays for CO2 geosequestration”.
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES

Summary of the Original ANLEC Project Research Objectives

Measurement, Monitoring, and Verification (MMV) is an important aspect of any CO2
Geosequestration project. A key component of the MMV program includes passive seismic
monitoring. Passive seismic monitoring is the science of recording and analysing natural or induced
subsurface seismicity with surface or borehole sensor arrays, without the need for active (man‐
made) seismic energy sources.

Passive seismic monitoring can be useful in CO2 geosequestration projects to:





Image/monitor the injected CO2 plume, the injection pressure front, and potential CO2
migration or fault displacement activity;
Estimate the in‐situ stress conditions in the subsurface to help constrain geomechanical
model predictions of fault seal and any potential for CO2 migration;
Serve as an early‐warning system to detect low‐level (unfelt) seismicity before, during and
after CO2 injection in order to mitigate any possibility of inducing a larger seismic energy
release.
Passive seismic monitoring can also provide the ability to determine whether any
measured/felt seismicity in the project area is natural, or related to project activity.

The design of a high‐quality passive seismic monitoring array is site specific; the optimal design
depends on site‐dependent signal and noise conditions. Current state of the art passive seismic
design uses technology similar to that which the earthquake community has been using the past 100
years. We propose to innovate a step‐change in passive seismic systems to optimise site‐specific
array design and data analysis/imaging techniques in order to help achieve the MMV goals stated
above.

There are four main research objectives to our proposal:
1. Estimate and predict the likely microseismic energy at the SW Hub site by making
geomechanical lab measurements on cores taken from wells at the site;
2. Measure and characterise the natural seismic signal and noise conditions at the SW Hub
site with a small field test array of passive seismic sensors in shallow boreholes;
3. Simulate realistic 3D microseismic wavefields using supercomputing algorithms, develop
and test innovative 3D/4D seismic wave‐equation and VSP imaging methods to improve
images of the subsurface with passive seismic array data.
4. Develop methods to optimize the sensor array design, in order to maximize the ability to
detect/image microseismic events at the SW Hub and other CO2 Geosequestration sites.
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1. OPTIMAL PASSIVE SEISMIC ARRAY DESIGN

1.1 Accuracy of Seismic Event Location
Summary
This section addresses the optimization of seismic array design. Specifically, it looks at factors
affecting the accuracy of seismic event location.
In traditional earthquake seismology, seismic events are located by picking arrival times of different
seismic phases on a seismogram, comparing them to computed travel times, and finding a source
location that minimizes the difference. There are two sources of error: incorrect arrival‐time picks,
and erroneous travel‐time computations, which are mostly due to the computational velocity model
being incorrect. Uncertainties in arrival‐time picks or in velocities result in uncertainties in the source
location, with the mapping from input uncertainties to output uncertainties being determined by the
geometry of the seismic array relative to the source location and any structure in the velocity model.
The uncertainty can be estimated using the posterior covariance matrix, which yields confidence
ellipsoids for the source location.
The effect of the array geometry on source‐location accuracy is examined for the SW Hub velocity
model. In general, a surface‐only array of seismic sensors will yield source locations with large
uncertainty in vertical position; this is shown to be especially the case with the complex seismic
velocity structure of the SW Hub. Seismic arrays installed in boreholes are shown to yield far more
accurate locations. The large surface‐array uncertainties in the vertical direction can be explained by
ray tracing from an event to seismic sensors: the bending of seismic rays towards high velocity
regions results in minimal travel‐time differences for vertical shifts in source location.
The largest source of error in source location is due to lack of knowledge of the velocity model, which
is typically obtained from sparse measurements in boreholes, complemented by VSP and reflection
seismic information. An understanding of the geological structure is used to interpolate these
measurements between boreholes. Incorrect location of faults or layer interfaces can have large
effects on computed travel times. In order to understand the effect of structural uncertainty, a large
number of geological models were simulated, drawn from a statistical distribution of plausible
models. Velocity models were then generated from these geological models, with additional velocity
uncertainty for each layer. Seismic travel times were then computed from a synthetic seismic source
location to an array of seismic sensors. The variation in the computed travel times then gives a good
idea of the uncertainty associated with the velocity model.

Sources of Error
Uncertainty in the location of a seismic event is caused by two sources of error:

1. Arrival‐time picking errors. The accuracy with which an arrival time can be estimated
depends on the amplitude of the signal relative to the background noise, and on the shape of
the signal — signals with a short, sharp rise time are much easier to pick than “emergent”
signals with very slow rise times. For clear signals, typical pick uncertainties would be of the
order of a few milliseconds for fracture events in the metres to tens of metres size range. A
much larger error occurs when the phase of an arrival is incorrectly identified. This can
happen, for example, when the P‐wave amplitude is low because the ray is close to a nodal
plane in the event’s radiation pattern. If the P‐wave is not visible in the background noise,
then the S arrival could mistakenly be picked as a P.
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2. Velocity‐model errors. The velocity structure of the ground is usually only poorly known,
since it needs to be inferred from sparse borehole sonic logs along with processing of
refraction and reflection seismic data. An incorrect velocity model results in incorrect
predicted arrival times, which lead to errors in event location. This uncertainty in velocity
model usually dominates the uncertainties caused by picking errors.

An additional error can result from inadequate numerical methods, for example when the
computation of arrival times is done using ray‐path approximations, but wavefront healing
means that energy diffracted around the edges of a low‐velocity anomaly appears in advance of
the modelled direct ray path arrival.

A related problem is that most traveltime computations, such as the fast‐marching method
(FMM) used here, ignore the amplitudes of the arrivals. The first arrival typically computed by a
FMM could easily have a very low amplitude compared to later arrivals, and so be invisible in the
actual data. For complex geological geometries such as that found at the South West Hub, there
will, in fact, be many reflected and refracted arrivals overlapping each other – the apparent
arrival is a combination of multiple phases. Propagation through multiple thin layers also causes
an apparent attenuation and delay due to the superposition of multiple reflected arrivals.

Effect of Array Geometry

There are four unknowns associated with the location of an event, three spatial location parameters
(x,y,z), and the event time t. In principle, four data points are required to locate an event, assuming
that the velocity is perfectly known. These could be, in the simplest case, four P‐wave arrival times at
four different stations. In principle, a location can be obtained from a single three‐component
station, by using P and S arrival times, the difference between which gives the event distance from
the station, and the two P‐wave polarisation angles, which give the direction to the event. (There is
in fact a 180º ambiguity in direction, since one doesn’t know whether the first arrival is positive or
negative.) In practice, polarisation angles are hard to measure accurately in the presence of noise,
and are less useful in complex velocity models because they no longer point towards the event.
Errors in arrival‐time picking are alleviated by using many more than the minimum four data points.

The uncertainty in the event location is determined not only by the arrival‐time pick uncertainties,
but also by the array geometry. For example, if all the stations lie on a straight line and P arrivals are
used, then the arrival time curve can yield the distance from the line and the closest point on the line
— i.e. the event location will be somewhere on a circle of known centre and radius, but more cannot
be determined.
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The uncertainty can be estimated by computing a posterior covariance matrix (e.g. Tarantola 1987),
which is given by

(1.1)

where J is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of the data with respect to the location model
parameters, and CD is the data covariance matrix, with the pick uncertainties on the diagonal.

Examples of the dependence of location uncertainty on array geometry using the SW Hub project
velocity model are shown in Figure 1.1, which compares three different arrays: a surface‐only array, a
“shallow” array with geophones installed in boreholes down to 1000m depth, and a deep array, with
geophones down to 3000m. In each case, 4 boreholes are used, arranged in a square. The arrival
times from nine synthetic microseismic source events, lying on a vertical plane passing through the
centre of the array, were computed, along with their Jacobians, and the resulting covariance
matrices plotted as error ellipses. Clearly, the location uncertainties decrease substantially with
increasing depth range of the arrays. Equally clearly, the uncertainties are critically dependent on the
velocity model, as is shown by the large differences in location uncertainty for events that are
symmetrically placed with respect to the array, but where the ray‐paths to the sensors pass through
very different structures.

The event with the largest uncertainty, in Figure 1.1a may be counter‐intuitive at first – one would
expect locations of events close to the large fault on the right of the picture to be less certain. The
reason is that this modelling assumes that the velocity structure is exactly known. The ray paths are
complex, as can be seen in Figure 1.2 which shows in (a) ray paths from each of the nine synthetic
source events to one of the surface boreholes, and (b) ray paths for one event, but with perturbed
location. The first‐arrival energy tends to travel preferentially in higher‐velocity regions; a good
example is the left‐most shallow event in Figure 1.2a, where the ray path tracks along a higher‐
velocity horizon before hitting the higher velocities to the right of the fault. Figure 1.2b shows why
the vertical uncertainty is so large: because the rays follow high velocities, the ray paths from the two
perturbed locations shown are almost identical to the ray paths from the correct location; travel time
differences are small, and the locations cannot be distinguished. The degree to which differing
traveltimes can be distinguished depends, of course on (a) the accuracy with which arrival times can
be picked, which is a function of noise level, and (b) the accuracy with which they can be modelled,
which depends on how well the velocity model is known. This velocity‐model uncertainty issue is
discussed in the next section.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 1.1: Event location accuracy is a function of array geometry. Location uncertainty ellipses (black) are shown for 9
synthetic microseismic source events in the SW Hub velocity model: (a) surface array (b) borehole array down to 1000m
(c) borehole array down to 3000m. The long, thin shape of the uncertainty ellipses illustrates the extreme difference
between vertical and horizontal location accuracy.
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a)

b)

Figure 1.2: Ray paths in a complex velocity structure for SW Hub model. (a) Ray paths from the nine synthetic
microseismic events into a surface sensor. Ray paths are complex, and tend to follow zones of higher velocity. (b) Change
in ray paths caused by perturbing the event location. Because rays bend into higher‐velocity zones, ray paths, and travel
times, from the perturbed locations are very similar to those of the original event.

Effects of velocity model uncertainty
In practice, the largest source of error in seismic event locations is incorrect velocity models. The
velocity model is estimated using sparse information (e.g., well logs) from boreholes, complemented
by estimates derived from VSP and other seismic surveys, which is then interpolated and
extrapolated using models of the geological structure. In the case of the SW Hub, faults with large
throws result in geological units of very different seismic velocity being juxtaposed on either side of
the fault, so errors in fault location, orientation, and displacement can cause large errors in the
velocity estimates at given points in the vicinity of these faults. Velocity uncertainties are not uniform
over the whole model, but are related to uncertainties in the geological structure. This matters
because different array geometries, which might have resulted in similar uncertainties following the
Jacobian‐based analysis above, will be affected to different extents by the velocity uncertainties.
Given the expected event locations, it makes sense to choose an array geometry such that ray paths
from expected events to seismic sensors are minimally affected by these uncertainties.

An indication of the magnitude of the velocity uncertainties can be obtained by simulating a large
number of geological model statistical samples from a probability distribution based on what is
reasonably known about the geological structure and the velocity of the various geological units.

The stochastic geological simulations were generated using a software package called ‘Noddy’
(Jessell 1981; Jessell & Valenta 1996), which builds a geological model using a sequence of geological
events, such as deposition of geological layers, tilting and folding, faulting, erosion to produce
unconformities, etc. The final model can then have seismic velocities associated with each unit, and
be output as a 3D velocity grid to be used for seismic simulation. The SW Hub velocity model was
simplified by quantizing the velocities into a small number of layers (Figure 1.3); making layer
boundaries and fault surfaces planar, and omitting the smaller faults.
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The parameters of the geological structure are shown in Figure 1.4, and include the dipping layer
thicknesses, their strike, dip, and plunge; fault location, strike, dip and throw; the unconformity dip
and strike, and the overburden thickness. Each of these parameters was specified by a mean and a
variance, thereby characterizing our knowledge of the geological structure. In addition, the seismic
velocity of each of these geological units was likewise specified by a mean and variance. This defines
a distribution of possible models, given the information at hand. This is a simplified model intended
to explore the structural geological elements of uncertainty – the real geology has many more faults,
which were not all modelled, and non‐planar bedding, fault, and unconformity interfaces. In
principle, all of this could be modelled in the same way: by generating draws from some population
of models, constrained (tightly) by drill‐hole intersections, and (more loosely) by seismic data. The
end result, in either case, is an ensemble of randomly drawn velocity models that can be used to
characterize the uncertainty.

Effects of velocity uncertainty were assessed by generating a large number (1000 in this case) of 3D
velocity models from the distribution defined by the mean and variance values of the structural
parameters, and of the velocity of each geological unit. From this ensemble of plausible models,
variations of velocity as a function of position can be examined, along with variations in travel time
for representative seismic event and sensor locations.

An indication of velocity uncertainty is shown in Figure 1.5. This cross‐section through the model
displays the standard deviation of the velocity normalized by the mean. The regions of high
uncertainty occur around the interfaces between different geological units, where the exact location
of the interface is uncertain. Uncertainty is lower in the vicinity of borehole intersections, where the
interface locations are known, such as towards the left hand side of the figure. Uncertainty is higher
where an interface separates units with large velocity contrast. This is particularly the case with
faults of large throw, as can be seen in the figure.
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Figure 1.3: Simplifying the velocity model: velocity quantisation to produce a small number of layers
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Figure 1.4: Structural geological parameters of the velocity model

Figure 1.5: Velocity uncertainties. The colour of each pixel is determined by the velocity standard deviation at that pixel,
of an ensemble of models, normalized by the mean velocity at that pixel.

When computing the forward model of the travel time from a given event location to a seismic
sensor, a population of different velocity models needs to be considered, each of which will have not
just a different travel time, but also a different ray path. An example is shown in Figure 1.6, where
the statistics of travel times from a single event location to an array of 20 seismic stations is shown as
a set of travel‐time histograms. Interestingly, many of these distributions are obviously skewed
towards lower travel times. This is because of the fact that first‐arrival ray paths tend to bend into
(and stay within) regions of higher velocity.
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Figure 1.6: Distribution of travel times from an example microseismic source location to an array of 20 seismic sensors.
Each histogram shows the spread of arrival times in msec at one of the seismic sensors.
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1.2

Seismic Network Optimisation

Summary
This section addresses the optimization of seismic array design. It provides a numerical tool that can
be used to design an optimized array.
Microseismic activity occurring during CO2 geosequestration and over the lifetime of a reservoir
contains valuable information about the reservoir conditions such as the in‐situ stress or plume
migration paths. How well the microseismic activity can be detected and located depends on the
seismic network, in particular on its spatial configuration. The more completely the microseismicity
can be recorded the more can potentially be inferred about the reservoir conditions. It is therefore
desirable to optimise a seismic network so that it is most sensitive to the most probable earthquake
locations.
Given the assumption that earthquakes will be located using first arrival travel times and a set of
likely event locations, a seismic network can be optimised by positioning the stations such that the
first arrival travel times exhibit a maximum of information about the hypocenter. Employing a grid
search a set of optimal seismic networks can be found, even for a complex velocity model, such as
the SW Hub velocity model.
For the most probable event location in the SW Hub a general recommendation for an optimal three‐
station network is characterised by two of the three stations in an L‐shaped structure within less than
6km of the probable epicentre and a station immediately above the hypocentre. How well defined an
optimum seismic network is, also depends on the uncertainties in the underlying velocity model.
Optimising a seismic network purely on arrival times is only a first step. The main limitation of a
network optimised using the aforementioned approach is that it does not account for the amplitudes
of the individual arrivals. It is well known that in a complex velocity model most of the wavefield
energy can be contained in later arrivals and first arrivals might be difficult to detect due to their low
amplitude. If first arrival travel times are to be used to locate earthquakes in the SW hub it is
important to account for the energy that is expected to be associated with the first arrivals, and
which is likely to exhibit a complex spatial variation.
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Introduction
Given a set of (micro) earthquakes, seismic network optimisation seeks the distribution of stations
that shows maximum sensitivity to the location of these earthquakes. For travel‐time based
earthquake location techniques the location accuracy is influenced by station distribution,
uncertainties associated with picked arrival times, and uncertainties in the underlying velocity model.
Work on network optimisation is often focused on the Jacobian (i.e., the sensitivity of traveltimes to
changes in source location) employed in iterative non‐linear earthquake location algorithms (e.g.
Rabinowitz Steinberg, 1990).
In Figure 1.7 a high velocity anomaly is superimposed on a 2D velocity model with a linear trend in
velocity. The lateral derivative of the travel‐time field with respect to the source location is given in
Figure 1.7 b and the vertical derivative in Figure 7.1 c. In this example the source location was
perturbed by 0.1 km. If we are interested in the maximum sensitivity of the travel‐time to the
location of the earthquake, stations need to be placed in areas of maximum / and / . If we
limit ourselves to stations at the surface we see from Figures 1.7 b and Figure 1.7 c that placing a
station immediately above the earthquake leads to a lower sensitivity to the location then placing a
station at a lateral distance of 0.6 km. The sensitivity of the travel‐time perturbations to the location
of an earthquake is a function of the velocity model and in this example influenced by the high
velocity lens. Because of the dependence on a velocity model uncertainty of the velocity model will
influence the optimal station distribution.
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c)
b)
a)
Figure 1.7: a) 2D velocity model and seismic source wavefronts b) Travel‐time perturbation with respect to a 100m lateral
change in source location. c) Travel‐time perturbation with respect to a 100m vertical change in source location. In b) and
c) the wavefronts for the perturbed source location are plotted as dashed lines and shifted to the original source
location.
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Methodology
Iterative non‐linear earthquake location algorithms (e.g. Geiger, 1910) use partial derivatives of the
travel‐time with respect to the source location to compute at each iteration a source location
update
that minimises the travel time residuals .

.

(1)

The sensitivity Jacobian is formed by the derivatives of the travel‐time at the ‐th station with
respect to ‐the element of the source location vector such that ,
/ .
The fast marching method (Sethian and Popovici, 1999) provides a computationally efficient way to
solve the eikonal equation for seismic travel‐times. The derivatives of the travel‐time field to form
the Jacobian for an earthquake can be approximated by computing a travel‐time field for the source
location and some perturbed source location
. Alkhalifah and Fomel (2010) introduced a
formulation for the computation of travel‐time perturbations with respect to a source location using
the Shank transformation (Bender and Orszag, 1999). It allows the computation of travel‐time
derivatives with respect to a source location change without requiring the computation of two travel‐
time fields.
Assuming a uniform prior distribution for the origin time it is possible to integrate over the origin
time and focus only on the spatial location parameters (Moser, van Eck et, al., 1992). Locating an
earthquake then requires at least three stations. Given a velocity model and an earthquake location,
we seek to position these stations such that the Jacobian is most sensitive to changes in the
determine how well we can solve Equation 1. Of all
earthquake location. The properties of
has a condition number closest to 1.0 or
possible station configurations, we seek the one where
the maximum determinant. Rabinowitz and Steinberg (1990) used a DETMAX algorithm to find the
optimum configuration. In this work we employ a grid search to find all possible configurations that
have favourable condition numbers and/or determinants.
The most sensitive Jacobian for an event location would be a diagonal matrix. We recall that for a
diagonal matrix the determinant is the product of the diagonal elements and the condition number is
given by the largest eigenvalue divided by the smallest eigenvalue, with the eigenvalues being the
diagonal elements. This means that a criterion based on the condition number prefers a Jacobian
that is equally sensitive to the different elements of the spatial location vector while a criterion
based on the determinant prefers a Jacobian with the maximum overall sensitivity to the location
vector. Therefore if the goal is an equal sensitivity to each of the spatial location parameters a
network optimisation based on the condition number is preferable. If on the other hand the goal is
the largest possible overall spatial location sensitivity, an optimisation based on the determinant is
preferable.
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Figure 1.8: Typical ray path geometry for the first arriving rays for a velocity model where velocity increases with depth.

The value of the travel time derivatives for a given ray depends on the take‐off angles of the ray. For
a single earthquake and a velocity model with limited variability, placing one station at the epicentre
and the remaining two stations as far away as possible would lead to the Jacobian becoming a
diagonal matrix, possibly exhibiting maximum sensitivity to the hypocentre (the point within the
earth where the earthquake starts). Figure 1.8 illustrates for a model where velocity increases with
depth how (refracted) turning rays have, due to their ray path geometry, limited sensitivity to the
lateral position of the earthquake. The epicentral distance at which the first arrival is no longer a
direct ray but a turning ray depends on the depth of the earthquake and the strength of the velocity
gradient. The shallower an earthquake and the stronger the velocity gradient, the closer to the
epicentre (the point on the surface directly above the hypocentre) will the first arrival be a turning
ray. This can force the two stations not positioned above the earthquake into the vicinity of the
epicentre.

For a first synthetic test we will use a velocity model with a velocity of 3000 m/s at the surface and a
positive vertical velocity gradient of 0.1 s‐1. In such a setting we expect two of the three stations to be
pushed to the edge of the search region and there will be a large number of favourable station
locations, which all share some characteristics. We limit the number of station configurations to test
by limiting the allowable station locations to the nodes of a grid with a spacing of 200 m and we only
search for stations in a square with an edge length of 2 km centred on the epicentre. Figure 1.9
shows the best configuration based on the determinant and the condition number as well as 200
additional configurations all with comparable determinants respectively condition numbers. Optimal
station configurations are L‐shaped, that is one station is placed at the epicentre and the azimuthal
directions from the earthquake to the other two stations are nearly perpendicular to each other.
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Figure 1.9: Three stations and one earthquake location. a) Best configuration found by the grid search based on the
condition number and based on the determinant. The 200 best configurations based on (b) the determinant and (c) the
condition number. For two configurations a black dashed or dotted line combines the seismic stations. The hypocentre
marked by the orange star is located in the centre of the model (1000,1000) at a depth of 750 m.

The results of the grid search in Figures 1.9 b and 1.9 c emphasise that there is a set of alternative
network configurations that are all equally well suited to locate the earthquake. We note that
differences between the condition numbers as well as determinants for these configurations are
below the accuracy of the travel‐time computation. In practice a network will be setup to locate
earthquakes in more than one location. Another example is therefore shown in Figure 1.10. It shows
the optimum distribution of three stations to locate two earthquakes in different locations. We note
that it is no longer optimal to place a station above the earthquake and that the optimal
configurations shown in Figures 1.10 b and 1.10 c can be quite different from each other.
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Figure 1.10: Three stations and two earthquake locations. a) Best configuration found by the grid search based on the
condition number and based on the determinant. Two equally optimal configurations based on (b) the determinant and
(c) the condition number. For the two configurations in b) and c) a black dashed or dotted line connects the seismic
stations. The two earthquakes are marked by an orange star and are located at a depth of 500m.

With the travel‐time derivatives pre‐computed for each earthquake, the time required for the grid
search depends on the number of possible network configurations, which directly depends on the
number of stations. For simple models there is little difference between the types of favourable
configurations found by using the condition number when compared to using the determinant. At
this stage a criterion based on the condition number could be considered preferable, as the condition
number can only be 1 if there is equal sensitivity to all source location parameters.
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Application to the SW Hub

Using the SW Hub velocity model down‐sampled by a factor of four we have computed an optimum
station distribution for a three station network for an earthquake to the West (Figure 1.11a) and the
East of one of the major NW‐SE trending faults (Figure 1.11b). The allowable station locations are
limited to the nodes of a grid with a grid spacing of 1000 m.

Figure 1.11: Optimal configurations for 3 stations found by the grid search for a hypocentre to the West of the fault at
(x,y,z) (14250,14000,3000) and three seismic stations and b) for a hypocentre located to the East of the fault located at
(14750,14000,3000) plotted on top of a slice through the velocity model for a depth of 3000m. Subfigure c) shows the
two optimum 5‐station networks for the earthquake shown in a).

Given the complexity of the SW hub velocity model and the network optimisation performed for
different earthquake locations near the fault, the general recommendation for a minimal network
would be to place two of the three stations in an L‐shaped structure within less than 6 km of the
probable epicentre and a station immediately at the epicentre. The station in the fault direction can
be positioned further to the North or South without unduly affecting the network sensitivity. This is
not surprising given that the velocity model changes predominately in a direction perpendicular to
the fault. The preference to place stations to the North of the earthquake is influenced by the faster
velocities along the propagation path to the North. We note that the shorter the travel‐time to a
station the more sensitive the travel‐time is to a change in the earthquake location.
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Note that the network optimisation undertaken in this study does not account for the detection limit
of the network. The further away a source event is from a receiver station the larger its magnitude
has to be for it to be detected above the noise level at that receiver station. For example, to be
detectable at an epicentral distance of 6km a microseismic source event needs to have a larger
magnitude than an event with an epicentral distance of only 1km.
Figure 1.11c shows the optimum station configuration for a five‐station network. In this case the
solution based on the condition number shows a configuration that surrounds the epicentre. We
recall that a network optimisation based on the condition number attempts to constrain each of the
hypocentre parameters equally well. In contrast to this, a network optimisation based on the
determinant seeks the highest sensitivity to the combined location parameters. The determinant is a
more pragmatic choice than the condition number in that equal sensitivity to each of the location
parameters is difficult if not impossible to achieve for realistic velocity models, with complex ray
paths. We also note, that optimisations based on the determinant are widely used in seismic network
optimisation.
We recall that the preferences in station location observed in this section are a direct result of the
velocity model. Uncertainty in the underlying velocity model can be a major source of earthquake
location uncertainty. Similarly uncertainty in the underlying velocity model will influence the
robustness of the proposed optimum station configuration.

Velocity model uncertainty

We have generated 25 realisations of a simplified 3D geological model of the SW Hub as described in
the section on effects of velocity model uncertainty (Figure 1.12a) and searched for an optimum
station configuration on each model to explore how velocity model uncertainty affects the optimum
station configuration. The earthquake is located at (x,y,z) (7000,5000,3000)m. Lithological units in
the model have a constant velocity and thus we will expect some configurations to have stations
near the edge of the search area.
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Figure 1.12: One realisation of the conceptual velocity model. b) Histogram of the 10 best station locations for all 25
velocity model realisations. The histogram has been normalised so that the cell with maximum number of stations is set
to 1.0.

Figure 1.12b summarises the computation for favourable station locations as a 2D histogram over
the 10 best station locations based on the determinant and the condition number for each of the 25
velocity models. For the SW Hub model we have observed that there are clear preferred locations
for receiver stations deployed perpendicular to the fault, due to the velocity model changing
predominately in a direction perpendicular to the fault. Differences between the optimal station
distributions seem limited to the changes of station location in the NS direction. We expect velocity
model uncertainties to have an influence on this observation and indeed Figure 1.12b shows that
there is now uncertainty with respect to the best location for stations not only in the NS but also EW
direction. Large numbers of stations placed in the NE corner of the model are a consequence of the
limited size of the model. For a larger model we would expect these stations to be placed further
away but still at the edge of the model. Clearly Figure 1.12b is the type of information required when
planning a seismic network deployment.
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Conclusions
Using a grid search we have shown that there are generally multiple station configurations that will
have equal sensitivity to an earthquake location. For the SW Hub velocity model, and a microseismic
earthquake near a NW‐SE trending fault at a depth of 3000m, optimal 3‐station configurations are
characterised by one station above the earthquake, and the remaining two stations within 6km of
the earthquake, in an L‐shaped configuration. Changes in station location in the direction of the fault
appear to influence detectability less than in the direction perpendicular to the fault. This is most
likely due to the velocity model primarily changing in the East to West direction.
Using a conceptual model accounting for uncertainty confirms the expectation that the optimum
network configuration is influenced by velocity model uncertainty. We have shown that analysing the
set of optimal station configurations while taking velocity uncertainty into account enables mapping
of zones of favourable station locations.
We note that the optimisation is purely based on sensitivities to first arrival travel‐times derivatives it
does not take into account amplitudes. Clearly a term for the detectability of the first arrivals would
need to be added. Near surface conditions, geometrical spreading, the signal to noise ratio and
potentially multipathing influence the detectability of first arrivals. For complex velocity models
exhibiting multipathing, Geoltrain and Brac (1993) conjecture that most of the wavefield energy is
contained in later arrivals. Thus, given the complexity of the SW Hub model, the first arrivals might
not be the most energetic and therefore difficult to detect in noisy conditions.
Analysing earthquake catalogues often involves the determination of a magnitude of completeness,
which is defined as the minimum magnitude above which all events are assumed to have been
recorded. Given a receiver station distribution and a complex velocity model the magnitude of
completeness can vary greatly through a region. From a network optimisation point of view the
desired magnitude of completeness is an important parameter. The next step in a potential network
optimisation for the SW Hub should therefore be to account for the amplitudes of the various arrivals
and optimise the network such that there is a minimum magnitude of completeness near the most
likely event location. This is of particular importance as the full waveform modelling in a later section
of this report shows a complex pattern for the amplitudes of the various arrivals.
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1.3 Kinematics of induced microseismicity

Summary

This section addresses a method of estimating where fluid‐induced seismicity could be expected to
occur.
Injection‐induced microseismicity is a phenomenon known from various CO2 geo‐sequestration
projects around the world. Assessing and understanding the cause of microseismicity is important for
two main reasons. Firstly, microseismicity can be perceived as a geo‐hazard and thus needs to be
addressed by any Measuring, Monitoring and Verification (MMV) programme. Secondly,
microseismicity can be used as tool to infer certain characteristics of the underground rock formation
such as the permeability or preferential fluid pathways, as is routinely done in the oil and gas
industry.
In the context of the SW Hub, this feasibility study aims at developing an understanding of how a
passive seismic recording system should be designed in order to monitor injection‐induced
microseismic events. We address this question by studying the kinematics of microseismicity. Based
on available rock and fluid property laboratory measurements as well as wireline log data from the
Harvey‐1 site we provide an estimate for the pressure diffusivity of the Wonnerup sandstone
formation, i.e. the envisaged target formation for CO2 injection. Under several simplifying
assumptions and for an available simple geological model of the SW Hub, we model the spatial‐
temporal evolution of fluid pressure perturbation and microseismic event generation. The simulation
results show that most microseismic events occur in the vicinity of the injection point and are
confined within the Wonnerup formation.
We discuss complicating factors including the anisotropy of the pressure diffusivity, coupling to in‐
situ stresses and structural uncertainties such as sub‐seismic resolution fracture networks. The
significant permeability anisotropy measured in the laboratory is expected to translate into an
anisotropy of the microseismic event cloud. Then, the time until a pressure perturbation reaches a
1km distant fault and potentially triggers microseismicity is on the order of days after injection
begins. We emphasize that the amount of microseismic events will strongly depend on the
distribution and abundance of mechanical weaknesses in larger rock volumes (for example in form of
fractures) which are not known at present.
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Introduction

A central part of this ANLEC research project is to understand the occurrence of microseismic activity
and to advance the MMV methodology for CO2 geosequestration by using passive seismic data, both
in general and with specific application to the SW Hub. This entails two complexes of questions.
Firstly, the underlying reason for the occurrence of microseismicity has to be better understood. One
candidate mechanism is due to injection of CO2 at reservoir depth (for example the Wonnerup
formation) that results in a pressure pulse that penetrates the rock formation and generates
microseismic events. While these injection‐induced microseismic events have been observed in other
contexts (for example, geothermal reservoir stimulation), their occurrence/absence in CO2
geosequestration operations requires further analysis. Secondly, injection‐induced microseismic
events can potentially be used to track the injected CO2 plume. This, however, requires an accurate
localization of these events, which in turn requires properly positioned geophone arrays. Therefore,
it is of importance to understand the kinematics of fluid‐induced microseismicity. This means that
estimates of the spatio‐temporal evolution of microseismic events are needed. For example, how far
from the injection point can we expect microseismic events to occur after two days of injection? Or,
after how many days of injection can the pressure pulse reach a fault. A related SW Hub modelling
study (Zhang et al., 2015) suggests that fault reactivation due to CO2 injection is an unlikely scenario.
Nevertheless, observation of injection‐induced microseismic events at or along an existing fault can
help to understand the hydrodynamics of CO2 injection.

The first complex of questions around the physical mechanism of microseismicity is difficult to
address, especially when the actual CO2 injection experiment has not yet taken place. Therefore, in a
feasibility study, we make the assumption that the pressure pulse generated at the injection point is
governed by fluid pressure diffusion in a porous medium. The corresponding theoretical framework
is then Biot’s poroelasticity theory wherein the coupling to solid stresses is neglected. This is perhaps
a strong assumption and the coupling effects will be discussed separately. However, by making this
assumption, the second complex of questions around the kinematics of the microseismic events is
essentially reduced to linking the pressure diffusivity, i.e. the “speed” of the diffusion process, to
measurable rock and fluid properties. The main focus here is on the calculation of the pressure
diffusivity from available laboratory experiments of rock samples from the Harvey‐1 well (Delle Piane
et al., 2013) in order to establish a baseline estimate for the pressure diffusivity for the Wonnerup
formation at the SW Hub. Structural complexities of the SW Hub geology such as sub‐seismic
resolution fractures (Langhi et al., 2013) and their effects on microseismic event distribution will be
discussed.

Fluid pressure diffusion in Biot’s quasi‐static poroelasticity framework

We assume that injecting CO2 results in a fluid pressure disturbance that slowly penetrates the
porous rock formation and eventually results in fluid pressure equilibrium after the injection is
stopped. Norris (1993) shows that the fluid pressure (p) equilibration process in an isotropic and
homogeneous poroelastic medium is governed by a diffusion equation
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p
 D p 2 p  Q
t

(1)

Herein Q denotes a pressure source. All poroelastic material parameters are lumped together in the
pressure diffusivity

Dp .

In order to obtain an estimate for this pressure diffusivity we need to make

connections with measureable poroelastic parameters.

Pressure diffusivity and relevant poroelastic parameters

Let us first analyse the parameters that control the fluid pressure diffusion in the framework of Biot’s
(1962) poroelasticity theory. The pressure diffusivity (sometimes referred to as hydraulic diffusivity)
in terms of poroelastic parameters is

Dp 


N
f

(2)

It is directly proportional to the flow permeability,  , and inversely proportional to the shear
viscosity of the fluid,  f . Since the rock matrix is deformable, the pressure diffusivity also depends
on a combination of the fluid bulk modulus, K f , solid phase bulk modulus,
modulus,

K0

, and shear modulus,



Ks ,

drained rock bulk

. These poroelastic moduli together with the porosity of the

rock,  , are lumped together in the modulus N. It is defined as

(3)
and is inversely proportional to the fluid storage coefficient
1

 


.
M
Kf
Ks

(4)

The latter involves the Biot‐Willis coefficient
  1

K
K

(5)

0
s

relating the bulk modulus of the drained rock to the solid phase bulk modulus. Therefore, in a
deformable porous medium the ability to store a fluid does not only depend on the porosity and fluid
bulk modulus, but also depends on the drained rock and solid phase bulk modulus. Furthermore, the
modulus N depends on the ratio L/H , that is the drained P‐wave modulus

4

3

(6)

and the undrained P‐wave modulus H. According to Gassmann’s (1951) theory the undrained bulk
modulus is
K

sat

 K

0

 

2

M
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which then yield to an undrained P‐wave modulus is

(8)
As both the Biot‐Willis coefficient and the fluid storage coefficient are positive quantities, it follows
that

. Hence, the P‐wave velocity in undrained conditions,

density) exceeds the P‐wave velocity in drained conditions,
measurements. In the limiting case

K s  K f

gas (e.g., like supercritical CO2), we find

(with

being the bulk

, as corroborated from wave

, that is for example when the saturating fluid is a
. Then the pressure diffusivity

and

becomes

Dp

K s  K f



 Kf
f 

(9)

and is independent of the solid phase and drained rock bulk moduli.

Concepts of a critically stressed Earth and triggering fronts

Fluid injection experiments causing a change of the pore‐fluid pressure in porous rocks are often
accompanied by microseismicity (Fehler et al. 1998; Talwani et al. 2007). This phenomenon can be
explained by assuming that parts of the Earth’s crust are close to failure (i.e., are at ‘critical stress’
conditions). Then, small perturbations of the pore‐fluid pressure can modify the effective normal
stress which can lead to seismic events (Zoback &Harjes 1997; see Figure 1.13). Assuming that the
pore‐fluid pressure perturbation induced by fluid injection obeys the law of linear diffusion it is
possible to estimate the field‐scale hydraulic permeability tensor from the spatial‐temporal evolution
of the microseismic events (Shapiro et al. 2002). This approach, the so‐called seismicity based
reservoir characterization (SBRC), was applied to the hot dry rock test sites of Fenton Hill and
Soultz‐sous‐Forets (Shapiro et al. 2002) to obtain field‐scale estimates of the diffusivity.

Figure 1.13 A microseismic event occurs if the fluid pressure exceeds the criticality field (here given is spatially random
process). The criticality field is a proxy for the critically stressed Earth crust wherein small pressure perturbations can
lead to rock failure.
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Figure 1.14 Numerically simulated microseismic events (orange dots) that occur at time t (normalized) at a distance
(normalized) from the injection point. The pressure source time dependence is indicated by the dashed rectangle. The
envelope of the microseismic events (the triggering front) is shown in grey. It has the expected parabolic shape (Equation
10).

Shapiro et al. (2002) hypothesise that a pore fluid pressure perturbation caused by a point injection
behaves like a low‐frequency second‐type compressional Biot wave and can therefore be described
by the equation of pressure diffusion (1). Further assuming that the Earth’s crust is in a subcritical
stress state such that even small changes of pore fluid pressure may induce rock failure (Figure 1.13),
Shapiro et al. (2002) find the relation for the first events triggered by injection of fluid with constant
pressure at the source point:

r  4D p t ,

(10)

where r is the distance of the events from injection source, D p is the fluid pressure diffusivity and t
is time from beginning of injection. It can be said that Equation (10) describes a microseismic
triggering front. Its envelope is of parabolic shape. This parabolic shape has been observed for
various injection experiments and is reproduced by numerical simulations in Figure 1.14.

An estimate for the pressure diffusivity in the Wonnerup formation

In order to estimate the pressure diffusivity for the Wonnerup formation we draw from the
laboratory measurement results of Delle Piane et al. (2013). The relevant petrophysical parameters
are summarized in Table 1.1, see also Figure 1.15.
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Delle Piane et al. (2013) applied the Gassmann fluid substitution formula to compare dry and
undrained (saturated) bulk moduli inferred from ultrasonic P‐ and S‐wave velocity measurements.
They verified that the shear modulus is independent of the saturation, an assumption inherent to the
Gassmann theory. Assuming a solid‐phase bulk modulus
good match for some samples (see their Figure 6.13).

Ks  35GPa they obtained a reasonably

The results are summarized in Table 1.2. The resulting pressure diffusivity is

Dp  0.017m2 / s . This

is a relatively low value compared to the diffusivities calculated for an “average sandstone” and
saturating fluids as shown in Table 1.3. The main factor for this low diffusivity is the permeability. It is
also interesting to note that the limiting diffusivity D p

K s  K f



 Kf
 0.018 m 2 / s practically
f 

coincides with D p . This means that the deformability of the porous frame does not alter the
pressure diffusion process. These diffusivity estimates refer to a brine saturated formation.

Assuming that the pressure disturbance penetrates a scCO2 saturated formation we have to account
for the fluid bulk modulus and shear viscosity of scCO2 (see Table 1.2 for reference values). If
compared to brine, both, the fluid bulk modulus and the shear viscosity, are approximately 10 times
smaller (note that this is a first‐order estimate and that scCO2 viscosity is strongly temperature
dependent). This means that the ratio

Kf

f

is approximately the same as for brine. Hence,

according to Equation (9) the pressure diffusivity does not alter.

Table 1.1 Average petrophysical and poroelastic parameters of sandstones from the Wonnerup formation based on
laboratory measurements.

Quantity

Unit

Value

Source

Comment

Porosity, 

‐

~0.12

Delle Piane et al.
2013; e.g., Figure
4.2

Corresponds to an average
value at depth 2.5km

Permeability,

mD

~10

Delle Piane et al.
2013; e.g., Figure
4.2

Corresponds to an average
value at depth 2.5km

m/s

~4800

Delle Piane et al.
2013; Figure 6.12

Corresponds to a depth of
2.5km; comparable with



P‐wave
velocity
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(undrained/in‐
situ)

sonic well log data;
saturating fluid is brine

S‐wave
velocity

m/s

~3000

Delle Piane et al.
2013; Figure 6.12

Corresponds to a depth of
2.5km

Bulk density
(dry rock)

g/cm^3

2.31

Delle Piane et al.
2013; Table 7.1

Average value for the
Wonnerup formation

Drained (dry)
frame bulk

GPa

26.3

Delle Piane et al.
2013; Table 7.6

Corresponds to a confining
pressure ~24MPa; measured
at frequency 0.1 Hz

Shear
modulus, μ

GPa

20.9

Delle Piane et al.
2013; Table 7.6

Corresponds to a confining
pressure ~24MPa; measured
at frequency 0.1 Hz

Undrained
(saturated)
bulk modulus,

GPa

27.6

Delle Piane et al.
2013; Table 7.7;
see also their
Figure 6.13

Corresponds to a differential
pressure ~24MPa; measured
at frequency 0.1 Hz

modulus,

K0

Ksat

Table 1.2: Estimated poroelastic parameters and resulting diffusivities.

Quantity

Unit

Value

Comment

Solid‐phase bulk modulus (grain bulk

GPa

35

Assumed value for a
sandstone with high quartz
content (~75%)

GPa

2.2

Corresponds to brine; lab
measurements are using
brine as fluid and
formation is assumed to be
fully brine‐saturated
before injection.

modulus),

Ks
Brine

Brine bulk modulus K f
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scCO 2

GPa

0.3

See phase diagram in Yam
and Schmitt (2011; their
Figure 1).

Brine shear viscosity,

 Brine
f

Pa.s

1  10  3

~1cP

scCO2 shear viscosity,

2
 scCO
f

Pa.s

0.1  10  3

See Heidaryan et al. (2011)

Biot‐Willis coefficient,



‐

0.25

Eq. 6

Fluid (brine) storage coefficient,
1
M

1/GPa

0.058

M  17 GPa

Poroelastic modulus N (brine)

GPa

16.8

m^2/s

0.017

See main test for
discussion

m^2/s

0.018

Practically coincides with

scCO2 bulk modulus K f

Pressure diffusivity (brine), D

p

Limiting pressure diffusivity (brine),
Dp
K  K
s

L
 1 , it follows
H
1
that N 
M

Since

D

p

f

Table 1.3: Pressure diffusivity (here D) for different rocks and fluids for comparison (taken from Table 1 in Müller, 2006).
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Figure 1.15: Porosity‐permeability relation colour‐coded versus depth (taken from Figure 11 of Olierook et al., 2014). The
red star indicates the average value for porosity and permeability used in the calculation of the pressure diffusivity
(Tables 1.1 and 1.2). At reservoir depth, parallel to the sedimentary bedding, permeability can be as high as ~400mD.
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Modelling microseismicity for a simplified SW Hub geological model

Figure 1.16 displays a cross‐section of a simplified geological model of the SW Hub (see also Zhang et
al., 2015, their Figure 4). The pressure diffusivity of the Wonnerup formation is chosen according to
the estimate given above. We assume that CO2 is injected at the Harvey‐1 site at a depth of 2.5 km.
We further assume that fluid pressure at the injection point is 25 MPa in excess of the in‐situ
hydrostatic pressure and remains constant during the course of injection.

Figure 1.16: Simplified geological model based Langhi’s et al. (2013) work (taken from Figure 4 in Zhang et al., 2015). For
a hypothetical injection at the Harvey‐1 site at depth of 2.5 km, the distance to the nearest fault is approximately 1 km.

Rock failure is commonly modelled using the Mohr‐Coulomb criterion, relating the shear strength of
a plane of weakness to the normal stress across that plane. Fluid pressure triggers seismicity by
reducing the effective normal stress across the plane of weakness, to the point where the strength is
below the rock stress. Rather than explicitly modelling the stress state and including fracture
orientations, we describe the rock strength with a “criticality field”, the pore‐pressure level at which
the rock will fail.
Rock is a heterogeneous material of variable strength due to the geological processes through which
it was formed. Microcracks and grain boundaries, bedding planes, joints, and pre‐existing fractures
all form planes of weakness over a large range of scales; differences in mineralogy, chemical
weathering due to fluid movement through cracks, clay‐filled seams and sandstone channels in
sedimentary layers all result in strength variation. We model this strength heterogeneity using a
spatially variable criticality, or strength, parameter, with a Weibull distribution. A seismic event is
then deemed to have occurred where the fluid pressure has exceeded this spatially‐random
criticality field.
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Figure 1.17 Fluid pressure distribution (colour‐coded) and microseismic events (black dots) for a hypothetical CO2
injection at the Harvey‐1 well at a depth of 2.5km.

The resulting fluid pressure distribution (governed by Equation 1) is shown in Figure 1.17 after 18
(top), 164 (middle) and 511 (bottom) days of injection. The black dots denote microseismic events
triggered if the local fluid pressure exceeds the (randomly distributed) criticality value so that failure
occurs. Since the Yalgorup and Willespie (grey colour in Figure 1.16) formations are modelled with a
lower pressure diffusivity the injection‐induced excess fluid pressure is mostly confined to the
Wonnerup/Sabina formations and so are the microseismic events.

These modelling results for the pressure distribution are broadly consistent with those of Zhang et al.
(2015) where long term scenarios (up to 20 years) are modelled in order to assess the surface uplift
associated with CO2 injection (see their Figure 9).
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Further aspects affecting the pressure diffusivity

There are further aspects to take into account in the estimate of the pressure diffusivity on the basis
of microseismic events, that is, based on the events envelope r  4D p t .

Nonlinear pressure diffusion. All the above estimates are based on the assumption that the fluid
pressure equation is linear. One chief source of nonlinearity is the pressure dependence of the
diffusivity. For example, one can envisage that the diffusivity increases if the fluid pressure is
increased, as then micro‐cracks are opened up and create new fluid flow pathways. A popular model
is the exponential function (Yilmaz et al., 1994)

  0 exp(kp) ,

(11)

where k is the permeability compliance and p is the fluid pressure. Typical values for the permeability
compliance are given in Table 1.4. For the rock samples of the Wonnerup formation these values are
not known.

Table 1.4: Permeability compliance for different rocks by laboratory measurement (see also Hummel and Müller, 2009).

Then the pressure diffusivity becomes

D *p ( p)  D p exp(kp) .

(12)

Note, however, that this pressure dependent diffusivity cannot be simply inserted into the

r  4D p t relation. Instead, the nonlinear pressure diffusion equation has to be solved. Hummel
and Müller (2008) obtain an approximate solution for the 1D diffusion equation (based on an
approximation of Parlange et al., 1992)

~
r  C Dpt

(13)

with
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~
C

~ ~
~
~
~
exp(k )(2k 1  k  2 )  k 1  k  2
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1
~ ~
~
~
1  exp(k )k 1  1  k 1 exp(k )  1







(14)

where k~  kp . In 3D Hummel and Müller (2009) presented numerical solutions for the nonlinear
pressure diffusion equation. From a kinematic point of view, nonlinear pressure diffusion may
resemble the linear pressure diffusion process with a higher pressure diffusivity.

To date, we have no estimates for the permeability compliance k based on rock property
measurements at the SW Hub. This would require to measure the (effective) pressure dependence of
the permeability. We note that relatively high values of k are typically associated with fractured rock
volumes (Table 1.4 and references therein). We speculate that the sub‐seismic scale fracture zones at
the SW Hub brought into play by Langhi et al. (2013) could correspond to rock volumes with high k
and consequently would require nonlinear pressure diffusion to be considered. It is interesting to
note that these fractured zones are thought to be associated with larger fractures and faults (see
section 6.1 in Langhi et al., 2013).

Anisotropic pressure diffusion. Since the pressure diffusivity is directly proportional to the
permeability, the anisotropy of the permeability translates, in a first‐order approximation, into an
anisotropy of the pressure diffusivity. For the Wonnerup formation at depth of 2.5km the ratio of
permeabilities parallel and across the sedimentary bedding ranges from 10 to 100 (Delle Piane et al.,
2013, Figure 4.7). Figure 1.15 displays the measured permeability values at reservoir depth (see also
Figure 11 in Olierook et al., 2014). The average values for porosity and permeability (used in the
above calculations) are indicated by the red star.

The permeability parallel to the sedimentary bedding can be as high as ~400mD. Therefore,

D||p  40Dp  0.68m2 / s. As an example, for a fault located 1km away from the injection point
(Figure 1.16, see also Figure 23 in Langhi et al., 2013 and Figure 4 in Zhang et al., 2015), this
enhanced pressure diffusivity can lead to microseismic events nearby or on the fault plane after
constant CO2 injection of approximately 34 h.

Another aspect of anisotropic pressure diffusion comes from the fact that pressure diffusion in a
poroelastic medium is in general coupled to the solid stresses, that is, to the pre‐existing tectonic
stress regime (Schoenball et al., 2010). This aspect is neglected by using the pressure diffusion
equation (1) only. Using instead the fully coupled poroelastic system of equations, Schoenball et al.,
(2010) showed that an “anisotropic” stress regime (minimum and maximum horizontal principal
stresses are different) resembles the effect of an anisotropic microseismicity cloud even if the
underlying pressure diffusivity tensor is isotropic. The reason for this behaviour is the fluid pressure‐
solid stress coupling inherent to the poroelastic system. At the SW Hub site, we expect that this
effect could be significant given the relatively large difference between minimum and maximum
horizontal stress (SHmax/Shmin ranges from 1.2‐1.5 in the Wonnerup at the Harvey‐1 well).
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Discussion and Conclusions

SW Hub rock properties and structural complexity affecting micro‐seismicity. Based on rock
property measurements for sandstones of the Wonnerup formation we estimated the pressure
diffusivity corresponding to a depth of 2.5 km (the assumed injection depth). The resulting pressure
diffusivity is on the order of ~0.02 m 2 /s and can reach up to ~0.7 m 2 /s. This variation is due to the
measured permeability anisotropy across and along the bedding plane. The permeability anisotropy
appears to be an important aspect for the spatial‐temporal evolution of possible microseismic events
at the SW Hub.

It turns out that for this sandstone the calculation of the pressure diffusivity can be done to a very
good approximation using two rock properties: the porosity and permeability. This is because the
frame deformability is small. To first‐order, we anticipate that injection of supercritical CO2 into the
brine‐saturated sandstones of the Wonnerup formation does not affect the pressure diffusivity. This
is because the ratio of fluid bulk modulus to fluid shear viscosity should not change considerably
when typical brine and supercritical CO2 values are used. This also means that the kinematic aspect
of microseismicity is not affected (however it is likely that the same cannot be said for the dynamic
aspect).

Here we neglected the poromechanical coupling and took the view that microseismic events are
solely caused by fluid pressure perturbations that are governed by a diffusion equation (see Figure
1.17). This might seem a bit simplistic. However, for assessment of the kinematic aspect of
microseismicity this approach has proved to be quite robust. We refer to two works wherein the full
poroelastic coupling has been considered. Both, Schoenball et al. (2010) and more recently Segall
and Lu (2015) conclude that the triggering front is well described by Equation (10) even if
poromechanical coupling is accounted for. Therefore, we believe that for a first‐order understanding
of the spatial‐temporal microseismicity evolution at the SW Hub the diffusion equation approach is
sufficient.

A more in‐depth analysis of microseismicity would require a fully coupled poromechanical approach.
Then aspects such as the rate of microseismicity (Segall and Lu, 2015) and the stress‐induced
anisotropy of microseismic events (Schoenball et al., 2010) can be modelled. A microseismic event is
then triggered if the shear stress of a (hypothetical, optimally oriented) fault plane exceeds the
effective normal stress and fault cohesion (Coulomb shear failure criterion). While this
poromechanical rock failure approach is more sophisticated compared to the criticality field
approach (Figure 1.13), it also entails a downside: Rock strength parameters are only known for the
analysed core samples but are not known for the faults or sub‐seismic resolution fracture sets that
are likely to exist according to Langhi et al. (2013). It is interesting to note that the pressure diffusion
approach is likely to overestimate the microseismicity rate (Segall and Lu, 2015). This points to the
importance of assessing the natural background seismicity before injection begins.

Expected microseismicity levels at SW Hub. There is little predictive power to unambiguously
forecast the level of microseismicity that will occur. Some insights are obtained from other CO2
injection projects. However, the occurrence of microseismicity is highly variable, arguably caused by
improper geophone positioning. Myer and Daley (2011) mention the low seismicity rate observed
during CO2 injection in Otway, Victoria. White (2011) reports approximately 100 microseismic events
recorded at the early stage of injection at the Weyburn geosequestration site (Figure 1.18). Despite
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significant localization uncertainty (see Figure 1 in Verdon et al., 2011), the majority of events are
outside the reservoir formation (dashed lines in Figure 1. 18) and are thought to be caused by stress‐
arching effects rather than due to a hydraulic connection between reservoir and caprock. This is
another feature that cannot be modelled by the fluid pressure diffusion approach. In contrast,
microseismic events recorded at the Aneth oil field in Utah are mostly confined to the injection layer
and are thought to give an indication of the CO2 movement (Zhou et al., 2010).

Figure 1.18 Complete set of microseismic event locations for the Weyburn CO2 geosequestration project (after White,
2011, Figure 6; details about the localisation uncertainty can be seen in Figure 1 of Verdon et al., 2011).

Oye et al. (2013) localised and analysed more than 1500 microseismic events at the In Salah site
following the CO2 injection into a 20 m thick sandstone layer. These events correlate well with
increased injection rates and well‐head pressures and occur in clusters. This is in contrast to the low
potential for injection‐induced microseismicity predicted for this site by Rutqvist et al. (2011) using
geomechanical simulations. Remarkably, the reservoir sandstone at the In Salah site has quite similar
properties (porosity 10‐17% and permeability ~10 mD) compared to the Wonnerup formation
sandstone considered here.

Based on the Coulomb shear failure criterion Rutqvist (2012) developed an estimate for the potential
of microseismicity. Assuming randomly distributed fractures with zero cohesion and a friction angle
of 30  , shear failure will occur (and thus a microseismic event will be triggered) if the maximum
principal effective stress exceeds the minimum principal effective stress by factor 3.
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Figure 1.19 Predicted in‐situ stresses based on the Harvey‐1 log data (taken from Rasouli et al., 2013, their Figure 8).

Rasouli et al. (2013; see also Pevzner et al., 2013) predicted the in‐situ stresses at the SW Hub based
on the Harvey‐1 well data. A summary is given in Figure 1.19. These predictions point to a strike‐slip
stress regime wherein the vertical principal stress ( SV ) is intermediate between the minimum and
maximum horizontal stresses, SH

 SV  Sh . The predicted friction angle at reservoir depth is



approximately 30 (Rasouli et al., 2013, their Figure 7), whereas the laboratory measurements
resulted in a slightly higher friction angle of 35  (Delle Piane et al., 2013; their Table 6.4). The
Wonnerup sandstone samples tested in the laboratory show a linear Mohr‐Coulomb failure envelope
with cohesion ~15 MPa (Delle Piane et al., 2013). We assume that there exist points of mechanical
weakness (low cohesion) in larger rock volumes of the Wonnerup formation so that the above
criterion can be applied. The effective minimum and maximum horizontal stresses can be read off
from Figure 1.19.
We obtain for the pre‐injection scenario (SH  p) /(Sh  p)  2 indicating a stable situation.
Assuming that the CO2 injection generates a fluid pressure perturbation of 15 MPa, we find

(SH  ( p 15MPa))/(Sh  ( p 15MPa))  5. Then microseismic events should be triggered.
Since the pressure magnitude decays with the inverse of the distance from the injection point (to be
precise, in an infinite poroelastic medium, it decays as p  erfc ( r /

D p t ) / r where erfc denotes

the complementary error function; Müller, 2006, Eq. 4), microseismic events should be
predominantly expected in the vicinity of the injection point. This prediction is in agreement with
modelling results of Zhang et al. (2015) who find that there is no significant fluid pressure increase in
the far‐field from the injection point and in the stratigraphic horizons above the Wonnerup
formation. This is also in agreement with the simulated pressure distribution in Figure 1.17. Note
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that according to the Rutqvist (2012) criterion an excess fluid pressure of 10 MPa is required to
trigger microseismic events via shear failure.

We emphasize that this is merely a rough estimate and that the actual level of microseismicity will
strongly depend on the mechanical variability in larger rock volumes. Knowledge about sub‐seismic
resolution fracture networks would perhaps enhance the predictability of microseismic events.
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1.4

Locating SW Hub Synthetic Source Events

Summary

This section addresses deliverable 4a by doing traditional event location on simulated seismic data.
Microseismic data is typically processed using traditional earthquake seismological methods. Seismic
source locations are determined using the arrival times of seismic phases such as direct P and S body
waves. In addition, the direction of polarization of P‐wave arrivals is aligned with the seismic ray, and
so provides additional information.
For the processing of synthetic finite‐difference seismic data, different quantized or down‐sampled
versions of the finite‐difference velocity model were tested, and a fast‐marching method was used to
compute travel times. The synthetic data was extracted from an example array containing seismic
sensors installed into four deep boreholes, and for events with different source locations.
Standard processing methods are difficult to use with the SW Hub data. The main reason is that the
first arrivals often have very low energy compared to later arrivals. This means that they can be
difficult to identify and to pick. This is the case even on the synthetic seismic traces; in the real world,
the presence of background noise would mean that the first arrivals would often be missed
altogether. There are many complicated arrivals evident on the traces, from reflected and converted
waves, from trapped modes reverberating within layers, and from head waves travelling along layer
boundaries or faults.
Naïve application of standard processing methods resulted in large location errors, of larger than a
kilometer, even with zero‐noise synthetic data and accurate velocity models. This was mostly due to
the mis‐identification of arrival phases. However, careful examination of seismograms, and
comparison with predicted arrival times of computed phases allowed the identification of
problematic picks. Simply omitting, or down‐weighting, these picks allowed the location error to be
reduced substantially. This implies that processing of this data, if it is to be done by standard
techniques, will have to be done manually, at least until sufficient experience has been obtained that
automatic algorithms can be developed.

Locating SW Hub synthetic source events

Microseismic data is typically processed using standard techniques developed in the earthquake
seismology community. Events are located using the arrival times of various seismic phases, in
particular the P and S body waves. Additional information can be obtained from the direction of
polarization of the first‐arriving wave: since the motion of the ground in the P‐wave is parallel to the
direction of travel of the wave, that polarization will be linear, and will align in the direction of the
ray joining the seismic source to the sensor. An example is shown in Figure 1.20, where hodograms
(plots of vector ground motion in spatial coordinates) showing the directions of motion of the P‐wave
arrivals are plotted on top of the station locations. Since the P‐waves are polarized in the direction of
travel of seismic energy, the direction of polarization of the P‐wave seen on the hodogram gives the
direction of the ray from the seismic source. This data, as well as all other seismic waveform data
reported in this section, was generated by 3D finite‐difference computation, as described in a
separate section of this report.
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Figure 1.20: A hodogram, showing the polarization of the first arrival at a seismic station. The highlighted (orange)
portion of the (east, north, vertical) traces on the left is shown as ground motion in three orthogonal views on the right.
(b)The initial portions of synthetic arrivals plotted in 3D, each on top of its corresponding station location. These
hodograms of the P‐wave arrival indicate the direction of the ray originating from the synthetic seismic event, and can be
used to help in determining the event location.

In the work reported here, the synthetic source events computed were all explosive in nature,
meaning that only P‐waves (no S‐waves) are generated at the source. Only P‐wave arrivals were
therefore used for event location. In practice, S‐waves can be much more difficult to pick accurately
than P‐waves. Although S‐waves typically have larger amplitude than P‐waves, and so are easy to
identify, the presence of overlapping reflections and conversions from the P‐wave energy makes
their exact arrival times harder to pick. In addition they are usually more strongly affected by
frequency‐dependent attenuation, resulting in less well defined pulse shapes. For these reasons, the
S‐waves typically have larger uncertainties associated with them, so the use of S‐waves does not
greatly improve location accuracy if good P‐wave picks are available. However S‐waves can
nonetheless be useful as a diagnostic tool for detecting mis‐identified phases, where a reflected
arrival has mistakenly been picked as a direct P arrival, for example. They are also useful for moment
tensor and other source parameter inversion, because they typically carry more energy than the P
waves, and carry complementary information.
The location of a seismic source event is determined by minimizing an objective function – a measure
of the differences between predicted and observed data (for example arrival times and polarization
directions). Typically, this is done iteratively by using the Jacobian sensitivity matrix of derivatives of
predicted arrival times and polarization angles with respect to source location to compute gradients
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and curvatures of the objective function, and thereby construct a downhill path from a starting guess
to the function minimum.
For global seismology problems and most mine‐seismology environments, the objective function is
smooth and has only a single global minimum, so gradient‐based methods work well. But for
complex environments, such as the velocity structure at the South West Hub, the objective function
can have multiple local minima. This means that the seismic event location procedure can, if not
started suitably close to the correct solution, get stuck in a local minimum, and fail to converge to the
correct solution. For this reason, a grid‐search algorithm was employed to find an initial model,
which was then refined using a gradient search.

Velocity Model

The seismic velocity structure of the subsurface will never be known exactly. Some simplified model
needs to be used, representing the best available information (and for computational tractability).
For the purposes of this exercise, which is intended to examine how well standard earthquake
seismology techniques work for the South‐West Hub synthetic data, the quantized model introduced
above is used as the velocity model for seismic source location. Even this is likely an over‐optimistic
representation – real velocity errors are likely to be worse.

Figure 1.21: Location of synthetic source event and a sensor array deployed in four boreholes

Figure 1.21 shows the location of a synthetic event and an array of seismic sensors deployed in four
1km‐deep boreholes. (This is the same array used for the analysis above, of location accuracy as a
function of array geometry) The finite‐difference seismic traces of this synthetic event are shown in
Figure 1.22 (b), coloured to match the sensor locations shown in Figure 1.22(a). This example
illustrates one of the problems with locating seismic events in geologically complex environments.
The amplitudes of the first arrivals on stations 10‐14 are very small compared to those of later
arrivals. A small amount of noise would cause them to be missed altogether, and later, stronger
arrivals would most likely be picked, especially if the event picking was attempted using automated
algorithms.
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Figure 1.22: (a) Sensor array geometry and synthetic source event location; (b) Finite‐difference seismic traces of
synthetic event, coloured to match the sensor locations in (a) Note the small amplitudes of the first arrivals on stations
10‐14.

The reason for these low amplitudes is that the first‐arriving energy is from a diving wave that travels
downwards from the event into deeper, higher‐velocity layers where it travels horizontally as a head
wave before being refracted back up to the sensors. Later arrivals are probably reverberating modes
trapped within the layering, that then show a cylindrical 1/sqrt(r), rather than spherical 1/r
geometrical spreading, thereby decaying more slowly with distance. (In fact, several of the other
first‐arrival rays show similar characteristics – only the nearest borehole has first arrivals that are
larger in amplitude than other phases. Remember that these are explosive source events, with no
direct S‐waves, so, although there is S‐wave energy present because of converted P‐to‐S reflections,
the S‐wave amplitudes are small compared to those from a shear‐failure‐type seismic source.) The
first‐arrival ray paths for these stations, as computed by a fast‐marching method, are shown in Figure
1.23

Figure 1.23: The weak‐amplitude first arrivals seen on stations 10‐14 on Figure 1.22 are from diving rays that travel
downwards to deeper, high‐velocity layers before refracting back up to the sensor array.
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The difference between these modes can sometimes be clearly seen by examining the polarization
properties of the arrivals. Snippets from one of these traces (station 10 in Figure 1.22) are shown in
Figure 1.24, where the first arrivals are seen to have a simple, linear polarization, while later arrivals,
composed of multiple reverberating waves, are considerably more complex.

Figure 1.24: First arrivals (left) typically show a strong degree of linear polarization, while later, trapped reverberating
modes (right) normally have more complex polarization properties.

A contrasting example is shown in Figure 1.25, from a much‐deeper source event at 3km depth.
Here, although many of the first arrivals are also plunging waves that propagate as head waves, the
greater vertical distance between the event and the sensors means that there are no reverberating,
“trapped” modes within the layering. As a result, the first‐arrival amplitudes are seen to be large and
unambiguous. The ray paths of the first arrivals are shown in Figure 1.26. The trapped modes are
composed of coherent sums of numerous overlapping, multiply‐reflected arrivals, and so do not
strictly have ray‐paths. For the same reason, their travel times are difficult to compute – the
apparent arrival time is an interference phenomenon.
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Figure 1.25: As for Figure 1.22, but for a deeper event.

Figure 1.26: Ray paths for the first arrivals of the event shown in Figure 1.25
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Figure 1.27: Comparison of the location of an example synthetic event using different velocity models and methods.
Three orthogonal projections are shown. The “subsampled” locations use a velocity grid which has been down‐sampled
by a factor of 4 from the original used for the finite‐difference synthetic computations; the “quantized” locations use a
simplified velocity model with only a small number of layers, produced by quantizing the down‐sampled version; the
“(naïve)” locations used equal weighting for all arrival times, whereas the others used different, interpreter‐assigned
uncertainties for the different arrivals (see text)

Event location computations were done using a number of different velocity models, and different
strategies for taking into account the issues described above. An example comparison is shown in
Figure 1.27. This compares locations of a synthetic source event using two different velocity models:
the first is simply a version of the velocity grid used to compute the synthetic seismograms, down‐
sampled by a factor of 4. The second velocity model, described above, has been quantized in order to
produce a model with far fewer layers. A naïve location procedure using either of these models
produces errors of greater than a kilometer, as can be seen. However, by taking into account the fact
that some arrivals are unlikely to be well‐modelled by a ray‐tracing approach (i.e. the fast‐marching
method is likely to give a poor approximation to the travel time) one can improve the results
somewhat: by increasing the uncertainty on those arrivals deemed to be problematic, or even
omitting them altogether, the location error can be reduced to around 300m. This is probably the
best that can be hoped for, given the dimensions of the array and realistic expectations about
knowledge of the velocity structure of the ground.
Both velocity models give similar results, so the details of the velocity model turn out to be less
important than the ability to recognize where the first‐arrival travel‐time computations are
inappropriate.

Conclusions

Traditional earthquake location techniques are not easy to use in a geological environment as
complex as that of the SW Hub. There are several reasons for this: Travel times are usually computed
using a ray‐tracing approximation. But uncertainty in the location of a fault, for example, can result in
large uncertainties in ray path geometries, and in computed travel times. Even more importantly,
seismic energy is being carried not only by the ray corresponding to the first arrival, but also by all
the multiple reflections, conversions and reverberations between layers and geological structure,
and by phases such as head‐waves travelling along geological interfaces. So there are cases where
the first‐arrival contains only a small proportion of the seismic energy, and its amplitude is
overwhelmed by later phases. It is easy in these situations to misidentify the picked arrival phases.
These issues do not arise in traditional earthquake seismology because the wavelengths are much
larger than the geological structure.
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Because of these complications, seismic array design needs to take into account not only the
inherent accuracy characteristics of the array geometry for the given seismic velocity model, but also
the nature of the different arrivals that would be predicted at the seismic sensors, and the resulting
ease of identifying seismic phases. For example, the diving rays seen in the example shown in Figure
1.23, which resulted in weak first arrivals, only occur when the horizontal source‐sensor distance
exceeds a threshold. Seismic stations vertically above the source would not have this issue.
Examination of finite‐difference modelling results, and comparison with ray‐tracing travel times
allows the identification of other problematic complexities which do not fit the ray‐tracing model.
The array can then be designed to compensate by including sufficient stations that will have clearly‐
identifiable arrivals.
Care needs to be taken with processing of seismic data, which will need to be done manually, at least
initially until the required algorithms can be developed. The biggest problem is the incorrect
identification of seismic arrivals, where energy is travelling by paths that are not modelled by ray
tracing. These mismatches can be identified by examination of the waveform shapes, and by
comparing predicted arrival times, polarizations and amplitudes of various computed phases with
waveform features. Finally, interferometric techniques can, if the velocity model is accurate enough,
give good starting estimates for source locations, and can provide warning of model inconsistencies.
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2. PASSIVE SEISMIC FIELD TESTS AT THE SW HUB SITE

Executive summary
The ability to successfully use passive seismic monitoring depends on local signal and noise
conditions and is thus highly site‐dependent. Furthermore, the selection and placement (location and
depth) of sensors can provide orders of magnitude improvement in signal‐to‐noise. To demonstrate
the likelihood of success of passive seismic monitoring for a particular CO2 geosequestration project
and also optimise performance at a given cost, we require careful measurement and quantification
of such potential improvements with one or more small‐scale test arrays.
In this report we present a new field test method and procedure to measure and characterise the
natural seismicity and ambient noise at a site. It involves the deployment of a shallow borehole
monitoring array, carefully designed to test:
 ambient seismic noise properties, including spectral characteristics and occurrence
likelihood;
 noise reduction with sensor depth;
 the influence of local near surface lithology on performance, and
 the suitability of sensors at the site given their sensitivity and depth of deployment.
We have applied this method at the SW Hub site and successfully deployed a permanent shallow
borehole array to 50m depth near the Harvey‐4 well. The equipment was selected for its very high
sensitivity, suitable for passive seismic applications such as microseismic monitoring. Sensors are
cemented within the borehole and topside housing was deployed to continuously record passive
data with solar power and remote control of the station via broadband mobile data networks.
Test shots validate that the array is fully functioning as expected and that sensor responsivity is
uniform at all depths. We also estimate near surface seismic velocity profiles from the test shots.
Quantitative analysis of the calibration test shot data indicates that our shallow borehole array
should be sensitive enough to detect microseismic events of Magnitude M‐1 or stronger at a distance
of ~2km (potential CO2 injection depths).
Following comprehensive tests, we analyse 75 days of passive recordings to characterise both natural
and cultural (largely diurnal or distinct in frequency) ambient noise sources. We find an abrupt
change in seismic noise character between the unconsolidated sandy overburden and the hard
sandstone of the Leederville formation approximately 30m below the surface. We measure a large
reduction (20dB ‐ 30dB) in cultural noise amplitude and smaller reduction in natural seismic noise
amplitude (5dB ‐ 10dB) as we cross this lithological unconformity. At depths between 32m and 44m,
we find that low frequency (<15Hz) ambient seismic noise is similar to very low noise sites around
the world. However, at these depths we find that system self‐noise is largely dominant at higher
frequencies and prevents us from measuring the very weak ambient seismic noise at these
frequencies. This finding also suggests that even high sensitivity geophone sensors in deeper
boreholes (below the unconsolidated overburden) at the SW Hub would only achieve a substantial
noise reduction benefit if there were a commensurate reduction in system self‐noise. In general
however, measured signal strength from microseismicity is expected to improve by locating sensors
at depths closer to the reservoir interval.
Our shallow borehole monitoring array remains operational and will be incorporated into an ongoing
study of local background seismicity for the SW Hub (ANLEC project 7‐0215‐0244, “Passive seismic
investigations at the SW Hub”).
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Introduction
The ability to successfully use passive seismic monitoring depends on local signal and noise
conditions and is thus highly site‐dependent. Furthermore, the selection and placement of sensors
can provide orders of magnitude improvement in signal‐to‐noise. To demonstrate the likelihood of
success of passive seismic monitoring for a particular CO2 geosequestration project and also optimise
performance at a given cost, we require careful measurement and quantification of such potential
improvements with one or more small‐scale test arrays.
Microseismic signal amplitude is generally dependent on depth, being better at depths closer to
potential sources (e.g. injectors or faults), but can also potentially be amplified in near the surface by
low seismic impedances. On the other hand, the reduction of ambient seismic noise by burying
geophones (rather than surface deployments) is widely accepted and an ‘optimal’ depth for
deployment, balancing performance and cost at a particular site, is currently an active field of
investigation [Eisner et al., 2011]. Shallow borehole arrays of 100m depth have sometimes shown
only a factor of 2‐3 improvement in signal to noise [Czanik and Eisner, 2013]. However, at Ketzin a
50m borehole array has shown a significant improvement in signal to noise ratio and imaging
repeatability [Arts et al., 2011]. Our own comparison of a surface array with buried array at the
Otway Project has shown that most noise attenuation is achieved in the first 1‐2m of depth at that
site [Issa and Lumley, 2015]. We present an overview of the networks used for microseismic
monitoring in a number of CO2 geosequestration projects. Detection and interpretation of
microseismic activity has been demonstrated for many of these projects, highlighting the value of
incorporating passive seismic monitoring in an overall MMV plan. However detailed analyses of
array design, optimization and relative performance is generally not publically available, if conducted
at all.

CO2 storage Project and
reference

Primary network type

Key microseismic observations

Otway
[Siggins, 2010; Issa and
Lumley, 2015; Shulakova
et al., 2015]

3 Shallow borehole arrays. 3C
geophones at both 10m and
40m depths.

No detected and identifiable microseismicity
associated with CO2 injection, largely due to
high ambient seismic noise at site and
technical problems with the array.
Most noise attenuation is achieved in the
first 1‐2m of depth at this site.

Ketzin
[Arts et al., 2011, 2013;
Paap et al., 2014]

13 stations with 3C
geophones and hydrophones
at Surface to 50m depth

Detection of few microseismic events at
reservoir depth in the magnitude range ‐2.5
to 0.5.
Array geometry not optimal for estimating
the source location

Weyburn
[Maxwell et al., 2004;
Verdon et al., 2010, 2013;
White, 2011]

8 3C geophones in a single
observation well in the depth
range 1181m ‐ 1356m

Approximately 100 events detected and
located (mostly in early stages of injection
and correlating to period of high injection
rates).
Observed moment magnitudes in the range ‐
3 to ‐1.
Array geometry leads to large uncertainties
in vertical locations and may be a cause of
events being (mis)located above the injection
interval.
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In Salah
[Oye et al., 2013; Verdon
et al., 2013; Stork et al.,
2015]

6 3C geophones in 1 shallow
borehole to 500m depth.
Technical problems resulting
in only a 3C and 1C geophone
functioning at 80m at 160m
depths respectively.

Thousands of recorded events with poor
location due to array geometry, but good
estimation of event rates.
Observed moment magnitudes in the range ‐
0.8 to 1.7.
Some evidence of anisotropy indicating pre‐
existing fractures opening in close proximity
to the injection well.

Decatur
[Kaven et al., 2015]

9 stations with 3C broadband
seismometer and 3C
accelerometers
4 stations with 3C
accelerometers and 3C
geophones in shallow
boreholes at 150m depth

Catalogue of event with magnitudes in the
range ‐1.13 to 1.26.
Observed clustering of event locations
allowing discrimination between the
injection interval, caprock and basement
below the injection interval.

Lacq
[Lescanne et al., 2011;
TOTAL, 2015]

7 shallow borehole arrays
within 2km from the injection
well and to 200m depth.
3 optical fibre based seismic
sensors at 4180, 4280 and
4380 m depths.
1 surface seismometer.

Excellent catalogue of natural events
(associated with mappable faults) and also
induced events.
Detected with shallow and deep arrays
covering baseline, injection and post‐
injection phases.
Magnitude thresholds for detection were ‐
1.1 and ‐2.4 for the near shallow and deep
arrays respectively. Completeness of ‐1.6,
with highest magnitude event at ‐0.3.

Aquistore
[White et al., 2014, 2015;
Birnie et al., 2015]

630 vertical component
geophones at 20m depth in a
2.5 x 2.5 km grid.
Subset of ~50 geophones
used for passive seismic
monitoring in cross geometry

Only pre‐injection analysis of site noise
available.

Sleipner
[Verdon et al., 2013]

No direct measurements of microseismicity
have been carried out

In this report we present a new field test method and procedure to measure and characterise the
natural seismicity and ambient noise at a site. It involves the deployment of a shallow borehole
monitoring array, carefully designed to
 Quantify the reduction in natural and cultural surface noises through permanent burial at
various depths
 Straddle the unconformity between key lithological units in the near surface to characterise
their significance to the observed results
 Minimise sensor and recorder self‐noise in order to detect and quantify weak ambient
seismic noise (particularly at higher frequencies) and seismicity, or changes therein.
 Ensure uniformity of sensor placement and response within the borehole in order to
accurately discriminate the depth and frequency behaviours, while achieving effective
mechanical coupling between sensors and the surrounding formation by cementing sensors
in the borehole
 Compare sensors for passive seismic monitoring
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Support continuous data recording to enable passive imaging, inversion, regional earthquake
or hazard monitoring and detection of weak events not necessarily detected in individual
seismic traces through advanced signal processing techniques

We apply the method at the SW Hub site with the deployment of a permanent shallow borehole
array. Details of this borehole test array, its deployment and subsequent ambient noise
measurements are presented in this report.

Design and deployment of shallow borehole test array
We deployed one shallow borehole array to depth 50m at GPS location 389928E, 6343848N (GDA
94/MGA, Zone 40) and within 30m of Harvey‐4 well at the SW Hub site. The original objectives of
this project were to deploy 3‐4 shallow boreholes arrays up to 200m deep and within 1‐2km of a
potential test injector location, which was to be determined during the time‐scale of the project.
However, the scope of these objectives were narrowed due to several uncertainties encountered
during the project, including:
 significant uncertainty around the location or prospectively of a test injection well, because
of which we postponed the additional drilling of costly boreholes or the deployment of
irretrievable sensors until a future time
 uncertain benefits of sensor deployment at depths below 50m in the first test array, given
the near surface lithology and significantly increased cost of drilling to 200m.
A decision was also made to not deploy hydrophones in the shallow borehole. Our reasoning for this
is based on discussions with international industry and research colleagues that hydrophone
performance was not repeatable when cemented in boreholes at other sites. Alternatively,
hydrophones deployed in fluid filled tubing commonly experience signal contamination by tube
waves supported in the water column.
The University of Western Australia has been responsible for all aspects of design, equipment
selection, procurement, commissioning/preparation, testing, field deployment, measurement and
upkeep/maintenance. While it was originally planned to externally contract the work of sensor
deployment (as was required for drilling), the lack of local service with experience in this niche work
meant that we completed this work internally. The borehole was completed on the 3rd of July 2015
with the successful deployment and cementation of all sensors. Continuous data collection using the
topside recording systems commenced on the 14th of July 2015 once the final installation of housing
and solar power was completed.
A schematic of the deployed shallow borehole array is shown in Figure 2.1, with details in the
following sections. The broadband seismometer shown in a 1m deep pit near the borehole is not
included in this project, but is planned for a local background seismicity study at the SW Hub site
(ANLEC project 7‐0215‐0244, “Passive seismic investigations at the SW Hub”).
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of shallow borehole array. 3C geophones are positioned at depths: 2, 8, 14, 20, 26, 32, 38 and
44m.

Sensors
Geophone array
We selected high sensitivity geophones for the array, which are suitable for passive seismic
monitoring applications. The geophone array, comprising of 8 pods (see Figure 2.2) of 3
component dual‐geophones, is formed into a single cable (Seiscable with Dual OMNI‐2400
geophones from Geospace Technologies). The spacing between pods is 6m.
The geophone elements are omni‐directionally functional, which eliminates any tolerances
on the verticality of borehole or the need for gimbaling to achieve verticality of the
geophones. The horizontal components of the pods are approximately oriented uniformly in
the borehole, but require additional orientation with check shots. The specifications of each
sensing component are:

Natural Frequency

15Hz

DC Resistance

4800Ω

Open circuit sensitivity

104 V/(m/s)

Open circuit damping

0.57
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Figure 2.2 (Left) Pod showing geophone orientations (source: Geospace technologies). (Right) Pods on reel at UWA
Geophysics.

Optical fibre cable
To enable a future comparison between geophone sensors and emerging optical fibre sensor
technologies, such as Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS), we deployed 2 different types of
optical fibre cable adjacent to the geophone cable within the borehole. The fibres within the
cable are standard telecommunication grade single‐mode (9 micron core) fibre, which act as
the sensing device without the need for additional sensing elements. While there are
ongoing advances in the interrogation opto‐electronics of DAS, recently published studies
have shown significant improvements in signal‐to‐noise is possible by using different cable
types and fill material between the cable and surrounding formation [Follett et al., 2014].
For a future comparison of performance, we have deployed the 2 distinct cable types shown
in Figure 2.3:
1) Conventional deep‐borehole cable, comprising of 3 layers of stainless steel (Incoloy)
tubing filled with viscous gel and loose optical fibre (DNS‐11043 from AFL global). 3.2mm
diameter.
2) Tight buffered cable with direct mechanical contact between the fibre the outer jacket
(“Broadcast Deployable Tight Buffered Cable” from AFL global). 6.2mm diameter.

Figure 2.3 Cross sections of optical fiber cable deployed: (Left) Stainless steel cable with 2 single mode and 4
multimode fibers (not shown). (Right) Polyurethane jacketed cable with aramid strength members and 12
single mode fibers. (source: AFL Global)
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Array deployment and borehole completion

We developed a full running procedure for the deployment and cementation of sensors in the
shallow borehole. An open borehole of 160mm diameter (6 ¼ inches) was prepared, using casing
to a depth of only 5m. This open borehole design reduced the number of preparation stages,
reduced cost by avoiding a larger diameter drill hole and gives more direct mechanical coupling
of the sensors to the surrounding formation. The assembly with centraliser shown in Figure 2.4
(Left) was carefully lowered into the open borehole and suspended at the desired depth. Low
temperature cement with viscosity reducer was then slowly injected to the bottom of the
borehole, via the tubing, until the cement head in the annulus surrounding the assembly rose to
the surface. The cement was then allowed to cure throughout the borehole, including the inside
of tubing to mitigate against tube waves, which would otherwise be supported in a fluid filled
tube. The final borehole completion is shown in Figure 2.4 (Right) and an image of our
preparations during deployment is shown in Figure 2.5.

Continuous data recording system
We continuously record data from the shallow borehole geophone array using a 24 channel
recorder (Geode from Geometrics) and laptop which stores the data on local hard drives (see
Figure2.6) Calculations of sensor response models in this report carefully account for the
combined properties of the geophone elements and recording system. Acquisition is
synchronized to UTC time by GPS with better than 1ms accuracy, while remote control of the
laptop is achieved through the 3G/4G mobile network. The station is reliably powered with a
600W array of solar panels (as shown in Figure 2.7) and an 800Ah bank of batteries, whose
power capacity is selected to support the future deployment of sensors and recorders at the
site.
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Figure 2.4 (Left) the assembly which is lowered into the borehole, showing PVC tubing, a geophone pod, centralisers and
optical fiber cables with turn around. (Right) the final borehole completion.

Figure 2.5 Preparation of geophones and optical fibers cables prior to assembly and deployment in the borehole.
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Figure 2.6 (Top) Recording system in lab during commissioning and testing. (Bottom) System deployed within enclosure
at site.
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Figure 2.7 Shallow borehole monitoring station showing the shallow borehole, enclosure, solar panels, GPS antenna and
3G/4G mobile network antenna.
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Near surface lithology
Crushed rock samples were taken every 3m of the shallow borehole to understand how
lithological units in the subsurface impact our seismic measurements. Samples show a top soil
layer of 5‐6m prior to encountering unconsolidated, clean and well sorted sand to a depth of
29m. Hard sandstone is encountered at 30m and remains present to the maximum drill depth of
56m. The array therefore straddles this significant unconformity between the 5th (26m) and 6th
(32m) pods.
A palynological study of 3 samples from this sandstone interval was performed by Daniel Peyrot
(UWA) and leads to a dating of early Cretaceous and identified as very likely to be the Leederville
Formation. This unit is known to be regionally extended and consists of quartz sandstone (poorly
sorted and weakly cemented), siltstone, and shale [Deeney, 1989a, 1989b]. It is widely overlain
by an unconformity and 20‐37m of Quaternary superficial formations. The Leederville ranges in
thickness from 165m in the west to 37m in the east along the Harvey borehole line of the Perth
Basin [Deeney, 1989b]. These samples are compared with other samples from Harvey 2, 3, and 4
wells in Figure 2.8. Significant variation in the thickness and colour of superficial formations in
observed amongst these samples, despite the close proximity of the shallow borehole and
Harvey 4 well.

Figure 2.8 (Above) Crushed rock samples taken from the shallow borehole. (Below) Comparative samples from Harvey 2,
3, and 4 wells. Bags and trays sample 3m intervals.
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Ambient seismic noise measurements and characterization at the SW Hub site
Check shots
On the 25th of July 2015 we performed check shots around the array while ground conditions were
still soaked following heavy rains. We stacked ten shots with a sledgehammer at a variety of
locations as shown in Figure 2.9. Offsets from the borehole reached up to 110m.

Figure 2.9 (Left) Performing check shots with sledgehammer and baseplate. (Right) Map view of check shot locations
surrounding the shallow borehole.

Near surface seismic velocities
One objective of the test shots is to perform a preliminary characterisation of near‐surface seismic
wave velocities near the array. Seismic traces from a near zero‐offset source‐borehole distance are
shown in Figure 2.10, which we can use to determine average P wave velocity (Vp) measurements at
2‐44m geophone depths. We estimate interval Vp values as low as 1500 m/s in the shallow muddy
soil to as high as 1900 m/s in the sandstone layer below 30m depth. The strong vertical gradient in
observed P wave velocity is consistent with the sharp contrast in near surface lithology described
above.

Figure 2.10 ((Left) Vertical component borehole geophone traces showing P wave arrivals for a stacked near‐zero offset
check shot. Deeper geophones in the sandstone layer show a direct P‐wave with a linear moveout of 1800‐1900 m/s,
shallow geophones contain a mix of surface and body waves which makes the overburden velocity analysis more
complex. (Right) Direct arrival path‐averaged P wave velocity estimates per geophone depth.
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Primary and secondary wave arrivals are visible in seismic traces at longer source‐borehole offset
distances (e.g. 110m) as shown in Figure 2.11. ‘Primary’ arrival times and higher frequency content
(50‐100Hz) indicate direct P‐wave arrivals with average velocities of 1750m/s. ‘Secondary’ arrivals
show two distinct arrivals in the unconsolidated overburden and sandstone respectively. The first
arrivals of (Rayleigh) surface waves and/or S‐wave modes are difficult to distinguish in this
experiment and given the additional possible occurrence of refracted and converted S waves, an
accurate estimate of shear wave velocities from these complex secondary arrivals is subject to large
uncertainty.
Quantitative analysis of the calibration check shot data indicates that our shallow borehole array
should be sensitive enough to detect microseismic events of Magnitude M‐1 or stronger at a distance
of ~2km (potential CO2 injection depths).

Figure 2.11 Example traces (RMS normalised) for the 110m source‐borehole offset check shot with P wave arrival (P) and
secondary wave arrivals (S1 and S2) indicated.
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Signal vs depth
Another key objective is to test and quantify signal strength on each 3C geophone in order
to:
• identify any potential hardware failure during deployment;
• detect ineffective mechanical coupling of geophone pods to the borehole wall;
 measure signal strength as a function of depth.
Only far offset check shot locations are used to perform this analysis for which we are able to
window time intervals containing only primary or secondary wave arrivals. We then
estimate the wave amplitudes by using the RMS amplitude (vector sum of all 3 components)
in these windows for each location.
Our results in Figure 2.12 (Left) show good uniformity in the P wave signal strength at all
depths, with only a slight reduction in the responsivity of the geophone at 2m depth and
below 32m. Since the lower 3 geophones are located within the sandstone of measured
higher velocity, the lower amplitudes would be expected from the inverse relationship that
exists between wave amplitude and seismic impedance.
In contrast, the measured amplitudes of secondary waves in Figure 2.12 (Right) clearly
delineates a change in signal strength between the unconsolidated overburden and the
underlying hard sandstone. In this case we expect a number of factors to contribute to this
abrupt change in amplitude:
 The presence of both surface waves and S waves in the secondary arrivals.
 A strong contrast in shear modulus between the sandstone and its overburden.
 The trapping/guiding of seismic waves in the low velocity overburden.

Secondary wave arrivals

Amplitude (normalized)

Amplitude (normalized)

P wave arrivals

Figure 2.12 Estimated signal strength from check shots. Error bars indicate the variability of the measurements amongst
9 different shot location azimuths.
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Methodology for noise analysis
We use spectrograms to graphically represent RMS noise amplitudes as a function of both time
and frequency. To measure true ground velocity at frequencies above and below the natural
frequency of the geophones,
15 Hz, we deconvolve the response of the geophones by
dividing the measured spectra by the geophone frequency response [Butler, 2005]

2

,
(Equation 2.1)

where C = 74 V/(m/s) is the geophone sensitivity and λ = 0.79 is the damping, when including the
shunt resistance (14.3 kΩ) and recording input load (20 kΩ).
Example spectrograms of 1 week of passive recording are shown in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14
for geophones at 2m and 44m respectively. We observe significantly less noise at depth,
however diurnal variations in noise amplitude are clearly visible in both spectrograms. Such
increases in broadband noise occur during daylight hours, consistent with cultural sources. In
particular, diurnal variation in the strength of a significant peak at 25Hz is likely due to vibrations
from local AC generators. In contrast, spurious frequencies due to electromagnetic
interference/induction typically found at 50Hz and 150Hz are relatively week in our recordings.
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Figure 2.13: Example spectrogram: 7 days of passive recording. Vertical component of geophone at 2m depth.
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Figure 2.14 Example spectrogram: 7 days of passive recording. Vertical component of geophone at 44m depth.
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Figure 2.15 Example attenuation spectrogram: 7 days of passive recording. Noise attenuation between vertical
component geophone at 2m and 44m.
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Probability density spectra for amplitude and attenuation
For passive recordings longer than several days we histogram the noise amplitudes contained in
the spectrograms (at each frequency separately) in order to create Probability Density Spectra
(PDS). This provides an efficient method to analyse and represent arbitrarily long recording
intervals. A comparison of noise distribution as a function of depth is provided in Figure 2.16‐
2.18, and for the 3 geophone components (v, h1 and h2) respectively.
For reference we superimpose the Peterson new low noise model (NLNM) and new high noise
model (NHNM) in the figures [Peterson, 1993]. These models are indicative bounds on noise
amplitudes expected at any given site, which have been determined from noise observations at
75 scientific seismometer stations around the world. However, since these models do not
extend to frequencies above 10Hz, we are unable to make comparisons at higher frequencies.
Also for reference, we have superimposed the noise model for the combined geophone and
recorder system (system self‐noise) to illustrate the relative contribution of system self‐noise to
our observations. This noise model is assumed to be of the form [Barzilai et al., 1998]
1
(Equation 2.2)
which is comprised of:

, the geophone frequency response to ground velocity, see Eq. 2.1

6.3 10
/√ , the recorder self‐noise (as measured or provided in
datasheets)
4
, the geophone Johnson noise, where,
is Boltzman’s constant, is

the temperature and is the geophone resistance.
The increase in system self‐noise at lower frequencies is due to the roll‐off in geophone voltage
response to ground velocity below the natural frequency (15Hz in this case). It can be seen that
significantly strong cultural noise sources are detected by the upper geophones and are
intermittent in nature. It can also be seen that this noise is almost completely absent in the
measurements by the deepest 3 geophones, which are below the unconsolidated overburden.
At these depths we find different noise characteristics, where system self‐noise is the dominant
noise factor at frequencies above 15Hz and a significant (but not dominant) noise contribution
below 15Hz.
In a procedure similar to creation and presentation of noise PDS, we also apply histogram binning
to attenuation spectrograms (such as the example shown in Figure 2.15) to create attenuation
PDS. These are provided in Figure 2.19, Figure 2.20 and Figure 2.21 for the 3 geophone
components (v, h1 and h2) respectively, where noise attenuation is defined by
10

2

These figures allow us to quantify that 20dB – 30dB amplitude attenuation of diurnal and
intermittent cultural noise is achieved by burial of geophones at 32m or below. We also observe
a modest 5dB – 10dB attenuation of natural ambient seismic noise at these depths around 6Hz.
We can observe variation in the attenuation of approximately 5dB between 2m and 26m,
however we find no clear trend.
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Figure 2.16 Noise PDS of vertical components. 75 days of passive recording. (red line) NLNM, (blue line) NHNM, (black
line) system self‐noise model (Eq. 2.2).
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Figure 2.17 Noise PDS of horizontal 1 components. 75 days of passive recording. (red line) NLNM, (blue line) NHNM,
(black line) system self‐noise model (Eq. 2.2).
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Figure 2.18 Noise PDS of horizontal 2 components. 75 days of passive recording. (red line) NLNM, (blue line) NHNM,
(black line) system self‐noise model (Eq. 2.2).
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Figure 2.19 Noise attenuation PDS of vertical components relative to 2m depth. (blue line) Best noise attenuation
measured during 75 days of passive recording.
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Figure 2.20 Noise attenuation PDS of horizontal 1 components relative to 2m depth. (blue line) Best noise attenuation
measured during 75 days of passive recording.
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Figure 2.21 Noise attenuation PDS of horizontal 2 components relative to 2m depth. (blue line) Best noise attenuation
measured during 75 days of passive recording.
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Diurnal variations in noise are presented in Figure 2.22, where we see the most significant differences
between day and night in the shallower geophones only.

Figure 2.22 Diurnal comparison of noise PDS between (Day) 6am to 10pm and (Night) 10am to 6am, local time. Vertical
component. 75 days of passive recording.
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Discussion

Overall the array deployment went according to our procedures, with no indication of equipment
damage during deployment or irregularities in cementation of sensors centrally within the borehole.
Furthermore, check shots demonstrate nearly uniform geophone response to incident P waves from
surface sources surrounding the borehole, indicating effective mechanical coupling between the
geophone pods and the surrounding formations and that we are able to make accurate
measurements of ambient seismic noise as a function of depth.
Given these checks, we are confident that our observations of abrupt measurement differences
between geophones at depths 2, 8, 14, 20, 26m and those at 32, 38, 44m are real. These abrupt
changed are mutually consistent amongst our following key findings:
1. An unconformable change in lithology, moving from unconsolidated superficial sediments
(Quaternary) to hard sandstone (early Cretaceous) at approximately 30m, as supported by
samples and driller reports
2. A 5 ‐ 10dB reduction in measured amplitudes of secondary waves (S and surface waves) from
check shots
3. A 5 – 10dB reduction in natural seismic noise around 6Hz
4. A 20 ‐ 30dB reduction in cultural seismic noise >15Hz
Indeed, we would expect that surface shots are likely to show similar trends versus depth as cultural
noise sources, as opposed to subsurface sources. However, further work is required to understand
the dependence of P and S wave signal amplitudes as a function of depth for subsurface seismic
sources. This can be achieved using natural seismic events, which are either large (M > 2, infrequent)
and located by regional networks, or small (M < 2, frequent) and located by future seismic
monitoring arrays at the SW Hub site.
The sensitivity to ground vibration of our deepest geophones is largely limited by system self‐noise,
particularly at frequencies >15Hz. This implies that burying geophones deeper will not reduce overall
noise, unless a sensor system is chosen with lower self‐noise specifications. While we have selected
very high sensitivity and state of the art equipment for this application, with performance
specifications comparable to or better than systems commonly used for micro‐seismic monitoring,
some lower noise sensor systems at frequencies >15Hz may be available today or developed in the
future, which should be considered in the planning for any future shallow borehole sensor arrays.
Therefore, in this project, we have been unable to measure the level of ambient seismic noise below
32m and at frequencies >15Hz due the limitations mentioned above. At frequencies <15 Hz
however, we are able to measure ambient seismic noise at all depths, although the system noise
contribution is not negligible even these frequencies. Standard seismometers provide an excellent
low noise alternative to geophones at such low frequencies.
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Conclusions

We present a new shallow borehole passive seismic test array procedure to measure and
characterize ambient seismic noise at a particular site. After careful system design, analysis of
published results from other sites, shared experiences with colleagues and development of a
thorough deployment procedure, we have successfully deployed a 50m shallow borehole array at the
SW Hub site near Harvey‐4 well. The equipment was selected for its very high sensitivity and
suitability for passive seismic applications such as microseismic monitoring. Analysis of calibration
check shot data shows that we can estimate the near‐surface velocities in the unconsolidated
overburden sediment (≤ 30m at this site) and the deeper (Leederville) sandstone layer (≥ 30m at this
site). The check shot data also shows that our shallow borehole array should be sensitive enough to
detect microseismic events of Magnitude M‐1 or stronger at a distance of ~2km (potential CO2
injection depths). Analysis of 75 days of passive recordings have shown a distinct change in noise
character between the unconsolidated sandy overburden and the hard sandstone ~30m below. We
measure a large reduction (20dB ‐ 30dB) in cultural noise amplitude and smaller reduction in natural
seismic noise amplitude (5dB ‐ 10dB) as we cross this lithological unconformity. At depths between
32m and 44m, we find that low frequency (<15Hz) ambient seismic noise is similar to very low noise
sites around the world. However, at these depths we find that system self‐noise is largely dominant
at higher frequencies and prevents us from measuring the very weak ambient seismic noise at these
frequencies. This finding also suggests that even high sensitivity geophone sensors in deeper
boreholes (below the unconsolidated overburden) at the SW Hub would only achieve a substantial
noise reduction benefit if there were a commensurate reduction in system self‐noise. In general
however, measured signal strength from microseismicity is expected to improve by locating sensors
at depths closer to the reservoir interval.
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3. HPC MODELLING OF 3D PASSIVE SEISMIC DATA

Executive summary

Developing and validating a rigorous feasibility and design analysis for passive seismic monitoring
requires simulating high‐quality passive seismic data using a 3D geological model of the CO2
sequestration site. A comprehensive seismic modelling study requires: (1) realistic 3D velocity and
density models; (2) accurate and highly optimized elastic wave‐equation modelling algorithms and
access to High Performance Computing (HPC) resources; (3) realistic scenarios of the hypothetical
microseismic source events; (4) testing for a wide variety of passive seismic array designs; and (5)
performing a detailed wavefield analysis to validate data quality.

We perform large‐scale 3D elastic passive seismic modelling using a time‐domain finite‐difference
method (FDTD) using the SW Hub 3D geological model. The 3D model structural complexity includes
a number of key faults and geological heterogeneities. To stabilize FD simulation and obtain the
desired frequency content, the 3D model is discretised at a 10‐metre interval leading to a total of 5.2
billion grid points. By using a highly optimised parallel FDTD algorithm and running on the world‐class
Magnus cluster at the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre in Perth, Australia (rated at #41 in the Top 500
list in November, 2014), we successfully simulated 3D passive seismic data sets for microseismic
source event scenarios in the SW Hub model within a reasonable computation time concurrently
using 1,536 CPU cores.

We design 21 hypothetical microseismic source events located along faults either in the Wonnerup
or Yalgorup member (i.e., the potential CO2 storage reservoir formation), and nine active‐source
surface shots, with two types of source mechanisms (explosive and double‐couple shear). Four‐
component (4C) wavefields are simulated for both dense, surface‐based passive seismic arrays, as
well as for shallow borehole and deep VSP arrays. The simulated passive seismic data show realistic
and complex wave phenomena, comparable to that commonly observed in field data; these include
reflected waves and P‐to‐S (or S‐to‐P) converted waves at the faults and lithological boundaries. The
modelled passive seismic data sets are useful for optimizing the design of the passive seismic
receiver arrays to be deployed, for investigating modern 3D/4D imaging/inversion methods, and for
developing and testing a ‘real‐time’ imaging methodology for an early‐warning system.

The 3D passive seismic data sets (total 80TB+) are stored in the shared library at the Pawsey
Supercomputing Centre Data Store for future research purposes.

1. Introduction

In this section, we demonstrate the feasibility of generating large‐volume passive seismic elastic data
sets from a large‐scale realistic 3D earth model by extensively utilizing High‐Performance
Computational (HPC) methods and computing facilities. We use the 3D South West Hub (SW‐Hub)
model (19 x 28.8 x 4.7 km3) created as part of this ANLEC research project based on existing
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geological information. We synthesize complex full elastic wavefields by solving the 3D elastic wave
equation using a time‐domain finite difference (FDTD) method.

To perform the elastic wave modeling, the 3D velocity model has to be discretized on a grid with a
grid spacing of an order of 5‐10 m due to the fine‐scale features contained in the model (e.g. thin
layers and faults). Therefore, approximately 18003 grid points are required in order to simulate
realistic elastic wavefields over the full volume.

The huge size of the discretized model precludes a single‐node computation of the elastic modeling,
and thus, requires a large‐size HPC cluster. We develop a highly parallelized FDTD simulator, and
perform the simulation on the state‐of‐art Magnus cluster at the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre,
which was listed at #41 in the HPC Top500 list in November, 2014.

We simulate hypothetical microseismic source events in the SW Hub 3D model, and generate
synthetic ‘recorded’ passive seismic data sets for a wide variety of passive seismic receiver array
geometry at the surface, in shallow borehole arrays, and deep VSP arrays. The total size of the four‐
component elastic passive seismic data sets generated is 80TB+ including the 3D wavefield movies.
The data sets are stored in the shared library at the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre for future
research, including the optimization of the passive seismic receiver arrays to be deployed, and
investigation of microseismic source imaging/inversion methods.

In section 2, we briefly describe the method of the elastic modelling. In section 3, we describe all the
parameter settings, including model parameters, acquisition parameters, hypothetical microseismic
source events, and the HPC environment. Then, we demonstrate one simulation result in section 4.
Lastly, we describe the data storage details in the shared library at the Pawsey Supercomputing
Centre in section 5.

2. Method

We solve the 3D elastic wave equation by adopting a second‐order accurate time and fourth‐order
accurate space formulation of the velocity‐stress staggered‐grid finite‐difference scheme (Virieux,
1986; Graves, 1996). We use the perfectly matched layer (PML) method (Collino & Tsogka, 2001) at
the side and bottom boundaries and a free surface condition at the top boundary.
The SW‐Hub model (i.e.
1800 , where is the grid number in one dimension) is too large to
fit in the memory in a high‐end workstation and/or a single node of HPC clusters (e.g. 64 GB). To
parallelize the 3D FDTD algorithms across multiple nodes in an HPC cluster system, we implement a
domain‐decomposition scheme in the space domain.

We optimize the parallel algorisms for the Magnus cluster using an MPI – OpenMP hybrid
parallelization. The communication overhead between MPI processes is negligible when the domain
size per MPI process is small. Combining an OpenMP threading approach, efficiency of parallelization
remains still high even when using thousands of CPU cores.
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3. Modelling Parameter Settings

We run elastic wave simulations on the full size SW‐Hub 3D model and generate passive seismic
wavefield data sets for surface, VSP, and shallow borehole receiver arrays. In this section, we
describe the model dimensions to solve, the acquisition parameters to ‘record’ data sets, and the
hypothetical microseismic source events. We also describe the FD parameters, and HPC computation
environment. All modelling parameters are listed in Tables 3.1–3.8.

3.1 Model parameters

We use the 3D geological velocity model for the SW‐Hub site, 28.8 km x 19.0 km x 4.7 km as shown in
Figure 3.1. The model axes are parallel to a north‐south (NS) direction, an east‐west (EW) direction,
and a vertical direction. The model origin is located at N6335.210 km and E377.616 km in a UTM
zone 50H. P‐wave velocities within the model range from 1.82 to 4.98 km s‐1, S‐wave velocities range
from 0.612 to 2.90 km s‐1, and density values range from 1.96 to 2.67 g cm‐3. The model parameters
are listed in Table 3.1.

3.2 Acquisition parameters

We record simulated passive seismic wavefield data sets using three types of acquisition geometry;
surface receivers, VSP deep borehole, and shallow borehole arrays. For all three types of acquisitions,
we record the pressure component and three components (N‐S, E‐W, and vertical) of the particle
velocities at each receiver. The total record length is 10 s with a sampling rate of 4 ms. The origin of
each acquisition array is the same as the model origin. We use the same recording parameters for all
three acquisitions listed in Table 3.2.

The geometry for the surface receiver arrays is listed in Table 3.3. We locate 950 (easting) x 1,440
(northing) receivers at the surface with a receiver spacing of 20 m in both directions. The recorded
passive surface data size is approximately 13 GB per component, and 52 GB in total.

The geometry for the VSP arrays is listed in Table 3.4. We locate 38 (easting) x 57 (northing) VSP
boreholes with a spacing of 500 m. The 201 sensors for each VSP array are located in boreholes with
a depth spacing of 15 m from the surface to a depth of 3 km. The recorded passive VSP data size is
approximately 1.9 MB per component per VSP borehole array, and 17 GB in total.

The geometry for the shallow borehole arrays is listed in Table 3.5. We locate 190 (easting) x 288
(northing) shallow boreholes with a borehole spacing of 100 m. The 21 sensors in each shallow
borehole array are located with a sensor spacing of 5 m from the surface to a depth of 100 m. The
data size is approximately 205 KB per component per shallow borehole, and 44 GB in total.

We also record 3D wavefield snapshots in the entire model volume with a time sampling of 40 ms to
generate wavefield movie data. The geometry for the wavefield snapshot data is listed in Table 3.6.
The four‐component wavefields are recorded at 950 (easting) x 1440 (northing) x 235 (vertical) grid
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points with a grid spacing of 20 m. The wavefield snapshot data size is approximately 300 GB per
component, and 1.2 TB in total.

3.2 Source information

We design 21 hypothetical subsurface microseismic source events in the SW‐Hub model. In addition,
we simulate nine active‐source 3D seismic shot gathers. The active sources are located at a depth of
50 m to stabilize the FD simulation. The epicentres of the microseismic source events are plotted on
the fault map of Langhi et al. (2013) in Figure 3.2, where the red and green dots indicate subsurface
microseismic source events and active‐source surface shots, respectively. The blue rectangle
indicates the dimensions of the 3D velocity model. All subsurface events are located along faults
either in the Wonnerup or Yalgorup member. The coordinates of the microseismic source events and
active‐source shots are listed in Table 3.7.

We test two source types; 1) isotropic (explosive) and 2) double‐couple (shear) source mechanisms
(Aki and Richards, 2002). The isotropic source is defined as the uniform non‐zero diagonal
components of a stress moment tensor, and generates equal‐magnitude P‐waves. The double‐couple
source is equivalent to a pair of dipoles, equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. In this study we
define the dipole shear‐source strike‐slip polarity as a compression in the EW direction and an
expansion in the NS direction. This source produces maximum P‐wave positive amplitude in the NS
direction, maximum P‐wave negative in the EW direction, and weak amplitude in the vertical
direction. This source also generates maximum S‐wave amplitude in the horizontally diagonal
directions (NE, SE, SW, NW).

We use a 20 Hz Ricker wavelet as a source wavelet, and inject this as a stress source. The source
wavelet and the associated amplitude spectrum are displayed in Figure 3.3. The amplitude spectrum
is approximately 60 dB down at 60 Hz.

3.3 FD modelling parameters

The FD modelling parameters are listed in Table 3.8. The minimum and average wavelengths of S‐
waves are estimated to be approximately 31 m and 110 m, assuming a 20 Hz Ricker wavelet. To avoid
grid dispersion, 8‐10 grids per wavelength are ideal, which lead to a grid spacing of 3.5 m. However,
the number of grid points is approximately 4,0003, which is an unreasonably large model to simulate
multiple sources using a FD simulation. Therefore, we choose a grid spacing of 10 m horizontal and 5
m vertical in order to assure the S‐waves having an average wavelength are not dispersed. Thus, the
number of grid points is 18003 (=1,900 (EW) x 2,880 (NS) x 940 (Depth)) or 5.2 billion grid points. We
use a time step sampling of 0.4 ms, which leads 25,000 time steps for a 10 second record length. The
recorded data are then sub‐sampled to every 10th time step.

3.4 Computer resources and computational costs
We use the Magnus cluster at the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre in Perth, Australia. The Magnus
cluster is a CPU cluster that consists of 1,448 compute nodes. Each node consists of two of 12‐core
Haswell‐series Xeon processors and 64GB of distributed RAM. The Magnus cluster was listed at #41
in the HPC Top500 list in November, 2014.
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We highly optimize hybrid‐parallel algorithms for the Magnus cluster. For a single simulation, we use
64 compute nodes with two MPI processes per node (128 MPI processes). Each MPI process uses 12
CPU cores via OpenMP threading algorithms (128 x 12=1,536 CPU cores). By using this HPC strategy
we are able to reduce the 3D elastic wavefield computation time down to 7.5 hours per microseismic
source or active‐source data simulation.

4. Results

Using the parameters described in section 3, we conducted 3D elastic seismic modelling in the SW‐
Hub 3D model using 21 hypothetical microseismic source events and nine active‐source surface
shots, with two types of source mechanisms (explosive and double‐couple shear). The simulated
passive seismic data sets and 3D wavefield movies contain interesting features due to complex
velocity structures including a number of faults and geologic heterogeneities.

In this section, we describe in detail the simulation result of a representative microseismic source
event, s03a, located along the F10 fault at a depth of 3 km in the Wonnerup member. We display the
2D cross‐sections of the 3D P‐wave velocity model and a vertical profile of the P‐wave velocity at the
microseismic source event, s03a in Figure 3.4. Potential reflectors are the unconformity, the
sand/shale layers in Yalgorup member, and the F10 fault.

We show the recorded passive seismic wavefield data sets for the three types of array acquisition
geometry, and identify the major arrivals on the passive data sets by analysing wavefield snapshot
images. In subsection 4‐1, the surface array passive data are displayed and analysed to identify major
arrivals for both the isotropic and double‐couple sources. The VSP and shallow borehole array
passive data are displayed in subsection 4‐2 and 4‐3 only for the isotropic source.

4.1 Surface array passive seismic data

First we describe the surface array passive seismic data for both the isotropic and double‐couple
microseismic sources.

4.1.1 Isotropic microseismic source

Isotropic compressive or tensile sources excite P‐waves, but not S‐waves. However, P‐waves can be
converted to S‐waves near the source due to heterogeneities in the geological model. These near‐
source converted S‐waves appear to be virtual S‐wave source energy, and thus shear waves are
recorded at the surface passive receiver arrays even for a purely compressional source.

We display four components of the surface passive seismic array data along an EW line at N6344.99
km in Figure 3.5 and along a NS line at E391.996 km in Figure 3.6; (a) the pressure, (b) vertical, (c)
EW, and (d) NS horizontal components. We applied an amplitude gain function of T 0.5 to emphasize
later arrivals for display purposes.
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We identify major arrivals and display them in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, when comparing the four
components and analysing snapshots shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. We use the notation convention
by Aki and Richards (Aki and Richards, 2002). An acute accent (e.g. ) indicates an upcoming P‐wave,
indicates a → reflection, and
and a grave accent (e.g. ) indicates a downgoing S‐wave.
the → conversion at a reflection boundary. Subscripts indicate the terminal phase of wavefield
reflection/conversion (e.g. surface ).
The modelled P‐waves propagate upwards and arrive at the surface as the first arrivals ( ), then,
reflect at the surface, reflect at the sand/shale layers, and arrive at the surface receivers (
ss/sh ).
The arrivals immediately after the first arrivals are the free surface multiple from the unconformity at
a depth of 50‐100 m. Other strong arrivals noted by
Pfault around 3.6 s are the reflected P‐waves
at the F10 fault. The downgoing P‐waves reflect at the free surface (i.e.
), reflect at the fault and
propagate westwards as shown at 2.0 and 2.8 s in Figure 3.9.

S‐wave arrivals are also identified in the NS component in Figure 3.8. P‐S conversion occurs
immediately after source excitation (see the 0.4‐s panel in Figure 3.10). The S‐waves convert near the
source and propagate upwards and arrive at the surface receivers at 2.0 ‐4.0 s (i.e. source ). The
upcoming P‐waves are also converted to S‐waves at the sand/shale layers (see the 1.2‐s panel in
Figure 3.10). The S‐waves converted at the sand/shale layers are recorded at the surface receivers at
1.8‐2.0 s ( ss/sh ). The ss/sh arrivals overlap with the free surface multiple P‐waves from the
sand/shale layers (
ss/sh ) in other components, but the
ss/sh arrivals are identified clearly as S‐
wave arrivals because the P‐wave component is weak in the NS component on this section.

4.1.2 Double‐couple source

We display four components of the surface array passive seismic data excited by the double‐couple
source at the same lines with the isotropic source in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. Note that we do not apply
the time‐variant amplitude gain control because the late arrivals from the excited S‐waves have
strong energy. We identify major arrivals and display them in Figures 3.13 and 3.14, when comparing
these four components and analysing snapshots shown in Figures 3.15 and 3.16.

We identify the first P‐wave arrivals ( ), the free surface multiple P‐waves from the sand/shale layers
(
ss/sh ), and the reflected P‐waves at the F10 fault (
fault ). We observe weak first arrivals at
E392 km in Figure 3.13 due to the P‐wave radiation pattern of the double‐couple source.

The excited S‐waves propagate upwards and arrive at the surface at 2‐4 s ( ), then reflect at the
surface, reflect at the sand/shale layers and arrive at the surface at 4.5 s (
ss/sh ). An S‐P conversion
occurs immediately after source excitation (see the 0.4‐s panel in Figure 3.15), at the sand/shale
layers (see the 1.2‐s panel), and at the surface (see the 2.8‐s panel). The reflected S‐waves at the F10
Fault (
fault ) were also observed at the 3.60 s panel in Figure 3.16.
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4.2 VSP array data

We display the passive seismic VSP data generated by the isotropic source at two VSP boreholes
located at N6344.71, E392.6 km in Figure 3.17 and at N6344.71, E388.6 km in Figure 3.18. The
borehole at N6344.71, E392.6 km is the nearest VSP borehole to the microseismic source event,
s03a, and the other borehole is located at 4‐km west from the first VSP borehole. The two VSP
boreholes are shown in Figure 3.4 as the white lines. Major events are identified and noted in Figures
3.17 and 3.18.

The upcoming P‐waves are recorded at the sensors at the VSP boreholes as the first arrivals ( ). The
waves noted by ss/sh at 1.5 ‐2.5 km deep in 0.5 s are the reflected P‐waves at the sand/shale
layers. At 1.0 s, three strong reflected P‐waves are observed; the reflected P‐waves at the
unconformity at a depth of 50‐100 m ( unconformity ), the reflected P‐waves at the surface ( surface ),
and the P‐wave multiple between the unconformity and the surface (
). In the EW component
panel shown in Figure 3.17(b), we also identify the P‐to‐P ( ), P‐to‐S ( ), S‐to‐S ( ) reflections,
and the P‐to‐S converted waves ( ).

In Figure 3.18, we identified the similar features to those in Figure 3.17. Moreover, we observe the
reflected waves at the F10 fault noted by
fault . In the EW component panel, we identify the P‐to‐
S converted waves at the sand/shale layer ( ) and P‐to‐S converted waves at the surface, whose
incident waves are the reflected P‐waves at the F10 fault (
).

4.3 Shallow borehole array data

We display the shallow borehole array passive seismic data generated by the isotropic source at
N6344.91, E392.016 km in Figure 3.19 and at N6344.91, E389.016 km in Figure 3.20. The borehole at
N6344.91, E392.016 km is the nearest borehole to the s03a event. The other borehole is 3‐km west
from the first borehole. The four components of wavefields are displayed at both shallow boreholes.

In the shallow borehole passive seismic data, the signal is recorded as an inverted‐V shape. The left
hand side of the inverted‐V shape corresponds to an up‐coming wave, and the right hand side
corresponds to a down‐going wave. The angle of the inverted‐V shape varies with the wave
propagation velocity. A wider angle indicates slower wave propagation (i.e. S‐waves), and a narrower
angle indicates faster wave propagation (i.e. P‐waves). A symmetric inverted‐V shape indicates P‐to‐P
or S‐to‐S reflections, and an asymmetric inverted‐V shape indicates P‐to‐S or S‐to‐P converted‐wave
reflections.

As identified before, the upcoming P‐waves are also recorded at the shallow boreholes as the first
arrivals ( ) in Figure 3.19. The reflected P‐waves at the sand/shale layers are observed at 2‐2.3 s
(
ss/sh ) in the pressure and vertical components. In the EW and NS components, S‐wave arrivals
that have converted at the sand/shale layers are recognized ( ss/sh ) at 1.8‐2.2 s.
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At the 3‐km west borehole shown in Figure 3.20, similar arrivals are recognized with those in the first
borehole shown in Figure 3.19. Moreover, strong P‐to‐P reflected and P‐to‐S converted waves are
observed as first arrivals on the EW component. On the NS component, only very weak arrivals are
observed until 3 seconds.

5. Data storage

All simulated passive seismic data sets are stored at the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre Data Stores.
Researchers can access all the data by applying to NGL for permission through the URL,
https://data.pawsey.org.au.

The stored data contain all four components of the passive seismic surface receiver array data, the
deep borehole VSP array data, the shallow borehole array data, and the entire volumes of wavefield
snapshots and movie data. The total file size is approximately 1.3 TB per microseismic source event.

6. Conclusions

We conducted high‐performance computational (HPC) modelling of 3D elastic passive seismic data.
Using a highly optimised, parallel FDTD algorithm on the Magnus cluster at the Pawsey
Supercomputing Centre, we successfully simulated microseismic events within a reasonable
computation time concurrently using 1,536 CPU cores.

We designed the 21 hypothetical microseismic source events located along faults either in the
Wonnerup or Yalgorup member, and nine active‐source surface shots, with two types of source
mechanisms (explosive and double‐couple shear). Four‐component (4C) wavefields were simulated
for both dense, surface‐based passive seismic arrays, as well as for shallow borehole and deep VSP
arrays. The synthesized passive seismic data showed the realistic and complex wave phenomena
including waves reflected and P‐to‐S (or S‐to‐P) converted waves at the faults and lithological
boundaries.

The simulated passive seismic data sets are stored in the shared library at the Pawsey
Supercomputing Centre Data Store for future research purposes.
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Tables
Table 3.1: Model parameters

Parameter

Value

Model size (EW x NS x Depth) [km3]

19.0 x 28.8 x 4.7

Origin [km] in the UTM zone 50H

(E377.616, N6335.210)

VP [km/s]

1.82‐4.98

VS [km/s]

0.613‐2.90

 [g/cm3]

1.96‐2.67

Table 3.2: Shared parameters for three acquisitions

Parameter

Value

Record length [s]

10

Record sampling [ms]

4

Sampling numbers

2,500

Record components

4 (pressure, Vertical, NS, EW)

Origin [km]

(E377.616, N6335.210)
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Table 3.3: Surface passive seismic receiver array parameters

Parameter

Value

Number of receivers (EWxNS)

950 x 1440

Receiver intervals (EW, NS) [m]

(20, 20)

Data size per component [GB]

13

Table 3.4: VSP passive seismic array parameters

Parameter

Value

Number of VSP holes (EWxNS)

38 x 57

VSP hole lateral intervals (EW, NS) [m]

(500, 500)

VSP hole length [m]

3000

Number of sensors per VSP hole

201

Sensor interval in each VSP hole [m]

15

Data size per component per VSP hole [MB]

1.9
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Table 3.5: Shallow borehole passive seismic array parameters

Parameter

Value

Number of shallow boreholes (EWxNS)

190 x 288

VSP hole lateral intervals (EW, NS) [m]

(100, 100)

VSP hole length [m]

100

Number of sensors per shallow borehole

21

Sensor interval in each shallow borehole [m]

5

Data size per component per borehole [KB]

205

Table 3.6: Parameters for the entire volume data

Parameter

Value

Number of data points (EWxNSxDepth)

950 x 1440 x 235

Data point intervals (EW, NS, Depth) [m]

(20, 20, 20)

Record length [s]

10

Record sampling [ms]

40

Sampling numbers

250

Data size per component [GB]

300
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Table 3.7: Microseismic source and active‐source locations

Source

EW [km]

NS [km]

Depth
[km]

1

s01a

388

6357.2

2

2

s01b

388.5

6357.2

1.2

3

s01c

388.85

6357.2

0.5

4

s02a

390

6349

3

5

s02b

390.4

6349

2

6

s02c

390.8

6349

1

7

s03a

392

6345

3

8

s03b

392.6

6345

2

9

s03c

393.3

6345

1

10

s03d

392.6

6345

0.05

11

s03e

394.2

6345

0.05

12

s04a

387.2

6351.8

2.5

13

s05a

390.5

6344.8

3

14

s05d

390.5

6344.8

0.05

15

s06a

387.82

6347.8

2.5

16

s07a

391.2

6340.8

3

17

s08a

385.82

6346.8

2

18

s09a

385.2

6342

2

19

s10a

390.02

6338.8

1.8

20

s11a

388.32

6337.8

2.4

21

s12a

381.5

6357.8

1.6

22

s13a

381.22

6348.8

1.8

23

s14a

381.02

6342.8

1.8

24

s15a

383.82

6340.8

2

25

s16d

394.02

6358.8

0.05

26

s17d

394.32

6350.8

0.05

27

s18d

395.02

6338.8

0.05

28

s19d

379.82

6358.8

0.05

29

s20d

379.82

6350.8

0.05

30

s21d

379.82

6338.8

0.05
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Table 3.8: FD modeling parameters

Parameter

Value

Grid points (EW x NS x Depth)

1900 x 2880 x 940

Grid intervals (EW,NS, Depth) [m]

(10, 10, 5)

FD time interval [ms]

0.4

Simulation time [sec]

10

Time steps

25,000
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Figure 3.1: 3D P‐wave velocity model with the previously identified faults mapped by Langhi et al.
(2013). In the Yalgorup member, thin layers are implemented assuming sand/shale layers.
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Figure 3.2: Epicenters of the hypothetical microseismic source events plotted on the fault map; red dots
indicate subsurface microseismic source events and green dots indicate surface active‐source shots. The blue
rectangle indicates the dimensions of the SW Hub 3D velocity model.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Source function, (a) a 20Hz Ricker wavelet, and (b) the amplitude spectrum of (a).
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(b)
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Figure 3.4: Velocity model at s03a.; (a) the EW section at N6344.99 km, (b) the NS section at E391.996 km, (c)
the 3 km depth section, and (d) the P‐wave velocity profile at N6344.99, E391.996 km. White lines/dots
indicate the location of VSP borehole arrays shown in Figures 3.17 and 3.18. Black arrows/dots indicate the
location of shallow borehole arrays shown in Figures 3.19 and 3.20.
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(a)

Isotropic source
(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.5: The four components of the surface array data along an EW line at N6344.99 km generated by the
isotropic source at s03a; (a) the pressure, (b) vertical, (c) EW, and (d) NS components. Note that amplitudes
are gained by a T0.5 gain function for display purposes.
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(a)

Isotropic source
(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.6: The four components of the surface array data along a NS line at E391.996 km generated by the
isotropic source at s03a; (a) the pressure, (b) vertical, (c) EW, and (d) NS components. Note that amplitudes
are gained by a T0.5 gain function for display purposes.
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Isotropic source

Pressure

0.4 sec

Ṕ
1.2 sec

Ṕ P̀ Ṕss/ sh
2.0 sec

Ṕ P̀ Ṕfault
2.8 sec

3.6 sec

Figure 3.7: The pressure component of the surface array data along an EW line at N6344.99 km
generated by the isotropic source at s03a. Five horizontal lines indicate the timing of the
snapshots shown in Figure 3.9. First arrival P‐waves ( ), the free surface multiple P‐waves
from the sand/shale layers (
Pfault ) are
ss/sh ), and the reflected P‐waves at the F10 fault (
identified.
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Isotropic source

NS

0.4 sec

Ṕ Śsource
1.2 sec

ṔŚss/ sh
2.0 sec

Ṕ Śsource
2.8 sec

3.6 sec

Figure 3.8: The NS component of the surface array data along an EW line at N6344.99 km generated by the
isotropic source at s03a. Five horizontal lines indicate the timing of the snapshots shown in Figure 3.10. S‐
wave arrivals converted at the sand/shale layers ( ss/sh ), and near the source ( source ) are identified.
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Isotropic source : Pressure component
Ṕ

Ṕ P̀ Ṕss/ sh

Ṕ P̀ Ṕfault

Ṕ P̀ Ṕfault

Ṕ P̀ Ṕfault

Figure 3.9: Snapshots of the pressure wavefields generated by the isotropic source at s03a superimposed on
the P‐wave velocity model on an EW section at N6344.99 km. First arrival P‐waves ( ), the free surface
multiple P‐waves from the sand/shale layers (
Pfault )
ss/sh ), and the reflected P‐waves at the F10 fault (
are identified.
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Isotropic source : NS component

ṔŚsource

ṔŚss/ sh
ṔŚsource

ṔŚsource
ṔŚsource

Ṕ P̀ Ṕfault

ṔŚsource
ṔŚsource

Figure 3.10: Snapshots of the NS component of the particle velocity wavefields excited by the isotropic source
at s03a superimposed on the P‐wave velocity model on an EW section at N6344.99 km. S‐wave arrivals
converted at the sand/shale layers ( ss/sh ), and near the source ( source ) are identified.
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(a)

(c)

Double couple source
(b)

(d)

Figure 3.11: The four components of the surface array data along an EW line at N6344.99 km excited by the
double‐couple source at s03a; (a) the pressure, (b) vertical, (c) EW, and (d) NS components. Note that the
amplitudes have not been gained.
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Double-couple source
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.12: The four components of the surface array data along a NS line at E391.996 km excited by the
double‐couple source at s03a; (a) the pressure, (b) vertical, (c) EW, and (d) NS components. Note that
amplitudes are not gained
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Double-couple

Pressure

0.4 sec

ŚṔss/ sh

Ṕ
1.2 sec

Ṕ P̀ Ṕss/ sh
2.0 sec

Ṕ P̀ Ṕfault
2.8 sec

3.6 sec

ŚṔsurface

Figure 3.13: The pressure component of the surface array data along an EW line at N6344.99 km generated by
the double‐couple shear source at s03a. Five horizontal lines indicate the timing of the snapshots shown in
Figure 3.15. First arrival P‐waves ( ), the free surface multiple P‐waves from the sand/shale layers
Pfault ) are identified. The S‐to‐P converted waves at
(
ss/sh ), and the reflected P‐waves at the F10 fault (
the sand/shale layers ( ss/sh ) and at the surface ( surface ) are also identified
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Double-couple

NS

0.4 sec

Ś

1.2 sec

2.0 sec

Ś
2.8 sec

3.6 sec

ŚS̀Śss/ sh

Figure 3.14: The NS component of the surface array data along an EW line at N6344.99 km generated by the
double‐couple source at s03a. Five horizontal lines indicate the timing of the snapshots shown in Figure 3.16.
The direct S‐wave arrivals ( ) and the free surface multiple S‐waves from the sand/shale layers (
ss/sh ) are
identified
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Double-couple source : Pressure component
Ṕ

ŚṔsource

ŚṔss/ sh

Ṕ P̀ Ṕfault

ŚṔsurface

Figure 3.15: Snapshots of the pressure wavefields generated by the double‐couple source at s03a
superimposed on the P‐wave velocity model on an EW section at N6344.99 km. The source S‐waves are
converted to P‐waves near source ( source ), at the sand/shale layers ( ss/sh ), and at the surface ( surface ).
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Double-couple source : NS component
Ṕ

Ś

ŚṔss/ sh

Ś

Ś

Ṕ P̀ Ṕfault

Ś
ŚP̀surface

ŚS̀surface

ŚS̀Śfault

Figure 3.16: Snapshots of the NS component of the particle velocity wavefields generated by the double‐couple
shear source at s03a superimposed on the P‐wave velocity model on an EW section at N6344.99 km. The S‐to‐
P converted waves are observed at the sand/shale layers ( ss/sh ), and at the surface ( surface ). The S‐wave
reflection at the F10 fault is also observed (
fault ).
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(a) Pressure comp.

(b)

EW comp.

Ṕ

at SS/SH layers
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ṔP̀surface
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ṔP̀ṔP̀

ṔŚS̀

Figure 3.17: VSP borehole array data at N6344.71, E392.6 km generated by the isotropic source at s03a; (a) the
pressure, and (b) EW components. This is the nearest VSP borehole to the s03a microseismic source event.
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(a) Pressure comp.

Ṕ

(b)
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Figure 3.18: VSP borehole array data at N6344.71, E388.6 km generated by the isotropic source at s03a; (a) the
pressure, and (b) EW components.
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(a) Pressure
Ṕ P̀ Ṕss/ sh

Ṕ
Ṕ P̀surface

(b) Vertical

ṔP̀ṔP̀

(c) EW
Ṕ S̀surface
Ṕ Śss/ sh

(d) NS

Figure 3.19: The four components of the shallow borehole array data at N6344.91 and E392.016 km; (a) the
pressure, (b) vertical, (c) EW, and (d) NS components. This shallow borehole is the nearest borehole to the
s03 microseismic source event.
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Ṕ P̀surface
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Ṕ S̀surface
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Figure 3.20: The four components of the shallow borehole array data at N6344.91 and E389.016 km; (a) the
pressure, (b) vertical, (c) EW, and (d) NS components. This shallow borehole is located 3‐km west of the
shallow borehole shown in Figure 3.19.
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4. WAVE-EQUATION IMAGING OF PASSIVE SEISMIC DATA – PART 1

Executive Summary

Passive‐source microseismic monitoring typically involves seismic data recorded from a few sparse
sensor locations, picked event arrival times, and triangulation to determine the seismic event source
locations; a technique used over 100 years for the estimation of earthquake locations. Instead, we
have developed a new method that performs wave‐equation imaging of microseismic source events
by back‐propagating the passive seismic wavefield in a subsurface model, and applying an imaging
condition to extract an image of the microseismic source function. The main advantages of the wave‐
equation based method are (1) data can be recorded continuously, event‐triggered recording is not
required; (2) microseismic events do not have to be interpreted and picked manually from the data,
(3) the imaging algorithms can be extremely robust in the presence of weak signals or strong noise.

In this first section, Part1, our method is evaluated in 2D by imaging a hypothetical microseismic
event along a fault from a synthetic passive seismic dataset generated for a realistic model of a gas
reservoir offshore Australia. We demonstrate that the method provides a high‐quality image of the
microseismic source by using a sufficiently dense geophone array and a reasonably accurate velocity
model even in the presence of noise. The microseismic source location can be well imaged from a
noisy data set of a signal‐to‐noise (S/N) ratio as low as 0.1 where first arrivals cannot be identified,
and thus the traditional location methods would not be able to detect the event. The density of the
geophone array affects the quality of the source image; the largest geophone interval for the
microseismic source imaging is approximately 312.5 metre for the model. The velocity model for the
imaging does not need to contain very detailed information, but is required to represent an overall
velocity trend accurately. We have shown that 5 percent error in the velocity model leads to
approximately 2.5 percent error in the source depth estimation. Passive seismic arrays should be
optimally designed with these results in mind to take advantage of powerful new wave‐equation
imaging techniques to better detect, image and locate microseismic source events and their source
characteristics.

1. Introduction

Passive‐source monitoring of natural or induced seismicity in the subsurface typically involves seismic
data recorded from a few sparse sensor locations, picked event arrival times, and triangulation to
determine the seismic event source locations. Instead, we have developed a new method that
performs wave‐equation imaging of microseismic events using passive seismic data recorded in
surface and shallow borehole arrays. The method is conceptually similar to state‐of‐the‐art reverse‐
time migration (RTM) (Baysal et al. 1984, Symes 2007, Dai et al. 2012) and full waveform inversion
(FWI) methods (Tarantola 1984, Virieux and Operto 2009, Kamei et al. 2012) for active‐source 3D
seismic data. We back‐propagate the recorded wavefield in a subsurface model, and apply an image
condition to extract an image of a source function. The origin time and hypocentre location may be
estimated from the back‐propagated wavefield volume by applying various criteria.

Some of the major benefits of the method are: (1) data can be recorded continuously, event‐
triggered recording is not required; (2) microseismic events do not have to be interpreted and picked
manually from the data; (3) the imaging algorithms can be extremely robust in the presence of weak
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signals / strong noise. However the image quality depends on the density of surface geophones,
signal‐to‐noise ratio and accuracy of the velocity model and other considerations.

In this section, we evaluate the feasibility of wave‐equation imaging in 2D using a realistic complex
subsurface model of a gas reservoir offshore Australia with more constraining data than, but some
similarities to, the SW Hub model. We focus on the surface‐array data, and examine the effects of
noise, the density of array, and the accuracy of the velocity model.

2. Model

We used a realistic subsurface model of elastic parameters created based on an existing gas
reservoir. The model consists of P‐wave velocity, S‐wave velocity and density parameters, and is
discretised by 3.125 x 3.125 m2 square grids. We display the P‐wave velocity model in Figure 4.1. The
reservoir is at approximately 3‐4 km depth and is subjected to both gas/fluid injection and
withdrawal as may be the case for CO2 sequestration. We model a synthetic microseismic source
event due to a fault reactivation located at 5 km depth and a horizontal distance of 5.5 km. The
geophones are located at the surface. We generated synthetic elastic wavefields with a GPU‐based
2D finite‐difference modeling code (Weiss and Shragge, 2013). We assumed the source mechanism
of the seismic event is isotropic, and used a 20‐Hz Ricker wavelet as a source wavelet. The source
origin time is set to t0=0 sec.

3. Method

In order to create an image of the microseismic source event, we back‐propagate the vertical
component geophone data through a velocity model using the GPU‐based acoustic finite‐difference
modelling code (Lumley and Shragge, 2013). We estimate the source origin time t0 from the data by
taking the maximum value of the envelope of the backpropagated wavefield, and extracting the
source image as the backpropagated field at the estimated origin time t0.

4. Results

Our first test is to create a source image from the dense geophone array data by using the true P‐
wave velocity model. We locate 5450 geophones every 3.125 m at the surface, and generated the
elastic “observed” microseismic data. We display the vertical particle velocity seismic data recorded
in Figure 4.2. Following the first arrival wavefront, we observe a significant amount of scattered
wavefield created by the complex heterogeneities in the earth model.

We then backpropagate the microseismic data in the true velocity model, estimate the origin time t0
from the data, and create the source image in Figure 4.3. Our method described above accurately
estimates the origin time t0 as 0 sec. The source is well focused and positioned at the correct
location, even though we used acoustic wave imaging on elastic data. Note that the imaged source is
not a dot, in direct contrast to conventional microseismic hypocentre location via trace event‐picking
and triangulation; instead it can be interpreted as a probabilistic image of the source location. We
also observe small artifacts similar to those seen in RTM prestack depth migration; since our
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wavefield reconstruction is not a perfect reverse time operation, the small‐scale heterogeneities in
the velocity model create unphysical scattered energy in the backpropagation leading to weak
imaging artifacts.

Noise effects

Field passive seismic data sets can be noisy enough to make microseismic event detection difficult or
impossible, and many weak events may not be detected at all. Thus we now examine the effects of
noise on wave‐equation imaging by adding band‐limited white noise to the seismic data used in the
previous test. We test two levels of noise, and create noise‐added seismic data at S/N = 1 (signal and
noise amplitude are equal) and 0.1 (noise is 10 times larger than signal) as displayed in Figure 4.4.
Note that we applied a Butterworth bandpass filter to Gaussian random white noise prior to adding
to the passive data, in order to ensure the frequency range of the noise is realistic and consistent
with the passive seismic data. We then backpropagated the noise‐added seismic wavefields using the
correct P‐wave velocity model, and display the obtained source event image in Figure 4.5.

As we increase the noise level, the signal in the seismic data becomes obscure and difficult to
identify. At S/N=1.0, we barely recognize the first arrivals, and cannot observe the later scattered
arrivals (Figure 4.4a). However the source image we obtain in Figure 4.5a is well focused, and the
quality is similar to the noise‐free result in Figure 4.3a. At S/N=0.1, we cannot recognize even the
first arrivals (Figure 4.4b), which would make the standard application of traditional event picking‐
based techniques impossible – this microseismic event would definitely not be detected in data. Our
source imaging method based on full waveform data images the source function very well, although
the resulting source image in Figure 4.5b contains stronger artifacts than the previous images. These
successful wave‐equation imaging results are due to the fact that the wavefield summation implicitly
used in our imaging process discriminates against the noise fields which are incoherent, and
enhances the real microseismic signals which are coherently summed during the backpropagation.

Sparse geophone spacing

We next evaluate the effects of geophone array density by conducting the wavefield imaging using a
sparser array than the previous dense example. We tested three acquisition geometries; 545
geophones located at intervals of 31.25 m, 54 geophones at intervals of 312.5 m, and 11 geophones
at intervals of 1562.5 m. We display the corresponding passive seismic data in Figure 4.6, and the
resulting source event images in Figure 4.7.

When the 31.25‐m geophone spacing is used, the seismic record in Figure 4.6a appears nearly
identical to the record with 3.125‐m spacing, and thus the source image in Figure 4.7a is also very
similar to the image from the 3.125‐m spacing data. As we further increase the geophone spacing,
the seismic data records become spatially aliased (Figure 4.6b,c), and the source images are
contaminated by imaging artifacts (Figure 4.7b,c). When the geophone spacing is at 312.5 m, our
method correctly images the source at the correct location, but we can distinguish star‐like artefacts
from the spatial aliasing of the sparser geophone array data (Figure 4.7b). At the very sparse
geophone spacing of 1562.5 m, we can detect the correct source location as the intersection point of
several curves, but the contrast of the image between the source and the artifacts is minimal (Figure
4.7c).
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Inaccurate velocity models

In the experiments so far, we have assumed we know the correct velocity model. In real passive
seismic data acquisition scenarios, we would not know the velocity model with 100% accuracy, so we
next investigate the effect of velocity error on the estimation of the source excitation time t0 and the
quality of the resulting microseismic source event location images.

We first conduct analysis by scaling the true velocity model by a constant value of 105 %, 102 %, 98 %
and 95 %. We backpropagate the passive seismic wavefield in these incorrect models, and estimate
the source origin time as described above. Figure 4.8 displays the images using the incorrect velocity
models at the correct source time t0 (0 sec), and also at the estimated source times t0 (summarised in
Table 4.1). The estimated values of the source time t0 vary with the velocity errors ranging between ‐
0.14 and +0.12 sec. The estimated source time is delayed for velocity errors which are higher than
the true velocity values; and conversely the estimated source time is advanced for velocity errors
which are lower than the true velocity values.

At the estimated source time t0, the imaged source locations for these models are well‐focused, but
the source location is shifted vertically downwards (deeper) for slower velocities, and upwards
(shallower) for higher velocities, compared to the true source location at 5.0 km depth. The vertical
depth shifts range between +/‐ 200 metres as summarized in Table 4.1. Thus we see there is an
inherent ambiguity between velocity error, source location and source time t0.

The above scalar velocity analysis is a realistic approach if a detailed 3D velocity model is available
through processing (e.g. migration velocity analysis) of active‐source seismic data. Without such a
velocity model (for example if the initial velocity model is determined only by 1 or more sparse set of
well logs in the area), the velocity error would be larger, and spatially varying; the detailed analysis of
such effects are beyond the scope of this study. Nonetheless, the observed characteristic artifacts
similar to migration suggest the potentials in improving the velocity model based on wave‐equation
methods.

We additionally evaluate the effects of short‐wavelength velocity scattering structures, compared to
smooth velocity models, by back‐propagating the passive seismic wavefields through smoothed
versions of the true model. We smoothed the correct velocity model by a 2D Gaussian filter with a
standard deviation of 31.25 m, 156.25 m and 312.5 m, and display the smoothed velocity models in
Figure 4.9. The source location images obtained from these models are shown in Figure 4.10. The
estimated t0 and source locations are correct, since the averages of the smoothed velocities are still
approximately correct.

When smoothing mildly using the 31.25‐m Gaussian Filter, the source image contains fewer of the
scattering artifacts than the image obtained from the correct velocity model, since smoothing has
reduced the artificial scattering during the back‐propagation. However as the model becomes heavily
smoothed, the source image becomes less well‐focused, and some artifacts are created, since the
propagation path in the heavily smoothed model is different than the true propagation path.
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5. Summary

We have demonstrated that wave‐equation imaging can generate a high‐quality microseismic source
image from surface passive seismic data using a sufficiently dense array and an adequate velocity
model. The method performs well even when data are significantly contaminated by noise. We also
observe a trade‐off between velocity errors, the image of the microseismic source location, and the
source origin time. Passive seismic arrays should be optimally designed with these results in mind to
take advantage of powerful new wave‐equation imaging techniques to better detect, image and
locate microseismic source events and their source characteristics.
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Figure 4.1: True P‐wave velocity model used for the 2D wave‐equation imaging test. The units of the color bar are
velocity in km/s. The reservoir is located between two faults at distances between 6 and 10 km and a depth of 3‐4 km.

Figure 4.2: Noise‐free passive microseismic elastic wavefield (vertical particle velocity component) computed for a
source event at (x,z) = (5.5km, 5.0km), recorded by a surface geophone array, using our elastic finite difference modelling
code and the subsurface velocity model in Figure 4.1. Geophones are located at intervals of 3.125 m.

Figure 4.3: Wave‐equation imaging of the microseismic source event at (5.5,5.0) km from noise‐free passive seismic data
(Figure 4.2) using the correct P‐wave velocity model (Figure 4.1). Geophones are located at intervals of 3.125 m.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: Noisy passive seismic elastic data created by adding band‐limited white noise to the noise‐free data set in
Figure 4.2. The signal‐to‐noise ratio is (a) 1 and (b) 0.1. Geophones are located at intervals of 3.125 m. Note that the
passive seismic data is so noisy that the microseismic arrivals (hyperbolas) of Figure 4.2 cannot be detected in the noise.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.5: Effects of noise on wave‐equation imaging. The microseismic source event images are obtained by using the
noisy seismic data in Figure 4.4. The signal‐to‐noise ratio of the data is (a) 1 and (b) 0.1. The correct P‐wave velocity
model in Figure 4.1 was used for the imaging, and geophones are located at intervals of 3.125 m. Note that the power of
wave‐equation imaging allows us to image the correct microseismic source location even though the arrivals (Figure 4.2)
are not detectable in the noisy data of Figure 4.4. This is because wave‐equation imaging sums over the full coherent
wavefield, not just the interpreted picks (or small window) of the first arrivals.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.6: Sparse geophone array test. Passive seismic elastic wavefield (vertical particle velocity component) recorded
at geophones located at spacing intervals of (a) 31.25 m, (b) 312.5 m and (c) 562.5 m. Note the spatial aliasing of the
data arrivals in (c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.7: Effects of sparse array density on wave‐equation imaging. Source images are obtained for geophones located
at spacing intervals of (a) 31.25 m, (b) 312.5 m and (c) 1562.5 m. Note the spatial aliasing effects are weak in (b) but quite
strong in (c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.8: Dependence of wave‐equation imaging on accuracy of velocity models. Source images were obtained by
using (a) 95 % velocity, (b) 98 % velocity, (c) true velocity, (d) 102 % velocity, and (e) 105 % velocity models. Top row
shows the images of the microseismic source events at the true origin time (t0=0 sec). Bottom row shows the source
event images at the estimated origin time. See Table 4.1 for the estimated source origin time and source depth for each
velocity model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.9: Smoothed velocity model used to evaluate the dependence of wave‐equation imaging on small‐scale
heterogeneities in the velocity model. The correct velocity model in Figure 4.1 was smoothed by a 2D Gaussian filter with
a standard deviation of (a) 31.25 m, (b) 156.25 m and (c) 312.5 m.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.10: Effects of small‐scale heterogeneities and velocity model smoothing on wave‐equation imaging.
Microseismic source event images are obtained by using the velocity model smoothed by a 2D Gaussian filter with a
standard deviation of (a) 31.25 m, (b) 156.25 m and (c) 312.5 m (displayed in Figure 4.9).

Table 4.1: Estimated source origin time to, and vertical depth shift (error) of the estimated source location from the true
location, as a function of velocity error. A positive shifted value indicates that the estimated source location is shifted
downwards (deeper), and a negative shifted value indicates the estimated source location is shifted upwards (shallower).
The corresponding source event images are displayed in Figure 4.8.

95 % velocity

98 % velocity

102 % velocity

105 % velocity

to estimate

0.12 sec

0.052 sec

-0.052 sec

-0.14 sec

Source depth
error

+218 m

+ 81 m

-84 m

-193 m
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5. WAVE-EQUATION IMAGING OF PASSIVE SEISMIC DATA – PART 2

Executive Summary

In this section we present new and innovative 3D wavefield adjoint techniques to image microseismic
source event locations from passive seismic array data, and show test examples for the 3D geologic
model of the SouthWest Hub CO2 sequestration project.

We developed an innovative GPU‐accelerated 3D scalar acoustic wave equation solver to image the
location of microseismic events within the 3D geologic model of the South West Hub. The method
works by running the seismic wave propagation in reverse – i.e. it back‐propagates received seismic
energy into the earth at the near‐surface receiver locations in a computational model of the
SouthWest Hub. If the velocity model is correct, the seismic energy should converge on the source
location at the time the microseismic event occurred. This convergence is also potentially affected by
the presence of faults and the receiver geometry.

Using the SW Hub simulated passive seismic data sets from previous sections in this report], we
imaged microseismic sources located at depths of 1‐3km along the F10 fault and within the proposed
CO2 storage reservoir. Given a reasonably accurate velocity model, we were able to accurately image
microseismic event locations.

Using the deepest microseismic source located along the F10 fault we tried imaging the source using
a variety of receiver spacings ranging from 20m to 1km. Good source recovery was obtained in all
instances, however we saw little benefit from having receiver spacings smaller than 240m.

The final test we conducted was to use a combination of outer (5‐9km distance) and inner (around
3km distance) receiver stations to image the microseismic source location. We found that the far
field receivers provided good aperture and a well resolved microseismic source with the cost of
poorer sensitivity to wavefield energy. The near field receivers had much greater sensitivity to
wavefield energy at the cost of poor resolution for the source location. Our recommendation is to
deploy passive seismic receivers in a combined geometry of near and far offsets to maximize
resolution and sensitivity.

Introduction

The aim of this project component is to test the viability of different (near) surface passive seismic
array configurations for determining the source location of hypothetical microseismic source events,
using 3D wave‐equation imaging methods, in a target‐oriented version of the 3D South West Hub
reservoir model. Monitoring a CO2 storage reservoir for possible microseismic source events and
accurately determining their location is important for the management of CCS geo‐sequestration
sites. In this section we investigate a number of passive seismic receiver array configurations and test
them using physically realistic simulated passive seismic data sets, using the SW Hub 3D velocity
model, and our 3D seismic wave‐equation modelling and imaging codes, and report on our results.
Method
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As shown in Section 3 of this report, we have simulated a number of isotropic and double‐couple
microseismic source events using 3D isotropic elastic forward modelling software and the SW Hub 3D
velocity model. For each synthetic microseismic source event, passive seismic data has been
‘recorded’ at the surface using a 20m receiver array spacing. Our approach is to use a 3D finite‐
difference time‐domain (FDTD) acoustic algorithm to image the microseismic sources in Section 3 by
back‐propagating the recorded data. For the back‐propagation we used synthetic passive seismic
data from isotropic microseismic sources s03a, s03b, s03c and s05a. The locations of these sources
are given in Table 3.7 of Section 3.

Computational implementation

The scalar wave equation is given by

,

where is the seismic pressure wavefield, is the subsurface P‐wave velocity model, and is a
source term. We used a central finite‐difference approximation which is second‐order in time and
to solve the 3D scalar acoustic wave equation. We use a timestep
eighth‐order in space ∆ , ∆
of ∆
0.4 msec, and velocity model sampling of ∆
∆
10m, and a depth step of ∆
5m.

We use a streaming GPU code to compute the Laplacian (
). The solution is hosted in main
memory of a compute node and portions of the grid are farmed out to GPU’s for calculation of the
Laplacian. This design enabled a speedup of approximately 4x over a 16‐core CPU implementation.

Velocity model and microseismic source locations

We use the 3D SW Hub velocity model for this study. In order to make the 3D computational tests
more tractable we use a 3D subsection of the full model, shown as a red box in Figure 5.1. This model
covers the hypothetical fault reactivation scenarios (Sources s03a, s03b, and s03c), as well as
hypothetical reservoir microseismic activity (shot s05a) from an injected CO2 plume at a proposed
injection site. Table 5.1 shows the location and depth of the microseismic (MS) source events.

The velocity model is cell centered and in map view the origin (or coordinates of the first cell) is in
the lower left corner of the model at the coordinates (381616 EW, and 6340000 NS). The velocity
model extends 15km eastward, and 10km northward. The maximum depth of the model is 4.7 km.
We use a spacing of 10 m in each of the lateral axes and 5 m for depth, which gives a model size of
(940
1000
1500) or 1.4 Billion cells.

We perform our 3D acoustic back propagation and source imaging tests with both full resolution and
smoothed velocity models. The smoothed velocity model was obtained using a smoothing window
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chosen to be one wavelength (200m) at 20 Hz frequency and an average P‐wave velocity of 3945
m/s. This gives a smoothing window of 20 cells in the spatial directions and 40 cells in depth.

Figure 5.2 presents velocity model cross‐sections and depth slices extracted in planes at the position
of Source s03a. Figure 5.3 shows the same, but for the smoothed model. For the full‐resolution
model the minimum P‐wave velocity is 1824 m/s and the maximum P‐wave velocity is 4980 m/s.

Passive seismic receiver array data and validation tests

The passive seismic data for each source event extends for 10s in the recording time axis with a
spatial receiver array sampling of 20 m instead of the modelled 10 m interval. We resampled the
receiver data to 10m spacing by interleaving with zero traces.

To validate the receiver data we also computed acoustic source data for Source s03a using the same
acoustic modelling code used to back‐propagate the receiver data. As in a previous section of this
report, we used a Ricker wavelet with a 20‐Hz peak frequency and a peak amplitude at t=0.05s
(Figure 5.4).

We injected the wavelet into the rectangular model at the location of Source s03a and propagated
the wavefield for 4.0s with a 0.4ms increment. The resulting passive seismic data from the acoustic
test was compared against both the elastic data and the expected first arrival from an Eikonal first‐
arrival traveltime solver (Madagascar software, 2015). Figures 5.5 and 5.6(a,b) show the resulting
passive seismic data for the easting and northing cross‐sections. The first arrivals of both elastic and
acoustic solutions show good agreement with the Eikonal traveltime solution, shown as the black
envelope near the first arrivals. There is some extra noise in the acoustic data from the boundaries,
due to the use of a random taper boundary (Clapp 2009), however it is unlikely to affect the imaging
of the microseismic source location. Also, the extra reflectors seen in the acoustic data (in Figures 5.5
and 5.6b) may be the result of contrasts in the Vp velocity that are not correlated with a similar jump
in density. The extra reflections have low energy compared to the first arrivals and are also not
expected to significantly influence the imaging of the microseismic source location.

Testing acoustic imaging of source events using acoustic passive seismic data generated from the
SW Hub 3D velocity model

The acoustic passive seismic data from the validation test was back‐propagated and imaged into the
full‐resolution model until t=0.05s, when maximum amplitude and zero‐phase is expected. As seen
in Figure 5.7, the microseismic source event is recovered at the expected location at the maximum
amplitude time of t=0.05s and has the correct phase. The black circle in Figure 5.7 is one wavelength
in radius;, assuming a 20‐Hz peak frequency and a maximum P‐wave velocity of 4980 m/s. The plots
show a good imaging recovery of the source location to within a wavelength.
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Testing acoustic imaging with a constant velocity model and elastic passive seismic data

Given the successful internal consistency acoustic test results above, we next tested the imaging
code with elastic passive seismic data that had been forward modelled with an elastic modelling
code. We tested back‐propagation and imaging first using a constant velocity model of the same size
as the SouthWest Hub velocity model. Using the same 3D isotropic elastic finite difference code used
to generate Figure 5.4, we forward modelled a 20 Hz Ricker source through a homogeneous model
with a P‐wave velocity of 4400 / and a shear wave velocity of 2500 / . Receiver data were
recorded at the surface for microseismic source depths of 1, 2, and 3km and subsequently used as
the passive seismic data for acoustic back propagation and imaging.

Figure 5.8 shows the source image at 1 km depth formed through back propagation of the elastic
passive seismic data. The black circle indicates the expected location for the zero‐phase image point
at t=0.05s.

We found that reconstructed source location is slightly shallower than the expected source location.
If we allowed the back propagation to evolve another 7.2ms, the source would focus in the expected
location for depths of 1, 2, and 3km, as seen in Figure 5.9 and 5.10. A time delay of 7.2ms represents
a phase shift of 38° for a 20 Hz source. Given that the time delay does not vary with depth, we
suspect that the delay is due to nearfield‐farfield interactions of an expanding elastic source, where a
phase shift of up to 90° is possible (see Aki and Richards (2009), chapter 5, page 154).

Results
Acoustic imaging of Source s03a using elastic passive seismic data, for both smoothed and
unsmoothed SW Hub 3D velocity models

We next test the imaging of Source s03a using elastic passive seismic data with both the smoothed
and unsmoothed SW Hub 3D velocity models. Figure 5.11 shows the northing cross‐section of the
wavefield at t=0.05s for the unsmoothed 3D velocity model. The source image is excellent although
not quite at zero phase, however it is well within one wavelength of the expected source location.

If we allow the back‐propagated wavefield to evolve to t=0.036s, the source location is recovered at
zero phase at the correct location (Figure 5.12). This delay represents a 97° phase shift, which is
slightly higher than the expected phase shift of 90° for nearfield‐farfield effects, but well within
uncertainty ranges.

If we use the smoothed 3D velocity model we also recover the source image correctly at zero phase
at t=0.0364s, as shown in Figure 5.13.
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Effects of depth on source location

Sources s03a‐s03c are immediately adjacent to the F10 fault in the SW Hub 3D velocity model. In this
location, source wavefields encountering the fault are susceptible to complex refractions, reflections
and diffractions. We tested the imaging of these microseismic sources by back‐propagating Shots
s03a‐s03c with both the unsmoothed and smoothed 3D velocity models. The upper, middle and
lower panels in Figure 5.14 show the source images at t=0.0364 from Sources s03a‐s03c,
respectively, for the unsmoothed velocity model. Sources s03c and s03a were both imaged at zero
phase; however, Source s03b appears a little less coherent; possibly due to complex wavefield
interactions with the F10 fault.

Figure 5.15 presents the same sequence of source images for the smoothed 3D velocity model. All
sources are imaged at zero phase at a delay time of t=0.0364s. Sources s03a (bottom) and s03b
(middle) appear to be somewhat less coherent than Source s03c due to the velocity errors caused by
smoothing the velocity model.

Effects of passive array receiver spacing on source location imaging

In order to determine how well the source can be imaged with increasing receiver sparsity, we
performed acoustic back propagation and imaging for Source s03a, using receiver spacings in the
range 20m, 100m, 240m, 500m and 1000m with both the unsmoothed and smoothed SW Hub 3D
velocity models. In Figures 5.16 and 5.17 are the E‐W cross‐sections of the imaged sources with the
unsmoothed 3D velocity model, and in Figures 5.18 and 5.19 are the E‐W cross‐sections of the
imaged sources with the smooth velocity model. All plots are captured at the shifted source time of
0.0364s to account for nearfield‐farfield phase delays of the elastic source.

From the plots the source is well imaged for both the unsmoothed and smoothed velocity models.
There appears to be little benefit in using passive receiver array spacings smaller than 240m.

Irregular and Very Sparse array configurations

So far, we have shown source image results using receiver data recorded with a uniformly sampled
receiver array. However, in practice placing receivers in this configuration is both expensive and
impractical due to problems with terrain and land access. We next test the source imaging using
irregular sparse array configurations centered on Source s05a, which is located within the proposed
CO2 storage reservoir. Two geometries of receivers were placed at the surface, eight outer perimeter
receivers were located on the surface, near the boundary of the model and four inner receivers on
the surface near the map view location of Source s05a. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 list the positions of the
inner and outer receivers, while Figure 5.20 illustrates, the positions graphically. We used the smooth
velocity model for these tests as it presents a tougher challenge for the source recovery.
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Inner + outer receivers

Using both inner and outer receivers we were able to image the source location at zero phase for the
same offset time t=0.364s. As shown in Figures 5.21, 5.22, and 5.23, the source appears as a zero‐
phase spot at the correct source location. Energy from the inner receivers dominates the recovery of
the source image. The contribution of the passive data from the outer receivers is faintly visible as a
series of larger rings whose common locus is the source location. The contribution from the outer
receiver data is expected to be smaller due to distance‐related energy losses.

Using only the outer receivers

Figure 5.24 illustrates the scenario using only the outer receivers. The image at the source depth,
appears as the focal point of a series of wavefront spheres, with each sphere emanating from the
receiver location.

Figure 5.25 presents the E‐W and N‐S cross‐sections where the source remains as a zero‐phase spot
at the convergence of the wavefields from each receiver. However, the source appears elongated
due to the missing passive data at the near zero offsets.

Dense inner array configuration

The final source imaging test uses a small dense array of inner receivers centered on the location of
Source s05a. Using all of the passive seismic receiver data for Source s05a, we created a subset to
form a small dense passive seismic receiver array by selecting all receiver data for 24 cells either side
of the projected surface location of Source s05a. The resulting 25x25 passive seismic receiver array
has a cell spacing of 20m and is centered on the location of Source s05a. Figure 5.26 shows the size
of the dense passive seismic receiver array with respect to the SW Hub 3D velocity model.

The result of the source imaging with this receiver array data is shown in Figures 5.27 and 5.28. Due
to the very limited aperture of this configuration, the dense array does not resolve the source well,
although the zero‐phase amplitude is much higher than the sparse array configurations. This suggests
a combination of far‐field and near field receivers is necessary to achieve good source image
recovery.

Conclusions

We have successfully tested our methods for wave‐equation imaging of microseismic source events
using an isotropic elastic code for forward modelling and an acoustic code for back‐propagation and
imaging. We find that we are able to correctly image the microseismic source locations in the
complex SW Hub 3D velocity model if the receiver arrays have sufficient density and offset‐azimuth
aperture. We found that source images have phase shifts between 38° and 97° in the acoustic and
elastic receiver data, although this can likely be explained by the nearfield‐farfield phase rotation of
an expanding elastic source.
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We tested a number of different receiver configurations, ranging from dense to sparse, and wide
aperture to local narrow aperture. For back propagation and imaging we used both an unsmoothed
3D velocity model, and a model that has been smoothed with a smoothing radius of one wavelength
of the peak frequency of the source. Using both the smooth and unsmoothed 3D velocity models we
were able to image the source location accurately with little difference between the degree of
velocity smoothing used.

For the passive seismic receiver array spacing tests we found that there is not much perceptible
value to be gained by decreasing the array spacing smaller than 240m. We obtained good source
imaging with receiver spacings of up to 1000m.

Employing only local or only perimeter receiver arrays results in a reduction in source image
resolution. Due to the close proximity to the source and narrow aperture, a dense inner receiver
configuration has greater sensitivity to microseismic energy than an outer array, but at lower
resolution. Conversely, due to the large aperture the outer array geometry has better resolution on
the source image location, but has lower sensitivity to microseismic energy due to a longer distance
from source. This suggests that an optimal passive seismic receiver array configuration should
contain both inner and outer receiver array networks, especially for wave‐equation imaging of
microseismic source locations.
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Figure 5.1: Map view of the SouthWest Hub 3D velocity model, shown in the red box is the rectangular model domain
chosen for the acoustic back‐propagation project. Orange shaded circles are approximate and hypothetical locations of
proposed SW Hub wells (exact locations are not relevant for this study).
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Figure 5.2: Displays of the rectangular subset of the full‐resolution SouthWest Hub velocity model, centered on the
position of Source s03b. Top: Depth slice. Middle: Northing cross‐section. Bottom: Easting cross‐section. Of interest in
this study are Source events s03a, s03b, s03c and s05a, shown as white stars.
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Figure 5.3: Displays of the rectangular subset of the smoothed SouthWest Hub velocity model, centered on the position
of Source s03b. Top: Depth slice. Middle: Northing cross‐section. Bottom: Easting cross‐section. Of interest in this study
are Sources s03a, s03b, s03c and s05a, shown as white stars.
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Figure 5.4: 20‐Hz wavelet used for the acoustic forward propagation centered at t=0.05s.
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Figure 5.5: Passive seismic array data from Source s03a for the northing cross‐section showing good agreement with the
Eikonal first‐arrival traveltime solution (black line). Top: elastic source data. Bottom: acoustic source data.
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Figure 5.6: Elastic receiver data from Source s03a for the easting x‐section showing good agreement with the Eikonal
solution (black line) that forms the envelope of the first arrival.
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Figure 5.7: Acoustic receiver data from Source s03a for the easting x‐section showing good agreement with the Eikonal
solution (black line) that forms the envelope of the first arrival.
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Figure 5.8: Imaged source location for Source s03a. Top: Easting cross‐section. Middle: Northing cross‐section. Bottom:
Depth slice. The black circle has a radius of one wavelength at the source frequency of 20 Hz and defines where the
source event should reach maximum focus.
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Figure 5.9: Test image generated from acoustic back‐propagated passive seismic elastic data at 1km depth and t=0.05s.
The black circle has a radius of one wavelength at the source frequency of 20 Hz defines the location where the shot
should be optimally focused. Constant velocity model test.
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Figure 5.10: Test source images generated from acoustic back‐propagation of elastic passive data for microseismic
sources at depths of 1km (top), 2km (middle), and 3km (bottom). All plots are shown at t=0.0428s. The black circle has a
radius of one wavelength at the source frequency of 20 Hz and defines where the shot should reach maximum focus.
Constant velocity model test.
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Figure 5.11 Map view of the test image at 3km depth and at t=0.0428s. The black circle has a radius of one wavelength at
the source frequency of 20 Hz and defines where the shot should reach maximum focus.

Figure 5.12 Easting cross‐section of Source s03a at t=0.05s; imaged with the unsmoothed 3D velocity model. The black
circle is 1 wavelength in radius and is centered on the source location. The source is not quite at zero phase.
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Figure 5.13 Easting cross‐section of Source s03a at t=0.036s imaged with the unsmoothed velocity model. The black
circle is one wavelength in radius and is centered on the source location. The source image has reached zero‐phase at the
expected location.

Figure 5.14 Easting cross‐section of Source s03a at t=0.036s imaged with the smoothed 3D velocity model. The black
circle is one wavelength in radius and is centered on the source location. The source has reached zero phase at the
correct location.
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Figure 5.15 Northing cross‐sections of Sources s03c (top), s03b (middle), and s03a (bottom) at t=0.0364s for the
unsmoothed velocity model. All sources are at zero phase at the correct location, however the image of Source s03b
appears to be somewhat less coherent possible due to complex wavefield interactions at the fault.
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Figure 5.16 Northing cross‐sections of Sources s03c (top), s03b (middle), and s03a (bottom) at t=0.0364s. All source
images are at zero phase at the correct location, though Sources s03a‐s03b are less focused due to the proximity of the
fault and the accumulation of smoothing velocity errors with increasing depth.
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20m spacing

100m spacing

240m spacing

Figure 5.17 E‐W cross‐sections of the imaged sources for 20m, 100m, and 240m receiver array spacings. The unsmoothed
3D velocity model is used for back propagation. There appears to be little benefit in using receiver spacings smaller than
240m.
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500m spacing

1000m spacing

Figure 5.18 E‐W cross‐sections of the source images for 500m and 1000m, receiver spacings. The unsmoothed 3D
velocity model is used for back propagation. Even for large receiver spacings, we are still achieving good zero‐phase
source recovery, although curved artifacts due to spatial aliasing caused by large receiver spacings are starting to become
evident in the source images.
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20m spacing

100m spacing

240m spacing

Figure 5.19 E‐W cross‐sections of the source images for 20m, 100m, and 240m receiver spacings. The smoothed velocity
model is used for back propagation. As with the unsmoothed model, there appears to be little benefit in using spacings
smaller than 240m.
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500m spacing

1000m spacing

Figure 5.20 E‐W cross‐sections of the acoustic wavefield for 500m and 1000m, receiver spacings. The smoothed velocity
model is used for back propagation. As with the unsmoothed velocity results, even for large receiver spacings, we are
still achieving good zero‐phase source recovery. Note the curved image artifacts due to spatial aliasing in the receiver
data, similar to the unsmoothed velocity results.
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Figure 5.21 Graphic showing positions of the 4 inner and 8 outer receivers for the irregular sparse array test.

Figure 5.22 Depth plane at 3km, the depth of Source s05a. The source is visible as a zero‐phase spot at the correct source
location. The passive seismic data from the inner receivers dominates the recovery. Contributions from the outer
receivers are shown as faint outer rings whose common locus is the source location.
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Figure 5.23 E‐W cross‐section for Source s05a. The passive seismic data from the inner receivers dominates the recovery.
Contributions from the outer receivers are shown as faint outer rings whose common locus is the source location.

Figure 5.24 N‐S cross‐section for Source s05a. The source is visible as a zero‐phase spot at the correct location. The
passive seismic data from the inner receivers dominates the recovery. Contributions from the outer receivers are shown
as faint outer rings whose common locus is the source location.
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Figure 5.25 Depth plane for Source s05a, at the location of Source s05a. The source is visible as a zero‐phase spot at the
correct location. The passive seismic data from the inner receivers dominates the recovery. Contributions from the outer
receivers are shown as faint outer rings whose common locus is the source location.
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Figure 5.26 E‐W (top) and N‐S (bottom) cross‐sections for Source s05a. Due to the absence of near zero offset receivers
the source image appears to be elongated at the correct location, and therefore difficult to interpret.
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Figure 5.27 Location of the dense array (in red) relative to the full SW Hub 3D velocity model.

Figure 5.28 Depth plane of the image at the shifted time of t=0.0364s. Passive seismic data from the dense inner receiver
array results in a poorly resolved, but higher amplitude recovery of the source.
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Figure 5.29 E‐W (top) and N‐S (bottom) cross‐sections from the imaging of the dense receiver array passive seismic data.
The limited aperture from the dense but localized receiver array results in a less‐resolved source image location
recovery.

MS source
event

UTM Zone 50 H (south) coordinates
(easting, northing) in metres

Depth (m)

s03a

(392000, 6345000)

3000

s03b

(392600, 6345000)

2000

s03c

(393300, 6345000)

1000

s05a

(390500, 6344800)

3000

Table 5.1 Locations for the microseismic (MS) source events used in the study.
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Easting (m)

Northing (m)

382616

6347000

395606

6343000

395606

6347000

386616

6341000

391616

6341000

386616

6348990

391616

6348990

382616

6343000

Table 5.2 Outer receiver coordinates (UTM Zone 50 H South).

Easting (m)

Northing (m)

390000

6344300

390000

6345300

391000

6345300

391000

6344300

Table 5.3 Inner receiver coordinates (UTM Zone 50 H South).
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6.

DIFFRACTION IMAGING OF PASSIVE SEISMIC SURFACE AND VSP
DATA

Executive Summary
In this section we address the ANLEC Project Goal: New methods to use VSP data analysis
techniques to improve passive seismic imaging, by developing and applying VSP imaging techniques
on simulated borehole array data to image microseismic events in the SW Hub reservoir model and
along faults.
In particular, we present a method that is based on the difference between the shapes of the
traveltime curves corresponding to different diffractor locations (or location of the microseismic
events; the location principle will remain the same). To establish whether there is a diffractor at a
certain location, we look for seismic energy distributed along corresponding traveltime curves. To
this end, we measure the coherency of the seismic wavefield along these curves. To compute the
coherency we have modified the standard semblance measure to work better on noisy data and
proposed a new coherency measure based on the frequency spectra of the traces.
The examples presented show good potential for the method to be used for passive imaging of
diffractors, such as terminations of layers at faults or edges of the altered areas in the subsurface on
time‐lapse seismic data, however more research is needed to refine the techniques. We also caution
about the possibility that the diffracted waves caused by ambient noise energy sources may
sometimes be incorrectly interpreted as active seismic sources that could lead to wrong conclusions
about induced seismicity of processes generating the ambient noise, such as injection of fluids in the
subsurface.
1 Introduction
There are two principally different mechanisms which can create a point (or linear) seismic source in
the subsurface. One is related to having an actual seismic event (non‐elastic mechanical deformation
of a volume in the subsurface causing a release of seismic energy), the other – the scattering of the
seismic energy generated elsewhere by a local (small) heterogeneity. Such heterogeneities are called
diffractors. Examples of diffractors in sedimentary environments include terminations of sedimentary
layers at faults and edges of objects such as a reservoir (Pant et al., 1992; Papziner and Nick 1998).
Since all of these geological features are important for a better understanding of the subsurface,
imaging and inferring properties of seismic diffractors is an active area of research.
Krey (1952) showed the importance of diffractions for fault imaging. Trorey (1970) derived the
theoretical response of a diffractor, which was followed by Trorey (1977) and Berryhill (1977) who
focused on the diffraction properties using zero‐offset sections and nonzero separation of source and
receiver.
Since then many authors have studied diffractions and their application to seismic imaging (e.g.
Harlan et al., 1984; Landa et al., 1987; Kanasewich and Phadke ,1988; Khaidukov et al., 2004;
Vermeulen et al., 2006; Fomel et al., 2007; Klem‐Musatov, 2008; Moser and Howard 2008;
Tertyshnikov et al., 2013). Alonaizi et al. (2014) showed the potential of diffracted wave analysis for
monitoring CO2 seepage by imaging secondary gas accumulations. Alonaizi et al. (2013) developed a
seismic imaging technique that locates linear features such as edges of objects and linear diffractors
in 3D and suppresses moderately dipping specular reflections.
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One difference between seismic diffractions from point‐like heterogeneities, and reflections, is that
the shape of the recorded diffracted wavefield does not depend on the time and location of the
source. This property allows us to use passive seismic records for detection of such diffractors. Even
though diffracted amplitudes are at most one half of the reflected amplitudes (van der Burg and
Verdel, 2011), the increase in the recording time should compensate for this weaker recorded
energy. Herein we demonstrate the feasibility of using passive diffractions for fault imaging on both
synthetic and field data.

2

Method

In passive imaging we often do not have either the information about the location of the source of
the energy that generates the seismic waves used for the imaging, and/or the information about the
timing of the source. While the lack of this information is detrimental for reflection imaging, point‐
like diffractors can be still located in the subsurface based on the shape of the wavefront that
translates to distinct traveltime curves. The dependence of the shape of the traveltime curves on the
depth of the diffractor in a 2D homogeneous velocity medium is given by

t ( x; x 0 , z 0 ) 

1
v

z 0  x  x 0 
2

2

(1)

where v is the velocity of the wave propagation in the medium, (x0;z0) are the coordinates of the
diffractor, and x is the coordinate of the receiver on the surface z=0. This dependence is illustrated in
Figure 6.1, where we shifted the curves in time to remove the dependence of the source timing to
the shape of the curves.

Figure 6.1: Travel time curves corresponding to different diffractor depths (velocity is 2000m/s). The curves were shifted
to a zero source excitation time since in passive seismic we do not generally know the timing of the source event.
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To locate the diffractors, we assume that we know the velocity of the medium. This velocity model
can be given in depth or as the stacking velocity. Such a velocity model can be obtained for example
from an active seismic survey or, if we are using shear waves for the imaging, we could use surface
wave analysis. If we are interested in depth imaging of the diffractors, instead of using equation (1)
to determine the shape of the traveltime curves, we can use a fast‐marching eikonal solver, or full
ray tracing, to sum along the wavefronts from each point in the image space to the surface receivers.
The imaging method presented here relies on detecting coherent waveforms along the traveltime
curves. The image point corresponds to the maximum coherence value detected for all the possible
time shifts of the traveltime curve corresponding to the image location. There are several possible
measures of coherency one could use for this detection. Herein we use two measures: semblance
and coherency.
It is important to note that kinematically (without consideration of the amplitude variations) the
diffracted waves behave exactly as waves generated by sources situated at the locations of the
diffractors. Thus it might be possible to mistake a diffracted energy for an active source of energy co‐
located with the diffractor. To avoid such potential misrepresentation of observed data, it is
important to look at the amplitude effects and to corroborate the conclusion about the source of the
energy with other observed wavefields. In particular, observation of waves that could diffract at the
location of a suspected active event should be a strong indication that one deals with diffractions
rather than an active source.

2.1

Semblance

The first coherency measure we discuss is semblance (Taner and Koehler, 1969):

N

 u  x, t  

t  x1

2

S  x 0 , z0  

N

N   u  x, t 

(2)

2

t

x1

where u(x; t) is a trace recorded at x, t is time constrained to a window around the traveltime curve
corresponding to the diffractor at (x0; z0), and N is number of traces we consider.

The presence of noise in the data implies dependency of semblance on the number of traces used for
the computation, as indicated in Figure 6.2, where we show the dependence of semblance on noise
to signal ratio (N/S) and the number of traces. The noise studied here is random Gaussian white
noise.
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Figure 6.2: Semblance as a function of N/S and number of traces.

The dependency of semblance on the number of traces for N/S greater than 2 can be closely
approximated by a hyperbola 1/n as shown in Figure 6.3, which leads to modified semblance
measure given by

S  x 0 , z0  


N
 u  x, t  

t  x1

2

N

 u  x, t 

(3)

2

t

x1

Figure 6.3: Semblance of noisy data as a function of number of traces versus inverse of number of traces
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2.2

Fourier spectrum coherency measure

The second coherency measure is inspired by the construction of dispersion curves in surface wave
analysis by Park and Miller (2005):

,

∑

∑
∑ ∑

,
|

,

|

,

(4)

where A(x) is the Fourier transform of trace u(x; t), and t(x) is the traveltime curve corresponding to a
diffractor at (x0;z0). This expression can be modified by normalising A(x) to suppress or enhance
certain frequencies, or by first limiting the analysis to a window around the traveltime curve and
performing the proposed analysis in the Fourier domain.

2.3

Parameters for the coherency estimate

One important parameter in the coherency computation is the window length in the time domain.
The window length should be the same as the expected duration of the ambient noise source. For
example for continuous noise sources the window can be chosen to span the entire trace, whereas in
situations where there are many different non‐continuous noise sources this parameter can be
considered to be a tuning parameter.
The second parameter that influences the proposed coherency‐based passive imaging is the range of
offsets (x) used in the coherency computations. The importance of this parameter can be seen by
inspecting Figure 6.1: for far offsets the diffractor curves all have the same shape – straight lines with
the slope of the slowness (inverse velocity) of the medium. For the very near offsets the diffraction
curves resemble horizontal lines.
We limited the offsets by looking at the range for which the curvature of the traveltime curves differs
the most ‐ we limited the far offset to half of the depth of the image point.
We demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method on one synthetic and one field data
example.

3

2D synthetic examples

In this example we verify that the location of imaged diffractors coincides with the true diffractors in
the model. To this end we create a model based on a 2D seismic section LL2 which runs along
Riverdale Road approximately west‐to‐east through the centre of the SW Hub 3D velocity model and
ties to the Harvey‐1 well. We created the model by extrapolating log data from the Harvey‐1 well
intersecting the section along the picked horizons. The P‐wave velocity distribution of the model is
shown in Figure 6.4. There are two shot points as marked by a red asterisk. As a proof of concept of
our method to image the diffractors along the fault, we modelled one source located at the fault to
ensure proper illumination, while the other one is at the surface to model a source of noise.
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Figure 6.4: P wave velocity model. Two source positions are marked.

3.1

Using a surface receiver array

The recorded data from the 2D synthetic model include a surface receiver array and a number of
borehole receiver arrays. Herein, we show the imaging results from the surface receiver array, which
includes 7301 receivers with 2m spacing, e.g. each grid cell in one horizontal layer is populated with a
receiver to avoid spatial aliasing (the field data test described in section 6 is based on 2D seismic data
acquired with a 25 m receiver spacing). Figure 6.5 shows a shot gather of surface receiver array for
the underground source. Although this is an active shot gather, the imaging results are obtained
based on the passive seismic method as described above by disregarding any knowledge of the
source location and timing.
To compute the coherency, we used the frequency domain measure E of Equation 4. The result of
the imaging (inset image) is shown in Figure 6.6, where the hot colours correspond to high coherency
and thus to high diffractivity. We can see that the distribution of the imaged diffractors coincides
with the expected locations along the fault.
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Figure 6.5: Surface receiver array shot gather for the underground source.

Figure 6.6: Velocity model with the passive diffraction imaging using one source. The source is located at depth of
1202m and distance 9859m
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To test the depth imaging version of the method, we computed the traveltime curves for the
coherency measure by a fast marching eikonal solver [e.g. Popovici and Sethian, 2002]. The
computed coherency measure E is shown in Figure 6.7. When there are no high‐velocity refracted
waves, diving or head waves, this method yields an accurate travel time approximation by using the
exact velocity from the model (Audebert et al., 1997). This could be the reason why the source
position is imaged in Figure 6.7 better focused than that in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.7: Depth passive diffraction imaging; the energy is focused better close to the active source, while the fault is
still imaged with weaker amplitudes.

4 Diffraction imaging using borehole receiver array

The borehole receiver‐array geometry is shown in Figure 6.8. There are 15 boreholes. The boreholes
are 1000m apart from each other and contain 581 receivers with 5m spacing in each borehole.
Boreholes 10 and 11 are located closest to the underground source. The imaging results from them
are shown in the following analysis.
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Figure 6.8: The borehole geometry overlaid on top of velocity model. Borehole number 10 and 11 are marked.

For the borehole receivers, the vertical velocity variation is generally large, as such imaging in time
domain is usually not adequate for a correct travel time approximation. To this end, we use the fast
marching method to estimate the travel time at each receiver. One example of the fast marching for
imaging using the borehole receivers is shown in Figure 6.9. The inset image shows the travel time to
boundaries of the image from the source as marked as red star. The gradually changing colour
represents the travel time delay from the source.

Figure 6.9: The travel‐time window overlay on top of the velocity model. This is calculated using fast marching method
for the underground source.
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However, the fast marching method estimates the fastest travel time for a point source without
respect to the forms of the wave generated by the source. This characteristic needs to be considered
particularly in a model with multiple thin fast layers, such as in this 2D synthetic SW Hub velocity
model, where the desired direct arrivals may not coincide with fastest ray path. This phenomenon
can be seen in the example shown in Figure 6.10, where we use the borehole 9 receiver array shot
gather of the underground source as an example. The red line overlain on the shot gather is the
computed first arrival from fast marching method. It can be seen that the direct arrival for the top
1500m is quite accurate, however the expected direct P‐wave arrival for the deeper 1500m receivers
may be the moveout circled by the blue oval shape, but not the fastest arrival as marked from fast
marching method. These shortcomings of using fast marching methods have been discussed by
Audebert et al. (1997) among others.

Figure 6.10: A shot gather with computed first arrival (red) overlay using fast marching method for borehole 9. The blue
over indicates the possible direct arrival of deeper receivers for P‐wave.

Figures 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13 show the imaging results of using borehole receivers in wells 10 and 11.
The figures demonstrate the dependency of the results on range of receivers in the boreholes used
for the imaging. As a general conclusion we can say that the source position is better constrained by
using all the available receivers, but its image is noisier than the result of just using the top receivers.
This may be caused by the errors from the incorrect travel time estimation for the deeper part of the
receiver array. However, the use of only the upper part of receivers has a problem of illumination,
which leads to a less focused source position. The other noticeable feature is the symmetric image
on both sides of the borehole when imaging using a single borehole. When using multiple borehole
receivers, such as in Figure 6.13, the source position can be further constrained, such as in Figure
6.13.
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Figure 6.11: Imaging using borehole 10 receivers. Top: using all 581 receivers. Bottom: using top 250 receivers.
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Figure 6.12: Imaging using borehole 11 receivers. Top: using all 581 receivers. Bottom: using top 250 receivers.

Figure 6.13: Imaging using both borehole 10 and 11 receivers. Top: using all 581 receivers. Bottom: using top 250
receivers.
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5 3D synthetic examples

In this section, we extend the 2D study into a 3D case. The 3D synthetic data used to test the passive
diffraction imaging is based on the ANLEC SW Hub 3D velocity model developed as part of this ANLEC
project. This is a large 3D model with dimensions along NS, EW and depth at 28.8km, 19km and
4.7km. Two P‐wave velocity sections of the 3D model are shown in Figure 6.14. The source position is
at EW (392000m), NS (6345000m), Depth (3000m), and their relative position to the origin is
14384m, 9790m, 3000m.

Figure 6.14: Easting (top) and Northing (bottom) sections of the ANLEC SW Hub 3D P‐wave velocity model. The blue
triangles on both images represent the same source shot position.

A 2km by 2km 3D volume of the P‐wave velocity model in shown in Figure 6.15. It also shows six
boreholes near the source. The plane view of all wells can be seen in Figure 6.16. The horizontal
interval between wells is 500m, and the projection of the source position on the plane view is shown
as an asterisk.
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Figure 6.15: A 3D view of the velocity model for a 2km (NS) by 2km (EW) volume around the source position. Six near
boreholes (blue lines) to the source are also marked. Note the axis labels are shown as relative position instead of
geographic Cartesian coordinates.

Figure 6.16: Plane view of well positions. The red asterisk denotes the projection of the source position from the top
view.
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The passive imaging results are shown in Figures 6.18, 6.19 and 6.20. The imaging is performed with
lower part of 80 receivers in the boreholes. This is because the upper part of the borehole receivers
show strong linear moveout that is not matching with the traveltime approximation produced by the
fast marching method, as shown in Figure 6.17. In general, the estimated time from fast marching
method tends to be quicker than the true arrival time. When using a single well, such as Figures 6.18
and 19, the sources / diffractors are imaged like a ’cone’ shape, where the receiver array is located
on the axis of the ’cone’. This can be better observed by a simple homogeneous model as shown in
Figure 6.21. In that test, a vertical receiver array and a source (as indicated in Figure 6.21) are
modelled in a 400 x 400 x 400m 3D volume. It is clearly shown in the simple model that the source
position is imaged as a circle on a depth slice. The amplitude of the imaged source is significantly
higher than the rest of the ’cone’. However, in comparison with the imaged ’cone’ 3D curves for the
ANLEC SW Hub model, there are no significantly higher amplitudes at the source location. This is
likely caused by the errors in travel time estimation by the fast marching method considering there
are a number of thin layers in the model, as discussed in Audebert et al. (1997).

Figure 6.17: Data from well 1674, and an overlay of the fast marching method traveltime from the underground source.
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Figure 6.18: 3D imaging result using a single well 1673. The intersection of the 3 dimensional slices from several wells is
the expected source position.

Figure 6.19: 3D imaging result using a single well 1674. The intersection of 3 dimension slices is expected source position.
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Figure 6.20: 3D imaging result using four wells. The intersection of 3 dimension slices is expected source position.

Figure 6.21: A test using a single source, one vertical receiver array in a homogeneous medium. (a) The receiver array
data. (b) Passive diffraction imaging result. The source position is imaged as a circle on z slice of the volume. (c) The plane
view of z‐slice on the source level. It is expected that a multiple‐well receiver geometry can improve the source position
imaging.
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Using a single well, it is impossible to determine the bearing of the sources / diffractors to the well.
This can be remedied by using multiple wells, such as shown in Figure 6.21(c). For the ANLEC SW Hub
model, we show the imaging results using four wells including 1616, 1617, 1673 and 1674 in Figure
20. However, the imaging results from each well have different spatial resolutions, as such this leads
to poorly imaged source position or location of any diffractors.
To image the sources/diffractors properly, both the aperture of the receiver array and the accuracy
of predicted wave fronts (e.g. fast marching method versus raytracing) are important factors to
achieve desired spatial resolution. To demonstrate the focusing accuracy of the imaging algorithm in
absence of any wavefront errors, we show in Figure 6.22 imaging of a source in a homogeneous
model using surface receivers. Although the source position is imaged within the area of high
amplitude of the image, the distribution of the amplitude has relatively low resolution at depth. This
limited resolution is caused by the fact that the depth of the source/diffractor is estimated from the
shape/curvature of the traveltime curves at the apex (Figure 1), whereas the lateral location is given
by the apex of the curves. Imaging methods that use combined surface and borehole receiver arrays
should improve the imaging results.

Figure 6.22 Resolution at depth using a surface receiver array to image the source position (blue star).

6 Field data example
In this example we apply the method presented here to a 2D active‐source seismic data set acquired
by Geoscience Australia (2011), that was used as the basis for the above synthetic model tests. The
data was acquired with 25 m spacing between sources and receivers and maximum offset of 3700 m.
Since we do not have a true passive survey along the line, we used the active shot records with the
passive processing: we omitted all the information about the source location and timing and used
only each 10th source.
The results of the passive diffraction imaging are shown in Figure 6.23. Herein we chose to use the
modified semblance S with window length equal to 70 msec (i.e., two times the period corresponding
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to 30 Hz). While the imaged diffractivity is concentrated around the observed fault, it is not perfectly
aligned with the fault. This misalignment could be explained by the incorrect imaging of out‐of‐plane
diffractor energy interfering with the correctly imaged diffractor energy propagating within the plane
of the 2D image section.

Figure 6.23 Passive diffraction imaging (red) using active seismic records in “passive mode” without using information
about the source location or timing, compared to the 2D migrated section (greyscale).

7 Conclusions

I this section we addressed the ANLEC Project Goal: New methods to use VSP data analysis
techniques to improve passive seismic imaging, by developing and applying VSP imaging techniques
on simulated borehole array data to image microseismic events in the SW Hub reservoir and along
faults.
In particular, we presented a method for diffraction imaging of passive seismic VSP data that does
not rely on active sources. The method is based on the difference between the shapes of the
traveltime curves corresponding to different diffractor locations. On one hand the difference in the
traveltime curves allows us to use passive seismic for diffraction imaging, on the other hand the
method is very sensitive to the range of offsets that we use for the computation of the coherency
measure. This sensitivity is demonstrated through relatively large uncertainty in the estimates of the
location of the diffractors in the direction normal to the receiver spread (i.e. poor resolution in depth
for receivers located at the surface) and needs to be addressed more rigorously in future research.
To compute the coherency of the passive signal along the selected travel‐time curves we have
modified the standard semblance measure to work better on noisy data and proposed a new
coherency measure based on the frequency spectra of the traces.
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The examples presented show good potential for the method to be used for passive imaging of
diffractors, such as terminations of layers at faults or edges of the altered areas in the subsurface on
time‐lapse seismic data, however more research is needed to refine the techniques. The examples
presented also show that the diffracted waves caused by ambient noise energy sources can be
sometimes incorrectly interpreted as active seismic sources that could lead to wrong conclusions
about induced seismicity of processes generating the ambient noise, such as injection of fluids in the
subsurface.
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7. GEOMECHANICAL CORE MEASUREMENTS

Executive summary

This part of the report addresses the research project objective: Estimate and predict the likely
microseismic energy at the SW Hub site by making geomechanical lab measurements on cores taken
from wells at the site.

A total of four (4) rock core plugs have been tested in CSIRO laboratory facilities from two depths
(1924 and 2508 m) of the Harvey‐1 well at the SW Hub site. For each depth, two (2) orthogonal plugs
(horizontal and vertical) were tested. Before geomechanical testing, the porosity and permeability of
the rocks to nitrogen gas has been assessed as a function of effective pressure.

The geomechanical testing consisted in four main steps: (i) subject the plugs to the in situ
confining/pore pressure and temperature; (ii) fail the rock mechanically in the drained regime by
applying an increasing axial stress until past the peak axial stress; (iii) stabilise the shear‐failed rock
by reducing the axial stress to 50% of the peak value; (iv) increase the pore pressure by injecting
brine in the rock porosity and raising the pore pressure until the reactivation of the shear fracture.
During the experiment, the following parameters were monitored: (i) axial and radial strain; (ii)
evolution with stress of the P‐wave velocity along numerous propagation paths; (iii) micro‐seismic
activity (spatio‐temporal location); (iv) brine permeability at the in situ stress state, right after shear
failure (after the peak stress), and after re‐stabilisation of the shear fracture.

The main results of this part of the project can be summarised as follows:

1. The gas porosity and permeability measured on our plugs is consistent with measurements
on other plugs from the same rock facies reported in previous ANLEC projects (Delle Piane et
al., 2013), i.e., at 1924 m, the porosity is around 10‐12% and the permeability ranges
between 17 and 30 mD; at 2508 m depth, the porosity is around 9‐10% and the permeability
ranges between 1 and 5 mD.
2. The stress‐dependency of the gas porosity and permeability is significant.
3. The anisotropy of the gas permeability is also significant, i.e., khoriz / kvert ~ 1.7 at a depth of
1924 m and ~ 4.5 at a depth of 2508 m.
4. The effective brine permeability of the shear‐failed rock is similar to that of the intact rock,
i.e., ~ 0.8 mD.
The brine permeability appears to be much lower than the gas permeability, i.e., kbrine ~ 0.8
mD for kgas ~ 23 mD in average.
5. The shear failure stage resulted in the generation of a single fracture at a differential stress
of ~ 136 MPa.
6. The shear failure stage (Phase 2) resulted in the generation of a single fracture at a
differential stress of ~ 136 MPa.
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7. The injection‐induced reactivation stage resulted, with increasing displacement, first in a slip
of the initial shear fracture at a pore pressure of ~ 34 MPa, then in the generation of a
second, conjugate fracture.
8. At a depth of 1924 m, shear fracturing/failure and injection‐induced reactivation generated:
(i) similar amounts of micro‐seismic activity, i.e., 20,000 events for each phase; (ii)
qualitatively similar frequency content of the recorded micro‐seismic activity; (iii) the first
significant microseismic activity is recorded at a differential stress of ~ 80 MPa during the
shear fracturing of the intact rock (Phase 2); (iv) during the shear fracturing stage, the
maximum microseismic activity is recorded near the dilatancy point, at a differential stress of
~ 127 MPa.
9. In the deeper section (2500 m), if the injection pressure reaches a value of ~ 21 MPa above
the in situ pore pressure, the fault might reactivate; in the shallower section (1925 m) the
over pressure required to reactivate the fault is ~ 15 MPa.
10. During the injection‐induced reactivation stage, two peaks of microseismic activity have been
recorded: the first is associated with the time of reactivation of the initial shear fracture, and
the second during the later activation of the second, conjugate shear fracture.
11. The micro‐seismic activity induced by the reactivation of the fault was essentially
concomitant with the onset of fault slip (no precursory activity).

A result of the microseismic monitoring data from these geomechanical lab experiments is that,
despite the presence of a pre‐existing fault in the injected reservoir volume, the combination of an
injection‐induced pore pressure increase and a pre‐existing deviatoric (tectonic) stress state, new
shear fracturing along conjugate planes can be created (e.g., at an injection pressure of 15 MPa
above the in situ pore pressure). An important question is: would realistic CO2 injection pressures
create newly generated conjugate fractures in the storage reservoir, and if so, would they be likely to
behave as flow barriers or preferential flow paths (enhanced permeability) for the injected CO2? A
related question may be: would newly generated conjugate fractures be likely to propagate into the
overburden and compromise the seal integrity, or remain confined to the reservoir section? Based
on the limited amount of brine permeability data acquired in this study, the effect of the shear
fracture on the effective permeability of the reservoir rock seems to be negligible.

Further studies of this type would be required to answer these and other important geomechanical
questions.
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1. Introduction

In this report we will refer to a fault as a fracture along which surface displacement (slip, throw) has
occurred. In the context of laboratory triaxial experimentation, we can generate a shear
fracture/failure in the brittle deformation regime of a rock by increasing the differential stress
applied to a rock specimen (deviatoric component of the stress tensor). The shear fracture appears in
the vicinity of the point at which the differential stress drops (following the so‐called peak stress)
when the loading is controlled in displacement. From that point onward, increasing the axial
displacement imposed on the rock specimen results in increasing dip‐slip along the shear fracture,
which is a plane of mechanical weakness expected to accommodate most of the imposed
displacement. This shear fracture is then called a shear fault. Once this fault has been generated then
stabilised, we reactivate it by injecting fluid in the pore space, raising the pore pressure, decreasing
the mean effective stress and therefore destabilising the fault again. The stress‐paths followed
during the shear fracturing stage (increase in the differential stress), and during the injection‐induced
reactivation stage are inherently different as detailed later in this report (illustrated in Figure 7.6).

2. Rock material and preliminary characterisation

Two vertical (CSRO‐1 and CSRO‐3) and two horizontal (CSRO‐2 and CSRO‐4) rock core plugs form the
Lesueur sandstone formation (Wonnerup member, Harvey‐1 well) have been selected by the project
team and provided by GSWA in February 2014. These plugs have been prepared to the adequate
diameter and length for geomechanical testing in CSIRO’s laboratory facilities. Figure 7.1 shows
photographs and X‐ray CT scans of the four specimens taken after preparation (coring, cutting and
grinding) and before testing in the triaxial apparatus.

Porosity and permeability of these specimens have been measured with a nitrogen gas
porosimeter/permeameter at various confining pressures up to 34.5 MPa, at a constant pore
pressure of 1.4 MPa. Table 7.1 summarises all samples in terms of geometrical characteristics, depth
of recovery, average porosity and permeability. Table 7.2 displays the detailed results of the porosity
and permeability evolutions with effective pressure. These evolutions are also plotted in Figure 7.2.

3. Experimental equipment

Figure 7.3 shows a schematic of the laboratory equipment used for this component of the project. It
is mainly composed of an axi‐symmetric triaxial stress apparatus (HPT‐Triax) allowing for
independent control of axial stress, radial stress and pore fluid pressure within a rock core specimen
from its top and bottom ends. Rock samples are cylindrical in shape with a nominal diameter of 38.1
mm and a length of up to 80 mm (preferred length if achievable with the available rock material).

Typically, a rock specimen within the HPT‐Triax (Figure 7.4) is instrumented with up to 20 ultrasonic
transducers (source/receivers), and axial/radial strain measurement devices. The maximum number
of ultrasonic transducers that can effectively be attached to a rock specimen depends on its length. A
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flexible Viton sleeve isolates the specimen from the confining oil and allows the ultrasonic
transducers to be directly attached to the surface of the rock specimen. The ultrasonic transducers
are cylindrical in shape with an outside diameter of 8 mm and a central resonant frequency of about
0.5 MHz. The surface of the transducers in contact with the rock specimen is machined to a
cylindrical geometry. The transducers are made of aluminium to minimise the contrast in elastic
impedance with the rock specimen, and therefore, maximise the transmission of mechanical
vibrations to be detected or propagated by the transducer. Figure 7.4 shows a typical array of
ultrasonic transducers attached to the rock specimen.

4. In situ conditions in the Lesueur formation (Wonnerup member)

Figure 5 shows a compilation of in situ stress, pore pressure and temperature conditions in the Harvey‐
1 well as reported by Rasouli et al. (2013) and Saeedi (2014). The main results of interest for the target
depths of the rock specimens investigated here are summarized in Table 3. Note that the maximum
stress appears to be horizontal, i.e., a tectonic strike‐slip stress regime with H = 52 MPa at 1924 m,
and H = 64 MPa at 2508 m; the minimum horizontal stress is estimated to be h = 38 MPa at 1924 m,
and h = 45 MPa at 2508 m. Note that this stress state is strongly azimuthally anisotropic and
represents strong strike‐slip stress conditions since H > v > h.

5. Experimental program

Figure 7.6 illustrates, in the mean effective‐differential stress space, the protocol of the injection‐
induced fault reactivation experiments carried out on specimens CSRO‐1 to CSRO‐4. The stress, pore
pressure and temperature values reported in this figure correspond to the experiment conducted on
specimen CSRO‐3. The effective pressure values targeted for each specimen correspond to the
reported in situ conditions (Rasouli et al., 2013; Saeedi, 2014) as summarised in Table 7.3.

The important stages of the testing are summarised below. Note that each experiment lasts 7 to 10
days.

Phase 1. In situ conditions
Reach the isotropic in situ confining and pore pressure conditions (see Table 7.3).

Phase 2. Rock fracturing
After equilibration, increase the axial stress (deviatoric loading) slightly past the point of
fracturing (peak differential stress) of the specimen with controlled axial displacement in order
to minimise the risk of sample collapse after the peak stress. Pore pressure is maintained
constant at the original in situ value during this stage (drained loading conditions).
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Phase 3. Fracture stabilisation at a critical state
After equilibration, partially unload the specimen to reach 50% of the peak stress. The fracture is
therefore stabilised, yet remaining in a critically stressed state. Pore pressure is maintained
constant at the original in situ value during this stage.

Phase 4. Shear reactivation by fluid injection
After equilibration, increase the pore pressure by injecting water at the bottom end of the
fractured specimen while the top end pore fluid line is closed. The pore pressure raise and the
effective mean stress decreases until slipping at the fracture/fault occurs. At this point, and to
avoid specimen collapse and an uncontrollable slip of the fault, the pore fluid pressure is
maintained constant and the axial load is switched to a control in axial displacement. The
imposed axial displacement is maintained for a couple of hours, corresponding to a dip‐slip on
the fault of a couple of millimetres. Further details of the experimental protocol are provided in
Appendix A.

The aims of each stage of the experiment are the following.

Phase 1. In situ conditions
This preliminary stage ensures that laboratory results are, as much as possible, representative of
actual in situ rock behaviour at depth.

Phase 2. Rock fracturing
This stage is aimed at generating a fracture by a natural failure mechanism, i.e., no pre‐cutting
or sawing of the specimen prior to experimental deformation.

Phase 3. Fracture stabilisation at a critical state
This stage is aimed at simulating a critically stressed, yet stable, fault as it is inferred to be the
case in natural faults prior to anthropogenic activities.

Phase 4. Shear reactivation by fluid injection
This stage is aimed at simulating the reactivation of a critically stressed fault associated with
underground fluid injection, e.g., supercritical CO2.

At specific stages of the experiment, water permeability is measured along the specimen’s axis using
the constant flow method (steady state) for which the difference in fluid pressure between the two
ends of the specimen is monitored. Specifically, water permeability is measured as described below:

1. Permeability test 1 at the in situ effective pressure (at the end of phase 1): permeability of
the intact specimen is measured.
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2. Permeability test 2 after the peak stress is reached, once the shear fracture has been
generated (at the end of phase 2): permeability is measured through the freshly failed core
specimen.
3. Permeability test 3 at the stable critical state (at the end of phase 3): permeability is
measured through the critically stressed shear fracture.

In addition to the water permeability measurements, the following parameters are monitored all
along the experiment:

1. Stress, pore pressure and strain data are used to monitor and control the experiment in real
time. The axial strain is calculated from the recorded average axial displacement and the
original length of the specimen; the radial strain is measured at the mid‐height of the
specimen; and the volumetric strain is calculated from the axial and radial strains. Strictly
speaking the reported strains are meaningful only before strain localisation (shear fracturing)
occurs in the specimen. Once fracturing occurs (past the peak differential stress), the
recorded axial displacement is expected to be accommodated by the slipping fault.
2. Active ultrasonic monitoring: Elastic wave velocity surveys are repeatedly conducted at every
important moment of the experiment, or at regular time intervals. Waveform stacking is
allowed to improve the signal‐to‐noise ratio of the recorded waveforms. A survey typically
lasts about 30 seconds, depending on stacking parameters required to achieve a reasonable
signal‐to‐noise ratio. All waveforms are recorded with a sampling rate of 10 MHz and an
amplitude resolution of 12 bits.
3. Passive ultrasonic monitoring: Micro‐seismic (MS) events (also called acoustic emissions) are
allowed to trigger waveform recording based on a pre‐set logic and on the observed noise
level at the time of testing. All waveforms are recorded with a sampling rate of 10 MHz and
an amplitude resolution of 12 bits.

P‐wave velocity along various ray paths within the tested rock specimen and its evolution with stress
and pore pressure conditions can be estimated from the active ultrasonic monitoring. P‐wave
velocity is used to spatially locate the MS events recorded during the passive ultrasonic monitoring. If
the signal‐to‐noise ratio of the waveforms recorded for a given MS event is sufficiently high, focal
mechanism of that event can be estimated from the first motion of each ultrasonic transducer that
recorded that event.

6. Results

This section reports in detail the results obtained for one of the four specimens tested, i.e., CSRO‐3.
The data obtained for this specimen are qualitatively representative of all four specimens. The
corresponding data for CSRO‐1, CSRO‐2 and CSRO‐4 are reported in Appendix B. The particulars of
each of the four specimens and differences between them are analysed in the discussion section.
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CSRO‐3 has been recovered from a vertical borehole at a depth of 1924 m (Lesueur formation,
Wonnerup member) and cored along the borehole axis (vertical core). It has been tested at in situ
conditions of effective pressure and temperature (see Table 7.3):
1. Temperature: T = 61 °C
2. Confining pressure: Pc = 44 MPa
3. Pore pressure: Pp = 19 MPa

6.1. Geomechanical data

Figure 7.7 reports the evolution of the geomechanical testing parameters with time for the whole
duration of the experiment (7 days):

1.
2.
3.
4.

Confining pressure
Differential stress
Top and bottom pore fluid pressure
Axial, radial and volumetric strains (volumetric strain is calculated from the axial and radial
strains)
5. Axial displacement used to control the triaxial apparatus during rock failure (phase 2), and
injection‐induced reactivation (phase 4).

Figure 7.8 displays the evolution of the axial, radial and volumetric strains with differential stress
during rock fracturing up to and slightly past the peak differential stress (phase 2). The peak
differential stress reached for this specimen is peak = 135.8 MPa. The quasi‐static Young’s modulus
for this specimen is E ~ 18.2 GPa and the corresponding Poisson’s ratio is  ~ 0.12. These values are
estimated at 50% of the peak stress during the triaxial loading in phase 2. The volumetric strain curve
exhibits the expected dilatancy of the rock past a certain threshold of applied differential stress (diff
= 127 MPa) prior to shear failure.

Figure 7.9 shows the evolution of the pore pressure, axial displacement and differential stress with
time during fault reactivation (phase 4). Fault slip occurred at an injection (pore) pressure of 34.2
MPa. The onset of fault slip during fluid injection and increase of the pore pressure is evidenced by
an acceleration of the axial displacement (red curve) and the drop of the differential stress (black
curve). At this point, and in order to keep the control of the experiment, we have switched to a
control of the axial displacement and kept the fluid pressure constant at the trigger value of 34.2
MPa.
Figure 7.10 reports the evolution of the differential stress and mean effective stress (mean – pp) with
axial displacement during the fault reactivation (phase 4). As indicated in the figure, the mean
effective stress exhibits a strong reduction in slope at the onset of fault slip. This is mainly due to the
drop of the differential stress, reflecting a reduction of the friction at the fault location. For this
particular experiment, as soon as we observed the acceleration of the axial displacement and the
drop in the differential stress, we switched to the displacement control mode at the slip trigger rate,
and kept the fluid pressure constant at the slip trigger value of 34.2 MPa. For subsequent
experiments (see Figures A.1.4, A.2.4, and A.3.4 in Appendix B), we left the slip develop for a longer
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period of time before switching to the displacement control mode. In these experiments, a similar
drop in the slope of the mean effective stress‐axial displacement curve is observed at the onset of
fault slip.

6.2. Water permeability

Figure 7.11 shows the pore fluid pressures measured at the top and bottom ends of the specimen
during the steady state permeability tests. The differential pressure achieved in the permanent
regime can be used to compute the effective permeability of the rock using Darcy’s law, i.e.,

QS

k p
QL
 k
S p
 L

where Q is the fluid flow rate (0.1 mL/min = 1.7x10-9 m3/s), S is the specimen’s cross section area
(1.1x10-3 m2), L is the specimen’s length (8x10-2 m) and  is the water viscosity at 61 °C (0.46x10-3
Pa.s).

Assuming Darcy’s law is valid, and based on the measured steady state differential pressures the
water permeability for each of the three stages is:
1. Permeability 1 at in situ conditions: k1 ~ 7.6 10‐16 m2 ~ 0.8 mD
2. Permeability 2 through freshly faulted rock: k2 ~ 8.3 10‐16 m2 ~ 0.8 mD
3. Permeability 3 through critically loaded fault: k3 ~ 8.7 10‐16 m2 ~ 0.9 mD

The slight difference between the permeability measured in these three states of the rock is clearly
not significant and is mainly controlled by the slight fluctuations of the recorded fluid pressures
(inherent experimental uncertainties).

6.3. Micro‐seismicity

Figure 7.12 and 7.13 report the spatial and temporal evolution of the micro‐seismic (MS) activity
during phase 2 of rock failure, and phase 4 of injection‐induced fault reactivation, respectively. Note
that only the MS events that have been successfully located are represented in these figures. In fact,
during phase 2, more than 20,000 events have been recorded in 3 hours, and 6,300 have been
spatially located; during phase 4, 20,000 new events have been recorded in 2 hours and 10,475 have
been spatially located. For each phase of the experiment (phase 2 or 4) taken separately, the colour
of an event (circles in Figures 7.12 and 7.13) is scaled to the time of occurrence of that event during
the corresponding phase. For each phase, a histogram of the events number per unit time (MS
activity rate) is also shown. During rock failure, a single peak in the events histogram is observed,
which is correlated with the time at which the peak stress is reached. During fault reactivation, two
peaks are observed in the histogram, most likely related to (i) the initial reactivation and slip of the
original shear fracture, which is called fault reactivation due to the slip (first peak, green MS events),
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and (ii) the appearance of a second conjugate shear fracture that subsequently slipped and became a
fault (second peak, red MS events).

Figure 7.14 shows the 3D location error bars of the micro‐seismic events recorded during phase 2 of
rock faulting (top), and phase 4 of injection‐induced fault reactivation (bottom). In this figure, the
colour of each event is scaled to its RMS location error. The RMS location error for phase 2 of rock
faulting ranges between 1.25 (green) and 14.4 (red); for phase 4 of fault reactivation, it ranges
between 1.27 and 13.2. Because most of the events are green in both phases, their RMS location
error is in the range of few mm.

6.4. Post‐mortem X‐ray scanning

Figure 7.15 shows the post‐mortem photographs and X‐ray CT scans of the tested rock specimens.
Note that for CSRO‐1, the confining oil leaked into the specimen at the end of the experiment
because of a rupture of the Viton sleeve associated with the large displacements involved. A partial
loss of control of the experiment occurred that led to the total collapse of the specimen so that no X‐
ray CT scanning could be carried out.

For CSRO‐3, the most striking observation is that the set of two conjugate faults observed on the
sample after the experiment (visual inspection and X‐ray CT scans) is consistent with the micro‐
seismic activity reported in Figure 7.13.

7. Discussion

7.1. Geomechanical properties, depth and sample orientation

Table 7.4 compares the geomechanical properties of the four tested specimens. Based on this limited
dataset, it appears that the vertical specimens from each depth are stiffer than the horizontal ones.
Among the horizontal specimens CSRO‐2 and CSRO‐4, and as expected, the stiffest specimen is the
one originating from the deepest section of the formation (more consolidated with a larger
overburden stress). However, this observation does not hold for the vertical specimens CSRO‐3 and
CSRO‐1, that is, the stiffest specimen is the one originating from the shallowest section. This can
most probably be attributed to the heterogeneity, and perhaps diagenesis and cementation
differences, among the specimens.

More consistency is observed for the peak stress: the strongest rock is the one originating from the
deepest section of the formation, regardless of its orientation with respect to the maximum principal
stress applied during the experiment. In addition, for both sets of specimens, the rock appears to be
stronger when loaded vertically than when loaded horizontally.
In addition, this table reports the value of injection pressure reached at the time of reactivation of
the fault during Phase 4 of each experiment. It shows that in the deeper section (2500 m), if the
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injection pressure reaches a value of ~ 21 MPa above the in situ pore pressure, the fault might
reactivate; in the shallower section (1925 m) the over pressure required to reactivate the fault is ~ 15
MPa.

7.2. Gas/brine permeability, depth and sample orientation

Table 7.5 compares the N2 and H2O permeability of the four tested specimens at the relevant in situ
effective pressure. Gas permeability exhibits the expected behaviour in terms of the specimen’s
depth of recovery and orientation with respect to the flow direction, that is, (i) specimens originating
from the deeper section of the formation are less permeable than those taken from a shallower
section; and (ii) permeability along the rock bedding is larger than that normal to it.

However, these trends do not strictly hold for water permeability. For each depth, there is no
significant difference in water permeability between the vertical and the horizontal specimens, i.e., a
difference of 0.1 to 0.2 mD. Although it appears that the deeper specimens are less permeable than
the shallower ones, the difference between the two is only 0.4 to 0.5 mD.

For all specimens but CSRO‐1, the permeability to brine is one order of magnitude lower than the
permeability to nitrogen gas. This is not an unexpected result and has been previously reported in
the literature for sandstones containing clay minerals or large amounts of fines, e.g., Tanikawa and
Shimamoto (2009) and references therein. It is nonetheless a critical result for the Lesueur formation
if only gas permeability data are used to plan and model an injection operation in the South West
Hub.

Clay particles, depending on their type and their location in the microstructure of the rock can cause
such differences in permeability. For instance, water‐induced swelling of clays of the smectite type,
when located within the pores (as opposed to coating the pore walls, or at the grain contacts) yield
the most striking differences between brine and gas permeability. So the presence of clays in the
Lesueur sandstone could be the cause of the observed difference.

Both brine and gas permeability measurements were conducted at the in situ effective pressure
relevant to their depth of origin. However, the gas permeability measurements were conducted at
room temperature whereas the brine permeability measurements were conducted at the in situ
temperature relevant to their depth of origin. This difference in measurement conditions could also
possibly explain part of the difference in the observed permeability contrast.

7.3. Rock failure, faulting and reactivation

For phase 2, the increase of the differential stress along the specimen’s axis induces shear failure and
probably some amount of slip, depending on how early the failure is detected, the loading is
stopped, and the core plug stabilised by decreasing the differential stress to 50% of the peak stress
value. A detailed analysis of the time of occurrence of the MS events during this phase shows that
while the axial load is increased, the recorded MS events are first randomly located in the volume of
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the specimen (diffuse damage). With increasing differential stress to near the peak value, strain
localisation is evidenced by a cloud of MS events located around the final shear fracture/failure
plane. Around the peak stress, the fault is formed and a slippage between the two parts of the rock
specimen must occur to accommodate the imposed axial displacement, yielding a much narrower
cloud of MS events clustered around the slip/fault plane. These observations are based on the
analysis of the digital movies constructed from the recorded and located MS events and are difficult
to convey on static figures such as Figures 7.12 and 7.13. However, the digital movies of the MS
activity recorded for phases 2 and 4 are provided for reference as additional supporting material.
Note that in these movies, the colour of the events is scaled to their relative magnitude.

During phase 4, the MS activity induced by fluid injection (green circles in Figure 7.13) is at first
similar to that observed at the end of phase 2 (red circles in Figure 7.12), that is, MS events
progressively cluster in the vicinity of the original shear fracture/failure plane. Let us call this sub‐
phase 4.1, which corresponds to the cloud of green circles in Figure 7.13. This progressive narrowing
of the cluster of MS events is interpreted as the start of the dip‐slip along the plane that can then on
be considered as a fault. While the imposed axial displacement continues and the slip proceeds along
this fault, a transition of the MS activity is observed and a second cluster of MS events appears,
reflecting the activation of a conjugate fracture/failure plane (red circles in Figure 7.13). This second
planar feature eventually accommodates by slippage most of the imposed axial displacement, and
radiates most of the MS activity up until the end of the experiment. This second planar feature, once
slippage has occurred along it, can be considered as a second conjugate fault. Let us call this sub‐
phase 4.2, which corresponds to the red circles in Figure 7.13. The first shear fracture generated
during phase 2 experience some amount of slip and becomes a fault during the end of phase 2,
during phase 3 and during sub‐phase 4.1. Then, with increasing axial displacement, it somehow
deactivates during the transition between sub‐phase 4.1 and sub‐phase 4.2, before the second
conjugate fracture/failure is generated and faulting occurs there. A detailed analysis of the time of
occurrence of the MS events during sub‐phase 4.2 (see supporting digital movies) shows that the MS
events first cluster in the lower‐right part of the conjugate fault, and with time, the cloud of events
“migrates” toward the upper‐left part of this secondary fault. Whether this “migration” of the micro‐
seismicity is related or not to fluid flow within the rock specimen remains uncertain.

As shown in Figure 7.15 the consequences of this behaviour of conjugate fracturing/faulting during
phase 4 can been seen on CSRO‐3 (vertical, 1924 m) described in detail here, on CSRO‐2 (horizontal,
2508 m), and on CSRO‐1 (vertical, 2508 m), but not on CSRO‐4 (horizontal, 1924). Such behaviour of
fracturing/faulting along conjugate planes is very unusual in standard triaxial experiments. It has
been shown numerically and in experiments conducted in transparent biaxial stress vessels that at
early stages of deviatoric loading of geo‐materials, several conjugate planes compete in
accommodating the induced deformation until strain localisation occurs on a single dominating shear
plane, e.g., Mair et al. (2002) and references therein. Whether this phenomenon is specific to this
type of injection‐induced fault reactivation experiments remains to be determined.

Figures 7.16 and 7.17 show, respectively, the evolution of the cumulative number of MS events
(blue) with time, superimposed to (i) the evolution of differential stress (black), axial displacement
(red), and volumetric strain (grey) during phase 2; and to (ii) the evolution of differential stress
(black), axial displacement (red), and pore pressure (grey) during phase 4. Figure 7.16 highlights the
time of start of the deviatoric loading, the onset of MS activity, the onset of dilatancy of the rock, and
the peak differential stress. Figure 7.17 highlights the time of start of the fluid injection/pore
pressure increase, the precursory MS activity preceding the first slip of the pre‐existing fault, and a
special point in the cumulative events count (CEC) curve at which no event is captured. This time
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corresponds to the moment at which the MS activity switches from the original fault plane to the
secondary conjugate plane.

At any given time during the experiment, the slope of the CEC curve is proportional to the height of
the histograms of events shown in Figures 7.12 and 6.13. Figure 7.16 shows that the largest slope of
the CEC curve is observed between the onset of dilatancy and the peak differential stress. This
correlates with the maximum of the histogram in Figure 7.12. The onset of dilatancy and the peak
stress correspond to times when the CEC curve exhibits a change in slope. Figure 7.17 shows that
right after the time of first fault slip and near the end of the experiment, the CEC curve exhibits the
largest local slopes, which corresponds to the two maxima seen in the histogram of Figure 7.13.

An analysis of the frequency content (spectra) of a number of events during phases 2 and 4 of the
experiment do not show a clear difference.

8. Conclusions

The main outcomes of this part of the project are:

1. The gas porosity and permeability measured on our plugs is consistent with measurements
on other plugs from the same rock facies reported in previous ANLEC projects (Delle Piane et
al., 2013), i.e., at 1924 m, the porosity is around 10‐12% and the permeability ranges
between 17 and 30 mD; at 2508 m depth, the porosity is around 9‐10% and the permeability
ranges between 1 and 5 mD.
2. The stress‐dependency of the gas porosity and permeability is significant.
3. The anisotropy of the gas permeability is also significant, i.e., khoriz / kvert ~ 1.7 at a depth of
1924 m and ~ 4.5 at a depth of 2508 m.

4. The effective brine permeability of the shear‐failed rock is similar to that of the intact rock,
i.e., ~ 0.8 mD.
5. The brine permeability appears to be much lower than the gas permeability, i.e., kbrine ~ 0.8
mD for kgas ~ 23 mD in average.

6. The shear failure stage resulted in the generation of a single fracture at a differential stress
of ~ 136 MPa.

7. The injection‐induced reactivation stage resulted, with increasing displacement, first in a slip
of the initial shear fracture at a pore pressure of ~ 34 MPa, then in the generation of a
second, conjugate fracture.
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8. At a depth of 1924 m, shear fracturing/failure and injection‐induced reactivation generated:
(i) similar amounts of micro‐seismic activity, i.e., 20,000 events for each phase; (ii)
qualitatively similar frequency content of the recorded micro‐seismic activity; (iii) the first
significant micro‐seismic activity is recorded at a differential stress of ~ 80 MPa; (iv) during
the shear fracturing stage, the maximum micro‐seismic activity is recorded near the dilatancy
point, at a differential stress of ~ 127 MPa; (iv) during the injection‐induced reactivation
stage, two peaks of micro‐seismic activity have been recorded: the first is associated with the
time of reactivation of the initial shear fracture, and the second during the later activation of
the second, conjugate shear fracture.

We can summarise the findings of this part of the project as follows:
1. PHASE 2: Fracturing the intact rock (green phase in Figure 7.6) by applying a differential
stress (= axial stress – confining pressure) in excess of the stress that the rock can
withstand at the in situ conditions. To do so, we had to increase the differential stress up
to the rock failure (e.g., 136 MPa for CSRO 3). Micro‐seismic activity that we could detect
triggered before (precursory activity) this value was reached (e.g., at ~ 80 MPa for CSRO
3).
2. PHASE 4: Reactivating the generated fracture/fault (blue phase in Figure 7.6) by
increasing the pore pressure (simulating the injection pressure). To do so, we had to
increase the pore pressure by a certain amount above the in situ pore pressure (e.g., =
34 – 19 = 15 MPa for CSRO 3). Note that the micro‐seismic activity induced by the
reactivation of the fault was essentially concomitant with the onset of fault slip (no
precursory activity).

Another result of the microseismic monitoring data from these geomechanical lab experiments is
that, despite the presence of a pre‐existing fault in the injected reservoir volume, the combination of
an injection‐induced pore pressure increase and a pre‐existing deviatoric (tectonic) stress state, new
shear fracturing along conjugate planes can be created, at very high injection differential pressures.
An important question is: would realistic CO2 injection pressures create newly generated conjugate
fractures in the storage reservoir, and if so, would they be likely to behave as flow barriers or
preferential flow paths (enhanced permeability) for the injected CO2? A related question may be:
would newly generated conjugate fractures be likely to propagate into the overburden and
compromise the seal integrity, or remain confined to the reservoir section? Based on the limited
amount of brine permeability data acquired in this study, the effect of the shear fracture on the
effective permeability of the reservoir rock seems to be negligible.

Further studies of this type would be required to answer these and other important geomechanical
questions.
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Appendix A: Detailed experimental protocol

The detailed stages of the testing of all four specimens are:

1. Heating of the dry sample to the in situ temperature under a small confining pressure of 0.7
MPa.
2. Pre‐consolidation: confining pressure is cycled up to 25 MPa then down to 1 MPa in order to
minimise hysteresis effects generally associated with samples recovered from depth and
stored at room conditions for long periods of time prior to testing.
3. Fluid saturation: pore fluid (brine) is injected from the bottom of the specimen while the top
is connected to a vacuum pump. Several pore volumes of brine are circulated along the
specimen to minimise trapping of residual air bubbles within the pore space. A pore pressure
of 0.5 MPa is then established by closing the top pore fluid line while the bottom pore fluid
line remains connected to a regulating pump.
4. Phase 1: increase of confining and pore pressure at a rate of 0.5 MPa/min to reach the
targeted in situ effective pressure.
5. Waiting time: equilibration as evidenced by the stabilisation of all experiment parameters
(typically over night or over a week‐end).
6. Permeability test 1: Water permeability measurement on the intact specimen at in situ
conditions using a steady state method: brine flowed in at 0.1 mL/min at the bottom end of
the specimen and monitoring of the steady differential pressure between the two ends.
7. Phase 2: rock faulting with a controlled displacement rate of 0.4 mm/h (strain rate ~ 10‐6 s‐1).
8. Permeability test 2: through the fresh fault with a brine flow of 0.1 mL/min.
9. Stress relaxation: slightly past the peak differential stress, the loading actuator is stopped
and maintained at a constant position while the axial stress drop (stress relaxation) is
monitored.
10. Phase 3: axial load is decreased at a rate of 0.9 MPa/min to reach 50% of the peak stress.
11. Permeability test 3: through the critically loaded fault with a brine flow of 0.1 mL/min.
12. Creep: axial load is maintained at 50% of the peak stress and strains are monitored.
13. Phase 4: pore pressure is increased at a rate of 0.05 mL/min until the fault is reactivated and
fault slip occurs. The pore pressure reached at the time of fault slippage is then maintained
constant and the axial actuator is switched to displacement control at a rate of 0.8 mm/h
(strain rate ~ 2.10‐6 s‐1). Fault slippage is left to proceed as long as permitted by the triaxial
apparatus.

Appendix B: Data compilation for CSRO‐1, CSRO‐2, and CSRO‐4

A.1. Results for CSRO‐1

Vertical core recovered from a depth of 2508 m and tested at:
1. Temperature: T = 69 °C
2. Confining pressure: Pc = 55 MPa
3. Pore pressure: Pp = 25 MPa
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Geomechanical data
The peak differential stress reached for this specimen is peak = 142.0 MPa. The quasi‐static Young’s
modulus for this specimen is E ~ 16.7 GPa and the corresponding Poisson’s ratio is  ~ 0.20. These
values are estimated at 50% of the peak stress during the triaxial loading in phase 2.

Water Permeability

Assuming Darcy’s law is valid and based on the measured steady state differential pressures the
water permeability for each of the three stages is:
1. Permeability 1 at in situ conditions: k1 ~ 3 10‐16 m2 ~ 0.3 mD
2. Permeability 2 through freshly failed rock: k2 ~ 2.4 10‐16 m2 ~ 0.2 mD
3. Permeability 3 through critically loaded fault: k3 ~ 3.8 10‐16 m2 ~ 0.4 mD

A.2. Results for CSRO‐2

Horizontal core recovered from a depth of 2508 m and tested at:
1. Temperature: T = 69 °C
2. Confining pressure: Pc = 55 MPa
3. Pore pressure: Pp = 25 MPa

Geomechanical data
The peak differential stress reached for this specimen is peak = 123.7 MPa. The quasi‐static Young’s
modulus for this specimen is E ~ 13.9 GPa and the corresponding Poisson’s ratio is  ~ 0.15. These
values are estimated at 50% of the peak stress during the triaxial loading in phase 2 and the radial
strain is measured across the bedding for this horizontal specimen.

Water Permeability

Assuming Darcy’s law is valid and based on the measured steady state differential pressures the
water permeability for each of the three stages is:
4. Permeability 1 at in situ conditions: k1 ~ 2.1 10‐16 m2 ~ 0.2 mD
5. Permeability 2 through freshly failed rock: k2 ~ 1.2 10‐16 m2 ~ 0.1 mD
6. Permeability 3 through critically loaded fault: k3 ~ 0.9 10‐16 m2 ~ 0.1 mD
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A.3. Results for CSRO‐4

Horizontal core recovered from a depth of 1924 m and tested at:
1. Temperature: T = 61 °C
2. Confining pressure: Pc = 44 MPa
3. Pore pressure: Pp = 19 MPa

Geomechanical data
The peak differential stress reached for this specimen is peak = 104.5 MPa. The quasi‐static Young’s
modulus for this specimen is E ~ 10.9 GPa and the corresponding Poisson’s ratio is  ~ 0.18. These
values are estimated at 50% of the peak stress during the triaxial loading in phase 2 and the radial
strain is measured across the bedding for this horizontal specimen.

Water Permeability

Assuming Darcy’s law is valid and based on the measured steady state differential pressures the
water permeability for each of the three stages is:
7. Permeability 1 at in situ conditions: k1 ~ 5.5 10‐16 m2 ~ 0.6 mD
8. Permeability 2 through freshly failed rock: k2 ~ 3.7 10‐16 m2 ~ 0.4 mD
9. Permeability 3 through critically loaded fault: k3 ~ 3.3 10‐16 m2 ~ 0.3 mD
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Tables
Table 7.1: Preliminary characterisation at room temperature of the four rock plugs available for geomechanical testing.

Specimen

CSRO-1

CSRO-2

CSRO-3

CSRO-4

Formation

Lesueur

Lesueur

Lesueur

Lesueur

Depth (m)

2508.05

2508.17

1924.05

1924.15

Aii

Aii

Aii

Aii

Vertical

Horizontal

Vertical

Horizontal

38

38.1

38

38.2

79.3

66.6

99.3

63.3

206.12

173.36

253.91

161.8

N2 Porosity (%)*

9.9 – 10.5

9.2 – 9.5

9.8 – 10.2

11.7 – 12.1

N2 Permeability (mD)*

0.8 – 1.4

4.2 – 5.4

16.5 – 17.4

28.4 – 32.6

Facies
Orientation
Diameter (mm)
Length (mm)
Mass (g)

* Porosity and permeability ranges are given for a confining pressure ranging from 500 to 5000 psi, at a pore pressure of 200
psi.
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Table 7.2: Evolution of the N2 gas porosity and permeability with effective pressure at room temperature.

CSRO‐1: Vertical plug ‐ 2508.05m
Peff Porosity Porosity STD Permeability Permeability STD
(MPa)
(%)
(%)
(mD)
(mD)
2
10.6
0.05
1.4
0.05
6
10.3
0.06
1.2
0.02
13
10.1
0.03
1.0
0.03
20
10.0
0.03
0.9
0.03
27
9.9
0.01
0.9
0.03
33
9.8
0.05
0.8
0.03
CSRO‐2: Horizontal plug ‐ 2508.17m
Peff Porosity Porosity STD Permeability Permeability STD
(MPa)
(%)
(%)
(mD)
(mD)
2
9.8
0.05
5.6
0.03
6
9.6
0.04
5.1
0.01
13
9.4
0.05
4.7
0.04
20
9.2
0.04
4.4
0.01
27
9.2
0.03
4.3
0.02
33
9.3
0.05
4.3
0.06
CSRO‐3: Vertical plug ‐ 1924.05m
Peff Porosity Porosity STD Permeability Permeability STD
(MPa)
(%)
(%)
(mD)
(mD)
2
10.5
0.02
18.8
0.18
6
10.3
0.02
18.2
0.17
13
10.1
0.02
17.4
0.14
20
10.0
0.03
17.0
0.11
26
9.9
0.02
16.8
0.11
33
9.8
0.03
16.5
0.08
CSRO‐4: Horizontal plug ‐ 1924.15m
Peff Porosity Porosity STD Permeability Permeability STD
(MPa)
(%)
(%)
(mD)
(mD)
2
12.4
0.01
33.0
0.25
6
12.1
0.10
31.5
0.05
13
11.9
0.02
30.3
0.23
19
11.7
0.03
29.2
0.05
27
11.7
0.03
28.8
0.02
33
11.7
0.05
28.5
0.09
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Table 7.3: Summary of in situ stress and temperature conditions at the depth of recovery of the investigated sandstone
specimens (see Figure 3, modified from Rasouli et al., 2013 and Saeedi, 2014).

Depth (m)

1924

2508

Temperature T (°C)

61

69

Pore pressure pp (MPa)

19

25

Vertical stress v (MPa)

44

55

Maximum horizontal stress H (MPa)

52

64

Minimum horizontal stress h (MPa)

38

45

Mean stress pc (MPa)

44

55

Mean effective stress peff = pc – pp (MPa)

25

30

Mean horizontal stress h.mean (MPa)

45

54

Table 7.4: Comparison of geomechanical properties.

Specimen

CSRO-1

CSRO-2

CSRO-3

CSRO-4

Depth (m)

2508.05

2508.17

1924.05

1924.15

Orientation

Vertical

Horizontal

Vertical

Horizontal

30

30

25

25

Young’s modulus (GPa)

16.7

13.9

18.2

10.9

Poisson’s ratio (-)

0.20

0.15

0.12

0.18

Peak differential stress (MPa)

142.0

123.7

135.8

104.5

45

47

34

33

In situ Pore pressure (MPa)

25

25

19

19

Over pressure at fault reactivation
(MPa)

20

22

15

14

In situ effective pressure (MPa)

Injection
pressure
reactivation (MPa)

at

fault
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Table 7.5: Comparison of N2 and H2O permeability of the four tested specimens at the relevant in situ effective
pressure.

Specimen

CSRO-1

CSRO-2

CSRO-3

CSRO-4

Depth (m)

2508.05

2508.17

1924.05

1924.15

Orientation

Vertical

Horizontal

Vertical

Horizontal

30

30

25

25

N2 permeability (mD)

0.85

4.3

16.8

28.8

H2O permeability (mD)

0.3

0.2

0.8

0.6

In situ effective pressure (MPa)
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Figures

Figure 7.1 Photographs and X‐ray scans of the four specimens taken after preparation (coring, cutting and grinding) and
before testing in the triaxial apparatus.
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Figure 7.2 Evolution of the porosity and the permeability with effective pressure. The in situ effective pressure at 1924 m
and 2508 m is ~ 25 MPa and ~ 30 MPa, respectively. CSRO‐1 and CSRO‐3 are vertical plugs and CSRO‐2 and CSRO‐4 are
horizontal plugs.
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Figure 7.3 Geomechanical laboratory equipment available in CSIRO’s laboratory facilities.

38.1 mm

Fully instrumented rock sample

Figure 7.4 Geometry of a typical array of ultrasonic transducers attached to the cylindrical rock specimen during
geomechanical testing.
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Figure 7.5 In situ stresses, pore pressure and temperature in Harvey‐1 well (see Rasouli et al., 2013; Saeedi, 2014).
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@ 61°C

PHASE 2

PHASE 1

PHASE 4
PHASE 3

Figure 7.6 Schematic description of the geomechanical testing protocol in the stress space (example of sample CSRO‐3).
Phase 1: reach in situ effective pressure conditions. Phase 2: rock faulting. Phase 3: fault stabilisation to a critical state.
Phase 4: injection‐induced fault reactivation.
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Figure 7.7 Evolution of the geomechanical testing parameters with time for the whole duration of the experiment (~ 7
days). The main stages of the experiment are also reported
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Figure 7.8 Evolution of the axial, radial and volumetric strains with differential stress during rock faulting (phase 2).

Figure 7.9 Evolution of the pore pressure, axial displacement and differential stress with time during fault reactivation
(phase 4).
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Figure 7.10 Evolution of the differential stress and mean effective stress with axial displacement during fault
reactivation (phase 4).
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Figure 7.11 Pore fluid pressures measured at the top and bottom ends of the specimen during the steady state
permeability measurement at 61 °C: through the intact rock (top), through the freshly faulted rock (middle), and through
the critically loaded fault (bottom).
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Figure 7.12: Spatial and temporal evolution of the micro‐seismic activity recorded during phase 2 of rock faulting.
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Figure 7.13 Spatial and temporal evolution of the micro‐seismic activity recorded during phase 4 of injection‐induced
fault reactivation.
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Figure 7.14 3D location error bars of the micro‐seismic events recorded during phase 2 of rock faulting, and phase 4 of
injection‐induced fault reactivation.
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Figure 7.15 Post‐mortem photographs and X‐ray scans of the tested rock specimens.
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Figure 7.16 Micro‐seismicity rate and geomechanical response during phase 2 of rock faulting.

Figure 7.17 Micro‐seismicity rate and geomechanical response during phase 4 of injection‐induced fault reactivation.
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Appendix A: Figures
A.1. Figures for CSRO-1

Figure A1.1. CSRO-1: all geomechanical data.
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Figure A1.2. CSRO-1: phase 2 geomechanical data.

Figure A1.3. CSRO-1: phase 4 geomechanical data (1/2).
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Figure A1.4. CSRO-1: phase 4 geomechanical data (2/2).
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Figure A1.5. CSRO-1: water permeability data.
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A.2. Figures for CSRO-2

Figure A2.1. CSRO-2: all geomechanical data.
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Figure A2.2. CSRO-2: phase 2 geomechanical data.
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Figure A2.3. CSRO-2: phase 4 geomechanical data (1/2).

Figure A2.4. CSRO-2: phase 4 geomechanical data (2/2).
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Figure A2.5. CSRO-2: water permeability data.
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A.3. Figures for CSRO-4

Figure A3.1. CSRO-4: all geomechanical data.
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Figure A3.2. CSRO-4: phase 2 geomechanical data.
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Figure A3.3. CSRO-4: phase 4 geomechanical data (1/2).

Figure A3.4. CSRO-4: phase 4 geomechanical data (2/2).
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Figure A3.5. CSRO-4: water permeability data.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

This document is the Final Report describing feasibility and design considerations for passive seismic
monitoring at the SouthWest Hub CO2 Geosequestration site near Perth, Australia.
It has been submitted as the final milestone for ANLEC Project 7‐0212‐0203: “Feasibility and design
of robust passive seismic monitoring arrays for CO2 geosequestration”.
Individual “Conclusions” sections can be found at the end of each major Final Report chapter and
sub‐chapter. Overall conclusions for the entire project are summarised in the Executive Summary
section at the head of this Final Report.
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